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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re: REQUEST FOR REEXAMINATIONOFU.S. }

PATENT NO. 6.700.502 > NT
)

Patentee : Scott Blair 27299
PATENT TRADEMARK OFFICE

Patent No. : 6,700,602 — Issued 03/2/2004 ) CERTIFICATE OF ELECTRONIC
) (EFS-WEB) TRANSMISSION

Appl. No. : 09/423 284 ) thereby certify that this correspondence is
being transmitted via the Office efectronic

) filing system in accordance with 37 CLR. §
Filed : May 6, 1998 }  1.8(a)(i(C) from the Pacific Time Zone of the

} United States on the local date shown below.
For : SUBWAY TV MEDIA SYSTEM )

) August 16,2011(Date)

Examiner : Chris Kelley }\ AOCap
) Peter 3. Gutierrez If, Reg. No. 96,732
)

STATEMENTIN SUPPORT OF REQUEST

FOR REEXAMINATION OFU.S, PATENT NO,6,700,602 

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Commissioner for Patents

P.O, Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

This is a request for ex parte reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 6,700,602. It is being

accompanied by form SB57, form SB42 citing four (4) references, copies of the four (4)

references and translations where necessary, a copy of the subject patent in double column

format and the required fee.
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U.S. Patent No.: 6,700,602
Application No.: 09/423,284
Request for Reexamination

1, Identification of Requestor

Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 6,700,602 (hereinafter‘the “602 Patent’), is respectfully

requested by Peter J. Gutierrez, (hereinafter“Requestor’.

The Requestor submits that the enclosed prior art, identifted on the attached SB42 form,

is pertinent and applicable to the ‘602 Patent.

2. Identification of Claims for Which Reexamination is Requested

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.510, reexamination of Claim 1 of the ‘602 Patent is

requested by the Patent Owner in view of the following references, heremafter collectively

referred to as “the New References’, a copy of each of the following being attached to this

Request,

® Japanese Publication of Unexamined Patent Application No. 61-272668

(hereinafter“DT’;

* Japanese Patent Application Publication No. H2-223985 (hereinafter“D2%;

e Japanese Published Unexamined Patent Application No. H04-160991

(hereinafter“D3); and

e Japanese Patent Application No. $61-285490 (hereinafter“D4}.

Reexamination of Claim | is requested in view of the New References.

3. Statement of Each Substantial New Question of Patentability

A. A substantial new question of patentability as to Claim 1 is raised by the

References

Claim 1 of the ‘602 Patent was granted in a Notice of Allowance on November17, 2003.

In the Notice of Allowance, the Office indicated that none of Gerke, Steventon, nor Williams

(considered by the Office during prosecution of the ‘602 Patent) disclose the combination of:

“a subway car for mass transportation including longitudinal opposed
sidewalls, a ceiling adjoining the sidewalls, a video display system comprising a

2.
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U.S. Patent No.: 6,700,602

Application No.: 09/423,284
Request for Reexamination

“a subway car for mass transportation including longitudinal opposed
sidewalls, a ceiling adjoining the sidewalls, a video display system comprising a
plurality of video display monitors each having a vide screen, and a video signal
source unit operatively connected to said monitors, said monitors being spaced
along the length ofthe car on opposed sides thereof, each ofsaid monitor being
mounted at the function of the sidewall and ceiling, with the screen of the monitor
substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car, and
directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats, so that each video screen is
readily visible to passengers in the subway car.”

Accordingly, the references of record do not teach or suggest such features, as recited in

Claim 1,

In Patent Owner’s Office Action response dated October 10, 2003, Patent Owner had

asserted that: “Williams is directed to a system that can be removedfrom a seat ofan airplane

.... This similarly applies to Steventon, since this reference relates to the mounting ofmonitors

in the back ofseats in an airplane.” However, the New References show various video monitor

systems that are used in applications, such as on train cars. These teachings provided by the

New References were not present during the prior examination of the ‘602 Patent, and as such,

these teachings are new.

In addition, in Patent Owner’s Office Action response dated October 10, 2003, Patent

Owner had argued in part that: “Williamsfails to overcome the recognized deficiencies ofGerke

and Steventon because Williams does not disclose ... securing a monitor to the junction between

the ceiling and an adjacent wall’. However, as will be discussed more fully below, D2 appears

to teach “Information signal display devices” mounted near the junction of the sidewall and

ceiling (see Figures 4 to 6 of D2). These teachings provided by the New References were not

present during the prior examination of the “602 Patent, and as such, these teachings are new.

The Patent Owner believes that a reasonable Examiner would consider such teachings

important in determining whether or not Claim 1 is patentable. For this reason, the combined

teachings of the New References and the references of record raise a substantial new question of

patentability with respect to at least independent Claim 1.
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Application No.: 09/423,284
Request for Reexamination

4, Detailed Explanation Under 37 C.F.R. § 1.510(b)

A. Claim I of U.S. Patent No. 6,700,602 The New References
 

1. A subway car for mass transportation
including longitudinal opposed sidewalls, a
ceiling adjoining the sidewalls,

a video display system comprising a plurality
of video display monitors each having a video
screen, and

a video signal source unit operatively
connected to said monitors,

said monitors being spaced along the length of
the car on opposed sides thereof,

each of said monitor being mounted at the
function of the sidewall and ceiling,

with the screen of the monitor substantially
flushed with the adjacent wall surface
structure of the car, and
directed obliquely downwardly toward the car

 

 

D3 teaches a “car body” for “an electric
train” that include longitudinally opposed
sidewalls with a ceiling that adjoins the
sidewalls. (page 738 and Fig. 2)
Di teaches “information systems that can
selectively display a variety of multifunctional
information in stations, in between stations, or
in train cars which are underway” (page 588).

 

D1 also teaches multiple “/nformation
communication display parts” (page 590 and
FIG,2). 
D1 teaches "A video switcher which is an

image signal switching device; (2) An image
memory; (3) A video disk device which
facilitates selection and playback of the
desired images by means of external signals
via the controller; (4) A video tape recorder
via the controller; (5) Videodisc players which
are installed in stations or train cars.” (page
588).
D2 appears to teach information signal display
devices disposed on opposing sides ofthe train
(Figures 4 to 6).

D3 appears to teach “television receivers”
spaced along the length of the “car body”
(Fig. 2)

D4 teaches “the display devices 2] to 2n are
arranged on the walls flanking the aisles of
each train or above the windows of the

assengerseats” (page 621).
D2 appears to teach “information signal
display devices” mounted near the junction of
the sidewall and ceiling (Figures 4 to 6)
Noneof the References teaches or suggests the
monitor being substantially flushed with the
adjacent wall surface structure of the car.
D2 appears to teach “information signal

4.
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seats, so that each video screen is readily|display devices” that are downwardly directed.
visible to passengers in the subwaycar. (Figures 4 to 7) 
5. Remarks

Despite the substantial new question of patentability ostensibly introduced by the

teachings of the New References, Patent Ownerstill believes Claim 1 is patentable over the

New References (and the references of record) in that, inter alia, the New References fail to

teach or suggest a “subway car...with the screen of the monitor substantially flushed with the

adjacent wall surface structure of the car”. As set forth in Patent Owner’s Office Action

response dated October 10, 2003, “Gerke and Steventon fail to disclose a video monitor screen

that is substantiallyflush with the adjacent wall,”

Furthermore, Patent Owner had argued that Williams failed “fo overcome the

recognized deficiencies of Gerke and Steventon because Williams does not disclose a video

monitor screen that is substantially flush to the adjacent wall as asserted by the Examiner”. As

noted above, the New References fail to address these deficiencies that were also present in the

art of record, as discussed in Patent Owner’s Office Action response dated October 10, 2003.

6. Conclusion

Thus, for the reasons set forth above, at least one substantial new question of

patentability has been raised with respect to Claim | of the ‘602 Patent based on the New

References, which were not of record during the prosecution of the ‘602 Patent. However, based

on the reasons set forth above, it is believed that Claim | (and therefore its dependent claims)

is/are patentable over both the New References andthe art of record.

Accordingly, reexamination of Claim 1 of the ‘602 Patent. and the issuance of a

certificate confirming patentability, is respectfully requested.
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If the Office has any questions or comments which may be resolved over the telephone,

they are invited to call the undersigned at (858) 675-1670.

Respectfully submitted,

GAZDZINSKI & ASSOCIATES, PC

Dated: August 16, 2011 By: Wa t yyaeeaT
Peter J. Gutierrez, IU]
Registration No. 56,732
16644 West Bernardo Dr., Suite 201

San Diego, CA 92127
Telephone No.: (858) 675-1670
Facsimile No.: (858) 675-1674
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PTO/SB/57 (62-09)
Approved for use through 08/31/2010. OMB 0651-0033

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

(Also referred to as FORM PTO-1465)

REQUEST FOR EX PARTE REEXAMINATION TRANSMITTAL FORM

Addressto:

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Commissionerfor Patents Attorney Docket No.: BLAIR.OO1A
P.O. Box 1480

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 Date: August 16, 2011

This is a request for ex parte reexamination pursuant to 37 CFR 1.510 of patent number 6,700,602
issued March 2, 2004 . The request is made by:

patent owner.|_] third party requester.

The name and address of the person requesting reexaminationis:

Scott Blair

1 Toronto Street, Suite 910

Toronto, MSC 2V6

A check in the ammount cf $ is enclosed to cover the reexamination fee, 37 CFR +.20(c}(1);

The Director is hereby authorized to charge the fee as set forth in 37 CFR 1.20(c)(4)
to Deposit Account No. 501423 - oF

Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

Any refund should be made by [| check or credit to Deposit Account No. 501423
37 CFR 1.26(c). If payment is made by credit card, refund must be to credit card account.

A copy of the patent to be reexamined having a double column format on one side of a separate paperis
enclosed. 37 CFR 1.510(b}(4)

[] CD-ROM or CD-R in duplicate, Computer Program (Appendix)or large table
| Landscape Table on OD

Nucleotide and/or Amino Acid Sequence Submission
ff applicable, items a. —c. are required.

a, [| Computer Readable Form (CRF}
b, Specification Sequence Listing on:

i. [| CD-ROM (2 copies) or CD-R (2 capies); or
ii, [—] paper

c. | Statements verifying identity of above copies

8. [J A copy of any disclaimer, certificate of correction or reexamination certificate issued in the patent is included.

9. Reexamination of claim(s) 1 is requested.

10. A copy of every patent or printed publication relied upon is submitted herewith including a listing thereof on
Form PTO/SB/08, PTO-1449, or equivalent.

41. An Englishlanguage translation of all necessary and pertinent non-English language patents and/or printed
publications is included.

  : : oe Page 1 of 2
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.510, The information f required g obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTC to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1,11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submitting tre completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upos the individual case. Any commmenis on the amount
of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for recuciag this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 7450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS.
SEND TO: Maiti Stop Ex Parte Reexam, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22343-1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, calf 1-800-PTO-9799 and select option 2.
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PTCYSB/57 (02-09)
Approved for use through 02/28/2013. OMB 8651-0064

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB centrol number.

12, The attached detailed request includes at least the following items:

a. Astatementidentifying each substantial new question of patentability based on prior patents and printed
publications. 37 CFR 1.510{b){1)
b. An identification of every claim for which reexamination is requested, and a detailed explanation of the pertinency
and manner of applying the cited art to every claim for which reexamination is requested. 37 GFR 1.510(b)(2).

13.t| A propased amendmentis included (only where the patent owneris the requester}. 37 CFR 71.510(e}

14. [I @. Itis certified that a copy cf this request (if filed by other than the patent cwner) has been servedin its entirety on
ihe patent owner as provided in 37 CFR 1,33(c).
The name and address of the party served and the date of service are:

 

 

Date of Service: :or

[| b. A duplicate copy is enclosed because service on patent owner was not possible, An explanation of the efforts
made to serve patent owner is attached. See MPEP 2220.

45. Correspondence Address: Direct ail communications about the reexamination to:

[x] The address associated with Customer Number: 27299
OR

 

C] Firm or
' Indivictial Name
Adcress

  

City
 

Country

Telephone  

16. [| The patent is currently the subject of the following concurrent preceeding(s}:
a. Copending reissue Application No.

b. Copending reexamination Control No.

c. Copencing Interference No.  

d. Copending litigation styled:
 

 

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not be
included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

AEE O , ae August 16, 2011
Authorized Signature Date

Peter J. Gutierrez, lI 56,732 For Patent Owner Requester
Typed/Printed Name Registration No. | For Third Party Requester
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US 6,700,602 B1
1

SUBWAY TV MEDIA SYSTEM

This application claims benefit of provisional application
Serial No. 60/045,811, filed May 7, 1997.

This invention relates to video display systems, and more
specifically to video display systems mounted in and oper-
ating in mass transit subway cars.

It is commonplace to provide visual advertising displays
such as posters in mass transit subway cars, where the
displays are available for reading by subway passengers
during travel. It is also known to equip subway cars with
closed circuit television cameras, for surveillance of pas-
senger behaviour and other safety checks. Images of such
surveillance are either displayed at a central security facility,
or recorded for subsequent viewing in the event of safety
problems.

It is also commonplace to equip subway cars with audio
public address systems for a myriad of uses, includingtransit
servicc announcements, community scrvicc cvents,
advertising, safety and emergency procedures, as well as
inter-statt communications.

Proposals have been made previously to equip other
transportation items, especially aircraft, with television or
video systems, primarily for the entertainment of passengers
on long journeys. Examples of such systems in the patent
literature can be found in U.S. Pat. No. 4,647,980 Steventon
et al., U.S. Pat. No. 4,630,821 Greenwald, U.S. Pat. No.
4,352,124 Kline, U.S. Pat. No. 5,123,728 Gradinet al., and
USS. Pat. No. 3,457,006 Brownet al.

Entertainment of passengers on subway cars has until
now generally been ignored, since the average journey taken
by a passenger on a masstransit subway system is usually
short, lasting perhaps fifteen minutes. Nevertheless, subway
transit riders offer an attractive audience for visual adver-

tising messages, as evidenced bythe proliferation of adver-
tising signs which commonly adorn a subway car. In
addition, mass transit systems such as subways are in need
of extra sources of revenue, to keep passenger fare structures
at an affordable level as operating costs rise, and to avoid
decreased ridership as a result.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a public
service message display system, entertainment system and
advertising system for mass transit subway cars.

It is a further object to provide a novel source of extra
revenue for a mass transit subway system.

The present invention provides a television public ser-
vice message display, entertainment and advertising system
for subway cars, in which tclevision monitors arc provided
at spaced intervals in subwaycars, to display short duration
televisual entertainment and advertising features to subway
riders. The system is designed so that advertising spots on it
can be sold by the transit system to potential advertisers and
sponsors, for extra revenues for the transit system. It takes
advantage of the fact that subway riders arc, for the most
part, occupying a subway car under relatively crowded
conditions but for only a relatively brief duration. They are
looking for something on which to focus their attention
during their brief ride, whilst at the same time often finding
it inconvenient to open newspapers, magazines or the like
under crowded circumstances and becoming, bored by static
advertising or other displays around them. The present
invention provides properly positioned television monitors
displaying moving images of newsitems, advertising mate-
rial and the like, viewable by substantially all riders in the
car, and filling their need for visual entertainment during the
brief duration of their subwayride.

Thus, according to the present invention, from one
aspect, there is provided a video system for displaying
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televised material to passengers in a masstransit subwaycar,
and comprising at least one video display monitor adapted
for mounting inside a subway car so as to display televised
materials to passengers riding therein, and a video signal
source unit operatively connected to said at least one moni-
tor.

According to a second aspect of the present invention,
there is provided a subway car for masstransportation and
comprising a video display system including at least one
video display monitor having a video screen, the monitor
being mounted in the subway car in a manner suchthat the
video screen thereof is readily visible to passengers in the
subway car, and a video signal source unil operatively
connected to said at least one monitor.

The term “video signal source unit” as used herein
embraces player units for playing pre-recorded video
material, such as computer-based digital video recorders
(including CD-ROM players), video tape players and video
disk players, and television receivers for receiving live or
pre-recorded broadcast television signals from a remote
transmitter and supplying these to the video display moni-
tors mounted in the subway cars. One system according to
the invention utilizes receivers including computer-based
digital video recorders for receiving broadcast television
signals from a remote transmitter as the video signal source
unit. Such video signal source unit can be located either
within the masstransits’ premises or on a remote broadcast-
ing site. Alternatively, the invention utilizes a video tape
player, a video disk player, or a computer-based digital video
recorder, as the video signal source unit. The video signal
source unit may be located in the same subwaycar as that
in which the monitor or monitors are located, or in adjacent
or remote cars of the same train, with the necessary opera-
tive connection between the player and the monitor(s). An
individual subway car can be equipped with its own video
signal source unit, connected to a plurality of monitors
mounted at different, appropriately chosen locations along
the length of the subwaycar. Alternatively, one central video
signal source unit can be located in one car of subwaytrain,
and connected to monitors in some or all of the cars of the

train, to provide a central video signal source unit for the
train.

Computer (PC) based digital video recorders basically
transmit video signals from a hard drive or CD-ROM
storage. They are however also capable of receiving trans-
mitted input at intervals, e.g. news item updates, at, say,
hourly intervals, to add to their stored transmittable vidco
data. In this sense they also act as television receivers.

The video signal source unit and video display monitors
used in the present invention can be of known, standard
form, obtainable as off the shelf items from manufacturers
and sales outlets. The connections between them,for display
of televised matcrial, arc also standard and well within the
skill of the art. For example, use can be made ofthe existing
subway infrastructure by which audio announcements are
currently transmitted. Alternatively, the connections may be
by use of coaxial cables, fibre optics, cell phone systems or
satellite transmission, or by other appropriate means.

A preferred system according to the invention is a
subway car or plurality of subway cars equipped with a
plurality of television monitors, especially LCD-based tele-
vision monitors, and a video signal source comprising a
video tape player, video disk player or computer-based
digital video recorder, the video signal source and the
monitors being interconnected by suitable electrical cable
systems which are self-contained within the subwaycar. In
this way, new subwaycars can be built with the video system
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or parts thereof installed, and usable on substantially any
transit system, since the operation of the video system is
independent of any previously installed track, tunnel or
control systems.

The video system according to the present invention
provides a means for communicating a very wide range of
information to viewers in an environment ideally suited to
communicating short video messages to viewers, especially
commercial messages or sponsored communily service, or
informational news bytes. Most subway rides are of short
duration, e.g. 15—30 minutesorless. It is normally undesir-
able to play television programsof any significant length to
subway passengers for fear of distracting them from their
proper points of interchange and disembarkation on the
subway system. However, the system according to the
inventionis ideally suited for displaying a series of short, 30
second—1 minute messages, in sequence, such as a series of
commercial messages. ‘These can range from straightfor-
ward advertising as seen on commercial television, or the
type of news feed with corporate sponsorship as seen by
cable television viewers, with news services provided by
specialized companies in this business. If the information is
delivered by video tape player, video disk player or
computer-based digital video recorder, it can be repeated at
intervals of, say, 5-15 minutes, based upon the average
duration of individual subway rides, i.e. the pre-recorded
programis of total duration of about 5-15 minutes. If the
feed is delivered from an outside source, its delivery
depends on the package of the server, and according to
agreement between the purchaser and the mass transit
management, and other interested parties as necessary.

Typically, the television images displayed by the moni-
tors of the system according to the invention do not incor-
porate sound, though they may contain rolling script, similar
to cable television news channels, or similar to closed-
captioning for the hearing impaired. This avoids risk of
interference with announcements being played to passengers
through the normal audio address system carried by the
subwaytrain, and avoids adding to the general noise level
experienced by passengers on the subway cars, a noise level
which is commonly quite high even under normal running
conditions. However, sound may be incorporated where
appropriate, for example in safety or emergencysituations,
or to mark the beginning of a message to which the subway
or transmission provider wishes to call attention.

The manner in which the video display monitors are
disposed and mounted in the subway car depends to some
extent on the design of the subwaycaritself. Such designs
can vary between different subway systems. Normally from
6-12 such colour monitors are provided in each subwaycar,
suitably of 12"-13" sizc, spaccd along the length of the car,
and disposed above the windowsofthe car, in a manner and
at a location which docsnot interfere with the operation of
any other essential elementof the car (door operation, lights,
heating, air conditioning etc.). A subway car is normally
constructed so that it has a cavity wall, defined betweenits
outer structural shell and its inner lining wall, the cavity
providing for wiring and cables and other mechanical
functions, and, at places, containing insulation. The video
display monitors in the system of the invention are suitably
mounted in the cavity wall.

In a preferred arrangement, the video display monitors
have a strong metal frame construction,fixed to the frame of
the subway car. The screens are preferably covered with a
rigid transparent unit, e.g. of polycarbonate, shaped to
coincide with the shape of the internal wall of the subway
car at the location of mounting. For example, when the
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monitor is mounted at the junction of the wall and ceiling of
the subway car, where there is commonly provided a con-
cavely curved segment of internal wall, the transparent cover
unit is suitably similarly concavely curved, so that it can be
mounted as a continuum with the internal walls and blended

to contours thereof, with the monitor mounted behind it. The
screen is suilably angled downwardly, for best viewing by
passengers seated opposite the screen. The entire structure of
the monitor, including the cover unit if used, is suitably
housed in a stainless steel or strong plastic casement,
designed to appear integral with the subway car, without
visible edges or protuberances, and matching the materials
and colours of the subwaycar interior.

‘The video monitors used in the system of the present
invention can be of standard, cathode ray tube-based design.
Such monitors have the advantage of economy, being mass-
produceditems manufactured on a very large scale. They are
eminently suitable tor use in most embodiments according
to the invention, and can be viewed clearly from a variety of
angles. However, in circumstances where the subway car in
operation encounters locations of large magnetic field, it is
possible that the picture displayed on a CRT monitor will be
distorted as the monitor moves through such location. Any
such distortion effect can be reduced by surrounding the
monitor, to an extent practical and consistent with its pro-
vision of full visual display, with an appropriate shield such
as a steel or other ferromagnetic casement. Where such a
magnetic field problem turns out to be particularly acute, the
CRT-type monitor may be replaced by a monitor incorpo-
rating a colour liquid crystal display (LCD) screen, which is
not sensitive to intermittent encountering of external mag-
netic fields.

Specific preferred embodiments of the present invention
are illustrated in the accompanying diagrammatic drawings
in which:

FIG. 1 shows in plan view (FIG. 1A) and in side
elevation (FIG. 1B), an existing subway car as used on the
Toronto Transit System with indications of appropriate
locations for mounting video monitors according to the
invention;

FIG.2 is a sectional view of a subway car according to
the invention with video monitors in place;

T'IG. 3 is a detail, in section, of an existing subway car
illustrating the location for receiving a video monitor
according to the invention;

FIG.4 is a detail similar to FIG. 3, with the video monitor
in place;

FIG. 4A is a view, similar to FIG. 4, of an alternative
embodiment;

FIG. 5 is a detail in perspective view, of a subway car
equipped with a monitor according to one cmbodiment of
the invention;

FIG. 6 is a detail similar to FIG. 5 but of a further

alternative embodiment;
FIG.7 is a view similar to FIG. 6, showing the general

appearance when the monitor is operating.
Atypical subway car 10, as illustrated in FIGS. 1A and

1B, is equipped with sliding doors 12 and windows 14,
spaced at convenient intervals along the length of the car.
Passengerseats, in sets of 2’s and 3’s, are disposed beneath
and alongside the windows14, clear of the doors 12, some
sets 16 being inward facing, other sets 18 being forward
facing and other sets 20 being rearward facing.

Suitable locations for video monitors 22 in accordance

with the invention are at the junction of wall and ceiling of
subwaycar 10, above the windows 14 and clear of the doors
12. They are thus disposed opposite to sets of inward facing
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seats 16, and angled downwardly for ease of viewing of
passengers 24 seated in such inward facing seats 16, as
shown in FIG. 2, with direct sight lines. 26, but visible to
passengers seated elsewhere, and standing in the car 10.A
video player 23 is suitably located in the driver’s cab 27
(FIG. 1A), and connected to all the monitors 22 by cables
(mot showing) disposed in the cavity walls of the car.

FIG. 3 shows a detail of the car 10, at the location where
amonitor 22 is to be installed. The car wall has an outer shell

28 in which windows 14 are sealingly mounted, and struc-
tural pillars 30 mounted at intervals and secured to the
vertical structural member 32. Centrally secured to the
exterior skin and body structure of body 34 of the car is a
main air duct 36 and a housing 38 carrying ceiling lights
running substantially the full length of the car 10. The space
between the ceiling housing 38 and the top of the pillars 30
is normally occupied by back lit advertising panels 40.
Removal of appropriate portions of these panels 40 provides
space for location of video monitors 22, according to the
preferred embodiment of the invention.

Thus as shown in FIG. 4, the video monitor 22 is
enclosed and rigidly mounted in its own enclosure 42, of
stainless steel, rigid plastic or the like. The enclosure in turn
is secured to the top of structural pillar 30 and the side of
housing 38, in a space between the ends of illuminated
panels 40, and protruding rearwardly to a position adjacent
the outer part of the exterior skin and body structure 34. The
front wall of enclosure 42 is comprised of a clear transparent
polycarbonate shield 44, through which the screen 46 the
monitor 22 is clearly visible. The screen 46 is angled
downwardly for best viewing by a passenger 24 seated
opposite. The enclosure 42 with monitor 22 therein and
connections protruding outwardly therethrough is remov-
able as a unit, for replacement or service.

An alternative embodimentis illustrated in FIG. 4A, a
view similar to that of FIG. 4. In this alternative

embodiment, CRT video monitor 22 is replaced with an
LCD-based video monitor 22A whichis of thin, rectangular
cross-section, and occupiesless space in the ceiling structure
of the car. Accordingly, it can be moved towards the ceiling
so that its viewing screen is substantially flush with or even
behind the light panel 40. This use of an LCD-based monitor
gives a better aesthetic appearance to the inside of the
subway car as a whole, as well as improving the display
performance by minimizing the interference effects, as pre-
viously discussed. An appropriately shaped enclosure 42A
for the LCD-bascd monitor, with transport screcn 44A,
replaces enclosure 42 for the CRT video monitor, and is
similarly mounted in place.

FIG. 5 showsa front, perspective view of the arrange-
ment shown in scction in FIG. 4. The monitor 22 and its

covering shield 44 are recessed behind the upper portion of
the adjacent advertising pancls 40, and the sides of the
enclosure 42 protrude inwardly from the lower portion of
panels 40. This provides ease of access to the enclosure 42
for its removal when necessary.

An alternative arrangement is shownin FIG. 6. Here the
polycarbonate shield 44 is convexly curved, and is disposed
further forward from the monitor screen 44. The shield 44

now blends with forward facing part 48 the exterior skin and
body structure 34, to provide a perhaps more aesthetically
appealing arrangement. In FIG.7, there is diagrammatically
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illustrated the arrangement of FIG. 6 in practical operation
Postcr-type illuminated advertisements are provided by
advertising panels 40 flanking the video monitors 22, whilst
the video monitor 22, disposed at intervals along the length
of the car 10, show video information and/or advertising
spots, at convenient, easily viewed locations and disposition
to passengers riding in the car 10.

It will be appreciated that the specific embodiments
illustrated and described herein are by way of exampleonly,
and are not to be construed as limiting on the scope of the
invention. The description pertains specifically to the type of
subway car currently in use in the Toronto Transit System,
and illustrates a means and location for mounting the video
monitors in such a system. Details of construction, and
hence details of appropriate mounting for video monitors
maydiffer from subway system to subway system according
to the form of car in use. Such mounting details do not depart
from the scope of the present invention. In all cases, it is
contemplated that a plurality of monitors will be provided in
cachcar, cach rigidly mounted at a convenicntlocation clear
of the doors and windows,and at a disposition where it can
be viewed by passengers riding the subway car, without
difficulty. The provision of such video monitors mounted in
their own enclosures as described herein, and faced with a
transparent screen of, for example, polycarbonate, allowsfor
considerable variation in the detail of mounting means and
locations, to adapt them to different constructions of subway
cars currently in use on different mass transit systems.

‘What is claimed is:

1. A subway car for mass transportation including longi-
tudinal opposed sidewalls, a ceiling adjoining the sidewalls,
a video display system comprising a plurality of video
display monitors each having a video screen, and a video
signal source unit operatively connected to said monitors,

said monitors being spaced along the length of the car on
opposed sides thereof, each of said monitor being
mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling,
with the screen of the monitor substantially flushed
with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car, and
directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats, so
that each video screenis readily visible to passengers in
the subwaycar.

2. The subway car of claim 1 wherein the video signal
source system includes a pre-recorded video transmission
program for feeding to display on the monitors of duration
about 5-15 minutcs.

3. The subway car of claim 1 wherein the program is
repeatable, and includes a series of commercial messages of
30 second—1 minute duration.

4. The video system subway car of claim 1 which is sound
free.

5. The subway car of claim 1 whercin the vidco signal
source unit comprises a video tape player, a video disk
player or computer-based digital video recorder.

6. The subway car of claim 1 wherein the video monitors
include LCD screens.

7. The subway car of any of claim 1 includingaself-
contained wiring-cabling system connecting the video moni-
tors to the video signal source unit.

* * * * *
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SPECIFICATION

i. Title of Invention: Transportation Information Display
System

2. Claims

(1) Atransportation information display system consists
of information communication display parts using video
display devices; the information display part command
devices are control parts which are installed in each station:

an information display system which is Linked to a central

control part which provides overall control over the control

parts; and the mformation communication display parts are

integrated and combined inte automated passenger ticket
vending machines which are installed in stations.

(2) The video display device of the information display
system of Claim 1 is integrated and combined into the top
or bottom ofan automated passenger ticket vending ma-
chine.

(3) The video display device of the information display
system of Claim | is integrated and combinedeitherinto
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the left or right or on both sides of an automated passenger

ticket vending machine.

(4) A transportation information display system consists
of information communication display parts using video
display devices; the information display part command
devices are contro! parts which are installed in each station;

an information display system whichis linked to a central

control part which provides overall control over the control
parts; and the information communication,display parts are

suspended within train cars to form advertising parts.

(5) The information comraunication display part using a
video display device of the information display system of
Claim4 is an advertising part on both side walls of the
interior of a train car.

(6) Atransportation information display system consists

of information communication display parts using video

display devices; the information display part command
devices are control parts which are installed in each station;
an information display systern whichis linked to a central
control part which provides overall control over the control
parts; and the information communication display parts are
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mounted on the rear walls ofnewspaper stands which are
installed on platforms,

3. Detailed Description of the Invention
Industrial Field of Use

This iavention pertains to the provision of information
systemsthat can selectively display a variety of multifune-
tional information in stations, in between stations, or in

train cars which are underway, and to the provision of in-
structional devices.

Prior Art

Conventionally, posters and announcements have fre-

quently been used to provide informationin railroad and
bus stations, airports, and the like.

However, although announcements can provide in-
formation to a large numberof individuals simultaneously,
announcements have the shortcoming ofbeing ephemeral
and difficult to hear in noisy locations, then they are often
misheard.

Moreover, although posters and the like have visual

impact, their shortcoming is that they are extremely labor-
intensive since their content cannot be changed in real-time
and each and every pester needs to be replaced.

Naturally, the control parts G may be constituted so as

to have their own broadcast functions to interrupt transmit-
ted instructions from the central control part H.

The information communication display parts J are
formed of a video display device such as a cathode ray tube

or liquid crystal panel, or the like which displays not only

static images, but dynamic images, as well.

The following is a description of an example ofthe
control system of the information communication display
part J made with reference to the block diagram in Fig. 5.

The control parts G which are linked to the central

control part H have a control computer which has a data

communications function and the control computeris
linked underits control to the following devices via control
communications pathways:
(1) Avideo switcher which is an image signal switching

device;

(2). An image memory;
(3} A video disk device which facilitates selection and

playback of the desired images by means of external
signals via the controller;

(4) A video tape recorder via the controller;
(5) Videodisc players which are installed in stations or

train cars;

(6) The folowing devices which have image production
and editing functionality:

(2) Operating console
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In recent years, dynamic image visual information

displays have been proposed, but mast of these simply
involve the installation of television cathode ray tubes or
other such display devices, then the content of the infor-
mation thus provided has been timited.

In the future, the roles of stations in urban areas will

no longer be limited to transportation hubs, and they will
increasingly serve as bases for local culture.

lt is therefore an objective of the present invention to

establish an information provision system which is appro-
priate for the changing roles of stations and whichis not
limited to the display of static information in single stations.

Embodiments

The following is a description of the details of this
invention made with reference to the figures.

Asillustrated in Fig. 4, the total system ofthe present

invention ts comprised of information communication dis-
play parts J which are the terminal devices, a control part G

which provides overall control over the information com-
munication display parts J..... And a central control part H
which provides overall control over the control parts G....

@) Hard disk
@) Floppy disk
(4) Printer

and other peripheral devices;
(7) Data transmission pathways via the communications
controller.

Moreover, in the channels having video switchers are:

(1) a video memory whichis linked to a control computer
via the control communication path whichis linked
via a video signal converter;

{2} a videodisc which is linked to the control computervia

the controller and. the control communication path-
ways:

(3) a videotape recorder whichis linked to the control

computer via the controller and the control communi-
cation pathways;

(4) image transmission pathways: which are linked to

(5) the video display devices J] which are installed in sta-
tions or train cars, and linked to the central control

part H by means of the data transmission pathways

and image transmission pathways.
In this way, the video display devices J.... receive the

channel selection signal output from the control computers
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by meansof the control communication pathways which
are connected to the contro! computer, [the video dispiay
devices J.,..] ave connected to the image signal switching
device which is the video switcher that performs the func-
tion of switching channels, and each [of the video display
devices J....] functions as individual display parts thereby.

Moreover, the video switcher has channels t ~n and,

for example, n -4 video display devices may be connected
to channels 5 ~n,

In this case, channel | is connected to image memory
that the control computer can read and write via the video

signal converter and, furthermore, the image memary is
connected to the control communication pathway and

piaced under the control of the contro! computer,
Channel 2 is connected to the videodise and, further,

the videodise is linked via the controller to the control

communication pathway, and is placed under the control of
the contro] computer.

Channel 3 is connected to the video tape recorder and,
further, the video tape recorderis linked via the controller

to the control communication pathway, and is placed under

the control of the control computer.

For example, images that have been stored ahead of

time in the videodisc can automatedaily and sequentially be
played back according fo a schedule that has been pro-
grammedinto the control computer, and images can be

created and edited using the computer and peripheral de-

vices thereby so that this information is outputted via the

primary storage devices of the image memory, etc. and the
video signal converter.

Moreover,it is possible to interrupt the contral com-
puter via the data transmission pathway, to transmit dynam-

ic images and static images via the image transmission

pathway, and to display this information on the video dis-

play device, to store it to the video tape recorderor to the
image memory, etc., and vice versa.

Each of these functions can be performed between the
control computerof the central control part H and the con-
trol computers of each of the stations as well as between
the controi computer and the control computers of other
stations because these functions are linked to each ofthe

data transmission pathways.
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Channel 4 is linked directly to the image transmission
pathway,

Moreover, the control computer logically manages a

variety of information by means of terminals (control oper-
ating consoles), hard disks, floppy disks, and other means,
and [the control computer} is connected via the control
communication pathways to these peripheral devices which
are to be operated.

Further, data transmission pathways are connected

between the other control parts G (between stations) be-
tween central control parts H (between the central control

part H and stations), via communication controllers having
bidirectional data communication pathway functions,

Apart from not having video display devices connect-
ed to a video switcher, the constitution of the central con-

trol part H is approximately identical to the constitution of

the aforementioned contro! part G.

Therefore, in an operationalstate, by providing selec-

tion signals from the control computer to the video switcher,
the various devices (image memory, videodisc device, vid-

eotape recorder) which are connected to the video switcher
can transmit independent images to each of the video dis-
play devices by meansof the image transmission pathways,

The display devices J that are the terminal devices
which determine the system configuration of this invention

may be combined and integrated and combined into the

automated passenger ticket vending machines that are in~

stalled in each station, as illustrated in Fig, 1.
I it is an automated passenger ticket vending machine,

and with the operating part A serving as the automated
passengerticket vending function on the front of the vend-

ing machine 1, the vending machine 1 is provided with a

coin insertion slot 2 for ¥100 coins and theiike, a bill inser-
tion slot 3 for #1000 bills and the like, a card insertion slot

4, fare pushbuttons 5, and a ticket and change dispenser6.
These operating parts A are formed in the lower part

1b of the front panel of the machine unit.

Meanwhile, a space 7 by means of a stepped part is

formed inthe upper part la of the front panel of the ma-
chine unit,

This space 7 is for the insertion and integrated installa-
tion of an information transmission device J (not shown)

which is a video display device.

However, the useof this part need not be restricted to
this type of information transmission device J and may, for

example, be used as a space in which to place pamphlets,
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and may otherwise be used to integrate a variety ofdevices,
such as card selling machines.

Furthermore, the shape of the space area 4 and the
location of integration with the ticket vending machine
need not be limited to the upperpart illustrated, and a varie-
ty ofdesign changes are possible.

Whenthe operation of the vending machine | aperat-
ing console A and the control part G are linked, an output
part is provided on the operating console A side in which
the changes in the leakage electrical field of the input in-
formation that is coded by the operation of each functionis
converted and transmitted, and a host device which reads

the information which is outputted by the ovtput part is
provided on the control part C side.

Since combinations of each type of device are possible

in this configuration,it Is acceptable to change only those

devices which are worn orare to be upgraded.
in a second embodiment, a suspended advertising part

8 is formed in a train car as illustrated in Fig. 2,
An information transmission display part J is formed

of an advertising part 8 which is suspended and hangs
down from the ceiling in the form of a panel advertising

part 8 consisting of a panel-type such as a liquid crystal
panel, or the like, within a mounting frame,

modes of transport can be shown in graphic detail in the

event of, for example, incidents within a station because the

desired dynamic or static images can be displayed on a
sequential information communication display part by
coramands from a control part without having to change the
display part.

Moreover, the same system can be used in the event of

incidents in the vicinity of a station and transportation in-
formation provided thereby.

Furthermore, the appropriate instructions can be given

to passengers because information can be exchanged with
otherstations or with train cars which are underway and
individual passengers car: make the decisions that are right
for them without confusion,

In this case, although it is obvious that the same
broadcast can be made onall information communication

display screens, when necessary, information can be dis-

played only in stations within a specific block.
Therefore, this invention performs a wide variety of

information provision and management functions in which

a wide range of instructions can be provided to passengers

or passersby, as well as station area information, advertise-

ments about special events, and the like. It is therefore a
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This information transmission display part J may also
be formed on the sidewail 9 of the train car.

in this constitution, it is unnecessary to replace each

and every poster as in the prior art. The content ofthe in-
formation can be instantly changed as desired even when

the train car is in motion, and a wide range of information
content can be selected.

In a third embodiment, [the invention] is formed on
the rear wall ofa newspaper stand 10 whichis installed on

a platform.

The rear wail of the newspaper stand 10 which is in~

stalled on a platform is an unused area which is currently
used for the placement ofa trash can forthe like. A cathode

ray tube or panel-type information transmission display

part J is configured on this wall! surface.
Furthermore, an interactive type information providing

system is also possible by providing an operating console

J] ora touch panel-type information transmission display

part because, given the location,there is adequate space.
Effect of the Invention

Given the present invention as constituted above,[pas-
sengers} can be guided or turnstiles closed, detailed expla-
nations of the accident situation provided, or alternative

multipurpose, economical, and up-to-date systern which
supports the increasing centrality and importance ofsta-
tions as terminals by constituting a combination of a variety
of devices therein.

4. Brief Description of the Drawings
Figs. 1-3 show in embodiment ofthe information commu-

nication display part of the present invention. Fig, 4 is an

integration drawing of the system of the present invention.

Fig. 5 is a block diagram illustrating the configuration of
the contro! part.

A Passenger ticket automated vending machine operat-
ing part

J Information communication display part
C Control part

H Central control part

Rinpiro MINESAKI
Hisao USHIHISA

Masanori WADA,patent attorney
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Patent applicant:
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Specifications
1. Title of the Invention

System Providing Ronstandard
Information to a Large Indefinite Number of
People in a Transportation Vehicle
2. Patent Claims

(1) A system providing nonstandard
information to a large indefinite number of
people in a transportation vehicle
comprising a display device for providing
nonstandard information capable of changing
the display content at any time in the
limited space of «a transportation vehicle
provided as the transportation means to a
iarge indefinite number of people: a means
for transmitting the provided information
from inside the transportation vehicle to
the display device; and a means for
receiving the information transmitted from
cutside of the transportation vehicle and
providing the information te said
transmission means in the transportationvehicle.

3. Beatailed Description of the Invention
(Field of Industrial Application)

The present invention relates to a
System hich takes the opportunity to
effectively use the time on a transportation
vehicle to provide various information to a
large indefinite number of people who are
using a limited space such as an airplane,
train, and bus as a transportation means by

installing display devices for providing
nonstandard information.

(Prior Art)
Conventionzlly, in a transportation

device used by a large indefinite number of
people, such as a train or a bus, usually,
information such as advertisements and
notifications in the vehicle hang down as
printed material or are posted on the walls.
These are normally displayed for a limited
Lime period. In the case of advertisements,
the previder of the transportation means
obtains income from advertising contracts
over 4 prescribed period,

A related known examole is the “New
Video Service System in Vehicles with Liquid
Crystal Displays” reported on radio and in
newapapers on February 14, 1989,
(Problems to Be Solved by the Invention)

When the prior art described above is
viewed from the perspective of providing
information, the provided information is
displayed for a constant time period as
described above because printed material is
posted. When the posted information is
changed, the printed material posted in the
vehicle must be replaced each time, Usually,
this posted information is displayed at a
darge number of places from several
locations to several tens of locations in a
Single vehicle, but when used in several
tens of connected cars as in a train, that
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number veaches several hundred iccations.

Consequently, when the posts are changed
pericdically, the problems are the difficult 

management and no improvement in the
utilization rate of the locations providing
information,

in addition, when viewed from
perspective of xeceiving information, because
the information provided is the same for a
constant time period, new information is viewed
once and ignored thereafter. Even if new
information is posted, because the posted
information is viewed for the most part when in
its presence for approximately several tens of
minutes, the problem is that the amount of
information is low considering the occupation
at the posted location. Information provision
means using light-emitting dicdes exist, but
are limited te providing standzrd information
with fixed information such as the name of the

station stop, the type of train, etc. There are
examples of video and text information previded
in the vehicles, but these are limited to
previding the information set up in the
vehicles, and information is not provided
promptly.

An objective of the present invention
is to provide ai system which solves the
problems described above.
(Means for Solving the Problems}

The problems described above are
overcome by installing display devices for
providing nonstandard information having

 

previded information: 4, a device for receiving
transmissions of xregion~-specific information
and signals from the transportation vehicle; 5,
a region-specific information contrelier which
controls the transmission of region-specific
information and manages the signals received
from the transportation wehicle; and 6, an
infermation signal transmission path between
the region-specific information controller and
the region-specific transmitter.

An example wherg the transportation
vehicle is a bus is explained with reference ta
Figure i. The region-specific information
transmitter/receiver 4 is installed at each bus
atop, collects the provided information
transmitted from the region-specific
information controller 5, and transmits the
information provided through antenna 3 to the
transportation vehicle 1. The transportation
vehicle 1 receives the information provided
through antenna 2, and provides the information
to customers through the display information
signal transmitter and the information signal
display devices installed in the bus. A
transportation vehicle la prevides information
stored in region-specific information
transmitter 4b through antennas 3b, fa to the
interior of the bus. & transportation vehicle
lp provides informaticn stored in region
specific information transmitter 4n through
antennes 3n, 2b te the intericr of the bus. The
region-specific information controller 5
controls vhich information is sent to the
region-specific information transmitter 4.
Consequently, the transmitted information
content from region-specific information
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displayed content which can be changed at
any time and devices for transmitting the
information provided on the display devices
from inside and outside of a transportation
vehicle in a transportation vehicle, such
as an airplane, 2 train, or a bus as the
transportation means which has limited
space to a large unspecified number of
people.
(Operation)

The target provided information is
transmitted from a transmitter, which has a
function for setting and transmitting the
nonstandard provided information placed in
a location not used by the passengers in
the transportation vehicle, far example,
the cockpit in an airplane, the conductor’s
cah in a train, or the driver’s seat on a
bus; and a function fer receiving and
transmitting the information received from
outside of the transportation vehicle, and
can he displayed on a plurality of display
devices set up at locations used by the
passengers.
{Embodiments}

Embodiments of the present invention
are described with reference to the
following figures

Figure 1 shows the entire system of
the present invention. Reference number 1
is a transportation vehicle; 2, an antenna
installed in the transportation vehicle; 3,
an antenna primarily for transmitting the

transmitters 4a to 4n may differ from each
other or be identical. In addition, the
transmitted information can be changed for
some plurality of regions.

This system is bidirectional. When
the transportation vehicle 1 arrives at a
gtop, the provided information is received
from the region-specific information
transmitter/receiver described above, and

signal notifving the arrival of
transportation sehicle 1 at the stop is
transmitted to antenna 3 from antenna 2.
That signal is received by the region-
specific information transmitter/receiver
4, passed through the transmission path 6,
ani transmitted to the region-specific

 

information controller 3, and the

navigation status of the transportation
vehicle 1 can be determined. In addition,
this status can be transmitted as
information to the next stop to notify
waiting customers.

In this drawing, the transmission
paths @ are indicated by wires te simplify
the representation. Naturally, wireless
transmission paths based on communication
satellites can be used. In this case, the
antennas for transmission and reception
such as parabolic antennas can be installed
in the region-specific information
controller 3 and the region-specific
information transmitter/receiver 4,

Figure 2 shows a display information
signal transmitter and an information
signal displa, device installed in the
transportation vehicle, Reference number 7
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is a display information signal transmitter and
comprises a video information playhack function
7o which primarily plays back video stored on 4
video disk or a videotape; a text and image
information input function 7e which primarily
reads ont text and image information from a
storage médium such as a magnetic disk or a4
memory card and inputs information depending on
the associated input key; a text and image
information control function 7d for controlling
the enabling of the input information display;
a video, text, and image information synthesis

 

function oe which synthesizes the video
information piayed back by the video
information playback function 70 and
information from the text and image information
control function 7d and selects either one; a
region-specific information reception function
7£ which primarily receives and stores the
reqion-specific information from sutside of tha
transportation vehicle; an information
transmission funetion Io which finally
transmits the information provided toa the
customers through the information display
devices; and an operation control function 7a
for operating these functions, Reference
numbers 2 and 3 are antennas; 4, a region-
specific information transmission function
preimariiy for tyransmitting region-specific
information; §, an information display device

 

for displaying the provided information
transmitted from the display information
display device 7; and G, transmission paths
between these devices. Reference nuther 10 is

cevies 8, In this example, information is
previded aver the entire surface of the
information signal display, davice §.The video
or text and image information deseribed above
are synthesized and provided. A portion of that
information can be used and provided.

Figures 4 to 7 show an example of the
anformation signal display device 8 in the
transportation venicle installed in the train.
(Effects of the Invention)

According to the present invention, the
locations providing information in a
transportation vehicle can be put to good use,
and compared to when conventional printed
material are posted, not only is the management
time reduced, an effect is that the power of
information provided to the customers is
strengthened because promptness and newness are
brought out.
4. Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 shows an example of the entire
system of the present invention. Figure 2 is a
drawing for explaining an example of the device
functions in the transportation vehicle. Figure
3 shews an example of the provision of region-
specific information. Figures 4, 5, 6, and ?
show examples of the information signal display
device installed in the transportation vehicle.
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Normally, the provided information
provides any one of the video, text, and
image information stored on a video disk or
a videotape or their combinations. However,
when the vregion-specific information is
transmitted througn antenna 3 from the
region-specific information transmission
function 4, the information is received by
antenna 2 and the transmitted data are

stored by the region-specific information
input function 7f, passed through the text
and image information control function 7d,
teat and mage information synthesis
Function Ye, and information transmission
function Tg, and displayed on the
information signal display device §&. The
provided information not only, supplements
the video and text and image information
provided beforehand to the transportation
vehicle, but can provide urgent
information. For example, a news crawl and
information restricted to the region can be
provided. This information can change the
content of the provided information in
units while the transportation vehicle
follows its route if the region-specific
information transmission function 4 is
installed.

Figure 3 shows the form assuming the
transportation vehicle is a train. In the
example, cultural information 1] in segment
1, event information 12 in segment 2, and
theme park information 13 in segment 3 are
provided to the information signal displa:

Descriptions of the Reference Numbers
i transportation vehicle
2 antenna installed in the transportation
vehicle

3 antenna installed in a regicon~specific
information transmission function
4 réegion-srecific information
transmission function

region-specific information controller
tranamission path
display information signal transmitter
information signal display device

3 transmission path
10 traveling status information input
11, 12, 13 examples of region-specific
information provision
14 example of information
printed material

soonon
tH

provided on

Agent: Eatsuo Ogawa, Patent Attorney
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Clean copies of the drawings (no changes to the content)
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Figure 3
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Figure 5
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Figure 7

 Continued from page 1
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Specification

Title of the Invention: Teletext Broadcast Receiving
System for Mobile Body

Claim

A teletext broadcast receiving system for a
mobile body comprising a tuner for receiving
television broadcasts installed in a mobile body, a
teletext broadcast decoder that extracts and
demodulates teletext data from a television broadcast

signal received by said tuner, 2 memory that stores a
plurality of screen portions of the teletext data
obtained by said teletext broadcast decoder and a
display means that displays the teletext broadcast
data stored in said memory

such that, when at least one screen portion
of teletext broadcast data for a teletext broadcast

channel that has been deemed necessary has been
demodulated by said teletext broadcast decoder, this
screen of teletext broadcast data obtained by
demodulation is stored in the corresponding area of
said memory and the stored data of said memoryis
updated.

Detailed Description of the Invention

[Field of Application in Industry]

File No
883

(1]} Published Unexamined Patent
Application No. H04-160991

(43) Publication Date: June 4, 1992
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7033-5C

Request for Examination: Not yet requested Total Number of Claims: 1 (Total pages 9)
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7-35 Kitashinagawa 6 Chome, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo

Hidemori Matsue, Patent Attorney
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The present invention relates to a teletext broadcast
receiving system for a mobile body preferably used
in installations in mobile bodies such as electric
trains.

[Summary cf the Invention]
The present invention is a teletext broadcast receiving
system for a mobile body that is installed in a mobile
body such as an electric train wherein, when at least
one screen portion of teletext broadcast data for a
teletext broadcast program that has been deemed
necessary is demodulated by a teletext broadcast
decoder, this screen of teletext broadcast data that has
been abtained by demodulation is stored in a
corresponding area of a memory, the stored data of
the memory storing teletext broadcast data is updated,
and even when all of the data for the teletext

broadcast program has not been received, the teletext
broadcast program may be displayed favorably.

[Prior Art]
In recent years, television receivers have

been instafled in mobile bodies such as electric trains,
images reproduced by VIRs and the like received
and services provided to passengers. In such cases, an
antenna is attached to the roof of the electric train,
television broadcast signals received from ground-
based transmitting stations by this antenna and
images received.
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[Problems to be Solved by the Invention]
However, the ability to receive these television

broadcast signals has been limited to times when
locations with comparatively good radio wave states are
traveled through. In other words, with mobile bodies
traveling through areas with many obstacles such as the
duiidings in cities, there are few locations where good
reception is possible without unnecessary interference
for the broadcast signals from the transmitting stations.
The state of reception is very poor when a normal
television antenna is just installed on a mabile body,
and the images are oflen such that they are not good
enough for practical use. For example, in the case of the
Yamanote electric train line that runs roughly through
the center of Tokyo, the distance from the transmitting
stations is very short, and under normal circumstancesit
is area with a strong electric field capable of good
reception even with a simply structured antenna.
However, there are very many obstacles such as
ouildings, and it is close to impossible to receive
television signals with conventional technology without
ghosting.

in addition, radio waves forteletext broadcasts

are transmitted using some television broadeastsignals,
but since these signais for teletext broadcasis are
converted into digital data for transmission,it is

[Work or Operation of the Invention]
Therefore, if the data for al! screens for the

teletext broadcast pregraminitially deemed necessaryis
stored in the memory, the data for the teletext broadcast
program may be updated sequentially even if only part
of the data for a screen of the teletext broadcast

program can be received while the mobile body is
traveling or the like by updating only the data for this
part that could be received to the latest data. All of the
screen data for the teletext broadcast program deemed
necessary Is stored in the memory; therefore, display of
all screens of the corresponding teletext broadcast
program is possible at any given time.

iEmbodiment]
in the following, an embodiment ofthe present

invention will be described with reference to Fig. 1
through Fig. 4.

In this example, a television receiver is used in
a receiving system that displays teletext broadcasts:
therefore, the overall constitution of this receiving
system will be described first.

impossible to receive the teletext broadcasts in moving
bodies which are particularly sensitive to occurrences of
ghosting.

It is an abject of the present invention to make
good reception ofteletext broadcasts possible in moving
bodies such as electric trains.

[Means to Solve the Problems]
As is shown, for example, in Fig. 1, the present

invention comprises a tuner for receiving television
broadcasts (43) installed in a mobile body(1), a teletext
broadcast decoder (46) the demodulates teletext
broadcast data extracted from a television broadcast

signal received by this tuner (43), a memory (47) that
stores a plurality of screen portions of the teletext
broadcast data obtained by this teletext broadcast
decoder (46} and display means (101), (102}, (103) ...
(124) that display that teletext broadcast data stored in
this memory (47). When at least one screen portion of
teletext broadcast data for a teletext broadcast program
that is deemed to be necessary has been decoded by the
teletext broadcast decoder (46), this teletext broadcast
data that has been obtained by decoding is stored in a
corresponding area of the memory (47), and the stored
data in the memory(47) is updated.

In Fig. I and Fig. 2, (1) indicates a car body
for an electric train, and doors (entrances and exits)

(11), (12), (43) ... (16) and (17), (18), (193 ... (22) are
provided in six locations on each side in the side surface
of this car body (1). Television receivers (101), (102),
(103) ... (124) are installed above the left and right door
pocket parts for each of the doors (11) through (22}
inside the car. As is shown in Fig. 2, for example,
television receivers (117) and (118) are attached to the
upper part of the door pocket part on the left and right
of the door (19). In this instance, each ofthe television
receivers (101), (102), (103) .. (124) is made low
profile using liquid crystal panels or the like.

Furthermore, these various television receivers

(101), (102), (103) ... (124) are for displaying teletext
broadcasts, but to receive these teletext broadcasts, four
antennas (30a), (30b), (30c), (30d) are attached to the
periphery of ventilators (3) and (4) on the rooftop (2) of
the car body (1). In this instance, each of the antennas
(30a), (30b), (30c), (30d) has a dipole antenna
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constitution comprising two conductive rods (31}, (32)
one of the ends ofeach being in proximity to each other
and a reflector (33) disposed at a prescribed gap from
these conductive rods (31}, (32). The gap part between
the two conductive rods (31). (32) is connected to a
coaxial cable (35) {see Fig. 3) through a balloon
(matching transformer). and this coaxial cable (35) is
connected to a switching unit (41) inside an under-floor
unit (40). The length of the two conductive rods (31),
(32) is selected according to the frequency of the
channel received, and the reflector (33) is longer than
the leneth of the two conductive rods (31}, (32)
together.

Furthermore, the angles of attachment of the
four antennas (30a), (30b). (30c), (30d) are offset 90°
each in the horizontal direction. Antennas (30a), (306)
are attached to the front and back {direction parallel to
the raiis} of the ventilator (3). and antennas (30c}, (3Gd)
are attached to the left and right (direction
perpendicular to the rails} of the ventilator (4) which is
adjacent to the ventilator (3).

Describing the state of attachment of the
antennas to the ventilators in detail here, this car body

Furthermore, one end offinking members (34) forming
the antennas (30c) and (30) ts secured to the top part of
this cover (24), and along with cach of these linking
members (34) securing a reflector (33) substantially in
the middle part, the conductive rods (31), (32) are
secured to the other end. Here, the two conductive rods
(31) and (32) are provided with a preseribed gap and
secured to the linking member (34). In addition,
insulating material is used forthe linking members (34}.
In addition. in this example, an angle material with an
L-shaped cross-section is used for the conductive rods
(31), (32) and reflectors (33) and is such that they may
easily attached.

Here, a space H in the direction of height
between the upper part of each ventilator and the tower
edge of the reflectar (33) is set to at least 15 mm, and
width L in the horizontal direction between each

ventilator and the reflector (33) is set to at least a width
of 20 mm. Furthermore, the reflector height B is set to
70 mm or greater. in this instance, larger values for the
height H and width L of the ventilator and the height B
of the reflector (33) itself are preferable in terms of the
antenna characteristics, but the size of equipment that
can actually be installed on the rooftop (2) is
determined by standards such as rolling stock gauge.

(1) has a plurality of ventilators (3), (4), (5) ... on the
roof (2), These ventilators (3), (4), (5) ... are so-called
forced ventilators that function as ventilation devices

forcing air into the car from the outside while it is
traveling, and legs (3a). (4a), (5a) at the four corners of
each of the ventilators (3), (4), (3) |. are secured to the
rooftop (2) by bolts (23). In this instance, each of the
ventilators (3), (4), (5) ... is attached to the car body (1)
in an insulated state.

Furthermore, two antennas (30a). (30b} are
attached using the bolts (23) that secure the legs (3a) at
the four corners of the ventilator (3). In addition, two
antennas (30c), (30d) are attached using the bolts (23)
that secure the legs (4a) at the four corners of the
ventilator (4) which is adjacent to the ventilator (3).

Showing an enlargement of the state of
attachment of these antennas (30c), (30d) to the
ventilator (4) in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, a U-shaped cover (24)
is attached around the ventilator (4) bythe bolts (23). In
this instance, the cover (24) is such that it does not
block the air passage part (4b) of the ventilator (4).

Very large antennas cannot be attached, and values
somewhat larger than the values above are the limit for
these values.

With the attachment of the four antennas (30a),
(306), (30¢), (30d), each of the antennas (30a), (30b),
(30c), (36d) only receives the radio waves oriented
toward the conductive rods {31}, (32). The radio waves
oriented toward the conductive rods (31), (32) from the
opposite side {ventilator side) are shielded by the
reflector (33), and the generation of standing waves by
reflected radio waves can be controlled. Therefore,
radio waves that come from all directions in

substantially 360° may be received bythe four antennas
(30a), (305), (30c), (30d) that are installed in positions
that differ by 90° each.

Furthermore, the four antennas (30a), (30b),
(30c}, (30d) constituted in this manner are connected to
the switching unit (41) inside the under-floor unit (40)
that is hung beneath the floor of the car body(1) by the
coaxial cables (35). The equipment for receiving
teletext broadcasts is housed in this under-floor unit

(40), and the switching unit (41) selectively outputs
receive signals supplied by anyof the antennas under
the control of a discriminator circuit (44) which will be
discussed hereinafter. Furthermore, this switching unit
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(41) supplies the received signal that is output to a
ghost reduction tuner (43) via a booster (42), and this
ghost reduction tuner (43) receives a television
broadcast signal for a prescribed channel that is set in
advance.In this instance, the ghost reduction tuner (43}
uses a GCR signal that has been inserted into the
vertical blanking interval, and ghost reduction is carried
out on the received broadcast signal; therefore. a ghost
suppression filter, GCR signal extraction circuit,
comparator circuit, control circuit and the like are
provided in both the channel tuning section and
intermediate frequency amplifier/demodulator section.
A GCR signal in which distortion due to diffuse
reflection of radio waves and the like and a reference

signal are compared, and reflected wave signals are
suppressed,

Here, in this example, the prescribed channel
television broadcast signal obtained by this ghost
reduction tuner (43) is supplicd to the discriminator
circuit (44), and the level of the synchronizing signal
included in the television broadcast signal received by
this discriminator circuit (44) is determined. The
selection of the antenna line by the switching unit (42)
is set to the synchronous signal with the best level, and
a so-called diversity antennais formed.

Describing the constitution of this memory
(47) here, the data storage part of this memory (47) is
divided into a plurality of areas, and the areas are used
as shown in Fig. 5. In other words, it is such that four
teletext broadcast channeis A, B, C, D may be stored,
and there are areas al through a10, bi through b10, cl
through cl and di through d10 that can store 10 screen
portions from page 1] to page {0 for each program, In
this instance, areas al through alG, bl through b10, cl
through cl0 and dl through d10 are such that the stored
data for each area may be updated independentlyif they
have data for a prescribedtelctext broadcast program
stored in them for the time being when operation of the
car body (1) is started. When only the data for part af a
page (screen) of one teletext broadcast program can be
received, only the storage area for this page that could
be received is rewritten, Therefore, there are instances
where the stored data for each page making up the
various teletext broadcast programs A, B, C, D is not
stored at the same time. Moreover, when each of the

teletext broadcast pragrams A, B.C, D is made up of 10
or less pages, the arca for the page for which data could
not be obtained is left empty.

in this instance, a timer circuit (45) is connectedto this
discriminator circuit (44), and the level determination
described above is carried out in a prescribed interval
with control by the timer circuit (45),

Furthermore, the television broadcast signal
obtained by the ghost reductian tuner (43) is supplied to
the teletext broadcast decoder (46), and a teletext
broadcast signal of text, graphics and the like multiplied
by the vertical blanking time for the broadcast signal is
obtained by this teletext broadcast decoder (46). In this
instance, a plurality of teletext broadcast programs are
sent by a single channel television broadcast signal, and
when at least one sereen portion of data for a prescribed
teletext broadcast channel set in advance has been

obtained, this data is recorded in the memory (47)
connected to the teletext broadcast decoder (46). In
other words, the teletext broadcast decoder (46) has a
circuit that determines whether or not each teletext
broadcast screen that is received and obtained is

complete. When it is determined that data for a
complete screen for even one screen has been obtained
by this circuit, and when this data is a teletext broadcast
channel that is deemed necessary, it is stored in the
memory (47},

Furthermore, the data for the prescribed
teletext broadcast program stored in the memory (47) in
this manner is sequentially read out to the teletext
broadcast decoder (46) and formed into a video signal
that displays the text, graphics and the like as images.
This video signa! is output from the under-floor unit
(40) via a coaxial cable. When, in this instance, at least
one screen portion of any program of the four stored
teletext broadcast programs A, B, C, D is rewritten, this
rewritten program is read sequentially from the first
page to the final page and is displayed.

Moreover, the output video signal from the
under-floor unit (40) is a baseband video signal! (in
other words a video signal that is not RF modulated). In
this example, in addition, a power supplycircuit (48) is
provided in the under-floor unit (40), and a low voltage
direct current power supply is output from this power
supply circuit (48).

Furthermore, the coaxial cable that outputs the
video signal from the under-floor unit (40) is connected
to a three-way distribution unit (61) in the car body (1)
to provide the output video signal. In addition, the
power supply output from the powersupply circuit (48)
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is also supplied to the three-way distribution unit (61).
This three-way distribution unit {61) is such that the
baseband video signal is divided in three.

Furthermore, of the first, second and third

distribution outputs from this three-way distribution
unit (65), the first distribution output is supplied to a
first two-way distribution unit (71), the second
distribution output supplied fo a connection terminal
(62) provided on a connection surface on a first end
(one end} side of the car body (1) and the third
distribution output supplied to a connection terminal
(63) provided on a connection surface on a second end
{other end} side of the car body (1). In addition, the
power supply supplied to the three-way distribution unit
(61) is also supplied to the first two-way distribution
unit (71).

This first two-wav distribution unit (71) is such
that it divides the baseband video signal that is supplied
in two.

Furthermore, the first distribution output
distributed by the first two-waydistribution unit (71) is
supplied to a second two-way distribution unit (72)
connected to a subsequent stage, and the second
distribution output is supplied to a 13th two-way
distribution unit (83) that is connected to a subsequent
stage. In this instance, the power supply supplied from
the three-waydistribution unit (61) side is supptied to

(1 £3) attached inside the car, and the second distribution
output is supplied to a 14th two-waydistribution unit (84)
in the subsequent stage.

Hereafter. the baseband video signal supplied by
two-way distribution units (84). (85) (86) (93}
connected to subsequent stages is divided in two in the
same manner, and the first distribution output is supplied
to the corresponding television receivers (114). (115)
(116) (124) attached inside the car. The second
distribution output is supplied to two-way distribution
units (85), (86), (87) ... (93) connected to the subsequent
stage. However, the second distribution output of the 23rd
two-way distribution unit (93} connected at the end is
supplied to a television receiver £124),

In this instance. the power supply supplied from
the two-way distribution unit in the previous stage is
supplied to television receivers connected to the various
two-way distribution units and the two-way distribution
unit in the subsequentstage.

Moreover, when the connection terminals (62)
and (63) provided on the connection surface are linked
before and after to another car that is not provided with a
tuner and the like, it is connected to a video signal input
ferminal in this linked car (not shown in the drawings).
The video signals for the teletext broadcasts and the like
maybe supplied to preceding and following

the second and 13th two-way distribution units (72) and
(83}.

This second two-way distribution unit (72)
divides in two in the same manner as the first two-way
distribution unit (71), and the first distribution output is
supplied to a television receiver (102) attached inside
the car. The second distribution output is connected to a
third two-way distribution unit (73).

Hereafier, the baseband video signal supplied
by two-way distribution units (73), (74), (75) ... (82)
connected to subsequent stages is divided in two in the
same manner, and the first distribution output is
supplied fo the corresponding television receivers (103),
(104), (105)... (111) attached inside the car. The second
distribution output is supplied to the two-way
distribution units (74), (753, (76) ... (82) connected to
the subsequent stage. However, the second distribution
output of the 12th two-way distribution unit (82)
connected at the end is supplied to a television receiver
(112).

In this instance, the power supply supplied
from the two-waydistribution unit in the previous stage
is supplied to television receivers connected to the
various two-way distribution units and the two-way
distribution unit in the subsequent stage.

In addition, the first distribution output of the
13th two-way distribution unit (83) connected to the
second distribution output side of the first two-way
distribution unit (71) 1s supplied to a television receiver

cars. In this instance, the power supply necessary for the
television receivers in the preceding and following cars
is supplied by a power supply circuit in each of the cars.

Next, the operation when teletext broadcast
images are displayed on the television receivers (101),
(102), (103)... (124) connected in this manner will be
described.

First, the teletext broadcast is received, and the
data for the teletext broadcast program deemed
necessary is stored in the memory (47) connected to the
teletext broadcast decoder (46). If, in this instance, the
state of reception for the television broadcast signal is
good, the operation of storing to the memory (47) is
completed in a short time, but service is actually
provided when the car {1} is traveling. Therefore, when
the reception state is temporarily good and when at least
one screen portion of data for a teletext broadcast
programs deemed necessary can be obtained by the
teletext broadcast decoder (46), this data for the screen
that is obtained Is stored in the memory (47), and the
data for the same page that was stored previously is
updated newly fo that received.

In other words, as is shown in the flow chart
in Fig. 6, the screen for the teletext broadcast program
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received by the teletext broadcast decader (46} is
assembled, and a determination is made as to whether

the screen that is assembled is a complete screen {in
other words, whether the screen that is assembled has
parts missing}. Furthermore. when the screen that is
assembled is complete, the data for this screen is written
to the corresponding area of the memory (47), and the
data in this area is rewritten. Furthermore, when this

rewriting occurs, the stored data in the memory (47) for
the teletext broadcast program that is rewritten is read
so that is displayed sequentially starting with the first
page, and they output video signal is created by the
teletext broadcast decoder (46). In addition, when the
assembled screen is determined to be an incomplete
screen, the assembled screen data is discarded, and at
this time the received data is not stored,

When a teletext broadcast program ts
received, the direction ofthe transmitting station as seen
from the car (1) varies because of the travel, but the
constitution is a diversity antenna that determines
whether it is possible to have good reception from any
of the four antennas (30a), (30b), (30c}, (30d) in
directions differing by 90°. Connection to the tuner (43)
side is made with each of these antennas (30a), (305),
(30¢), (30d) in order bythe

teletext broadcast program displayed at prescribed
intervals is read and the video signal that displays the
teletext broadeast is created. This video signal is
transmitted to the television receivers (101} through
(124) via the various distribution units (61), (71)
through (93), and the teletext broadcast program is
displayed on the television receivers (101) through
(124) disposed in this car. In this instance, the four
teletext broadcast programs stored in the memory (47)
are displayed sequentially in a cycle of several minutes
to several tens of minutes, However, when newteletext
broadcast program data can be received as described
above, this program that can be received is displayed
starting with the first page.

Moreover, in the embodiment described above.

only teletext broadcast receiving equipment was
installed, but VTR and other image reproduction
equipment may be provided, and reproduced images
may be displayed instead of the teletext broadcast
program. In addition, this was such that when data for a
teletext broadcast program can be received, this teletext
broadcast program was displayed, but the four teletext
broadcast programs may be displayed sequentially in
each prescribed time pericd regardless of the state of the
reception of data.

In addition, in the embodiment described

above, the receiving system was installed in an

switching unit (41). and the state of reception is
sequentially determined by a determination circuit (44)
in the ghost reduction tuner (43). The connection is
made to the antenna obtaining the best broadcast signal.

Moreover, since having a temporarily good
state of reception and obtaining a screen for a teletext
broadcast program deemed to be necessary by the
teletext broadcast decoder (46) is limited to extremely
good stales of reception, most are when the train is
stopped at stations and the like. In other words, for
example, in the case of an electric train traveling as a
local train in the city center, the train is stopped several
tens of seconds to one minute at a station every 2 to 3
minutes of travel. The possibility of reception of a
teletext broadcast program during this train stoppage
being possible is high, and reception of teletext
broadcasts is possible with the comparatively high
frequency. In this instance, the time necessary for a one
screen portion ofthe one teletext broadcast program to
be transmitted is often normally under one second and
at the longest several seconds; therefore. it is
sufficiently possible to receive a teletext broadcast
program using the constitution described above.

Furthermore, if teletext data can be imported
into the memory (47) connected to the teletext
broadcast decoder(46) in this manner, the data for the

electric train, but it may be used in another mobile
body (automobile, ship or the like).

Furthermore, the present invention is also not
limited to the embodiment described above and various

other constitutions naturally possible.

[Eects of the Invention]
According to the present invention, even when only the
data for some screens for this teletext broadcast

prograrn can be received during the traveling or the like
ofa mobile body, just the part of this data that could be
received is updated to the most recent data, and the data
for ihe teletext broadcast program is updated
sequentially to the most recent data. Teletext broadcast
programs using comparatively the most recent data may
always be displayed even if the state of reception in the
mobile bodydeteriorates because oftravelor the like,

Brief Description of the Drawings

Fig, 1 is a block diagram showing an embodimentofthe
present invention. Fig. 2 is a partial cutaway perspective
view showing the state of the system of an embodiment
installed in a car body. Fig. 3 is a perspective view
showing the important parts of an embodiment.Fig. 4 is
a side view showing the important parts of an
embodiment. Fig. 5 is an explanatory diagram showing
the state of use of the memory of an embodiment. Fig. 6
is a flow chart to
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accompany a description of an embodiment. (1) is a car
bedy. (3), (4) .. (8) a ventilator, (30a), (36b}, (30c),
(30d} antennas, (40) under-floor unit. (41) switching
unit, (43} ghost reduction tuner, (46) teletext broadcast
decoder, (47) memory, (48) power supply circuit, (61)
three-way distribution unit, (62) {63) connection
terminals, (71}, (72) ... (93) two-way distribution units
and (101), (102) ... (124) television receivers.
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facilities of the current train company or other
companies having connections at the next station stop.
(3) The in-vehicle information guide system described
in claim f or 2, wherein said display device is installed

Specifications
I, Tithe of the Invention

In-Vehicle Information Guide System
2. Patent Claims

(1) An in-company [sic] information guide system for
broadcasting the displays of guide information about
the next and/or later station stops in a traveling train
comprising an information processor (A) which is
provided in the train and compiles image information
data as the information for broadcast on the train;

a transmitter (B) for distributing the created
image information data as image information to each
display device; and

a display device (C) installed in each car.
(2) The in-vehicle information guide system described
in claim I, wherein the image information data created
as described above includes guide information about at
least the name of the next station stop; expected arrival
time; special express trains, express trains, departure
times, destinations, and boarding platforms related to
the first train or bus departing after the time of the
specified transfer time added to the expected arrival
time in the schedules for each route related to the

transportation

in the upper part of a wall on the side oftheaisle in the
train, or above the windowat each passengerseat.

3, Detailed Description of the Invention
Overview

in the past, the information guide in a tran was by
voice using in-company [sic] broadcast facilities based
on the conductor rounds. However, since the voice is
not preserved, the information cannot be provided no
matter how many timesit is repeated to passengers who
were asleep or missed the announcement or passengers
who forgot. Therefore, broadcasts using images are
conducted to fix the deficiency of voice broadcasts.
Alternately, both are used together.

Field of Industrial Application
The present invention relates to an information guide

service system based on image broadcasts to passengers
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riding on a traveling train, more particularly, to a
system providing information services which do not
disappear and can be viewed at any fime within a
prescribed time on a display device,

Problems of the Prior Art
Conventional information announcements were voice

broadcasts to the passengers through speakers provided
in each car bell [sic] by wire from a broadcastfacility
provided in the conductor's cab. However, since voice
is flecting and disappears, the weakness is that this
information cannot be provided to passengers who need
information and forgot or missed the information for
whatever reason, The problem was the repetition of the
broadcast to fix this weakness annoyed the other
passengers.

Solution Means

The intent of the present invention is fo provide
information content in a visual guide as described
above as image information broadcast (displayed) in
each car and to preserve the information for a
prescribed time to

Embodiments

Figure | is a drawing for explaining one embodiment
and also serves as a drawing of the principle of the
present invention,

Figures 2, 3, and 4 are supplemental drawings of
Figure |. Figure 2 shows the operation for creating the
image display data conducted on the information
processor as an operation flow.

Figure 3 describes the input and compilation in a
function block diagram.

Figure 4 shows the installation locations of the
display devices.

The interior of part A delineated by the dot-dash
lines in Figure | shows the information processor. The
interior of part B shows the transmitter. The interior of
part C shows the display device on each side of the car.
Data buses 6 connect an information processor A which
has an operating unit 2 including a monitor unit
connected to a central processing unit | (referred to as a
CPU); a main storage 3 (referred to as MS) which
becomes the working area for data compilation where
the data are compiled with CPU 1; and datafiles 4, 5
storing trip planning data of the train containing at least
the planned departure time, nares of the station stops,
each station, departure platform number

~620-

enable reading by passengers needing information at
any time.

The structure of the hardware for realizing the above
intent provides an information processor which a crew
member manages, operates, and selects and compiles
image information data, and a transmitter which
distributes and broadcasts the image information data
created (selected and compiled) on the processor to
each display device as the image information at
locations which can be managed by the crew memberin
the conductor cab on the train; and provides a solution
by displaying and broadcasting the guide information
needed by the passengers disembarking at the next
station stop on the display devices provided on each
side of the car.

1f some information will be provided, the following
operating conditions apply. The image information data
created as the display content described above is
displayed before stopping at the next station. The data
is information related to transfers for connections, such
as the station name, expected arrival time (desirably,
updated if late), platform number which are required by
passengers disembarking at the next station. The
information is continuously displayed on the display
devices installed at locations where the information can

be selected from a diagram and is easily seen. In
addition, the information is successively updated and
provided until the next stop.

between each station from the starting station of the
boarded train to the final station during the currenttrip,
trip planning (train schedule) data of related connecting
trains at each station stop mcluding information about
the departure time from each station, destination, and
departure platform (terminal) of connecting trains
departing from the stations where the boarded train
stops (the term connecting trains includes ordinary
trains, express trains, and special express trains which
have a given route; ordinary trains, express trains, and
special express trains which are traveling on different
routes and headed in different directions; as well as
trains, boats, and vehicles of transportation facilities
such as buses having terminals at the station stop which
connect at later stops), and source data containing at
least various information needed for compilation which
includes the required extra time information believed to
be required to move between platforms and between
platform terminals to make connections for each station
stop of the boarded train.

After the operating unit 2 is operated and the train
departs, Figure 3 shows one example of the set-up date
indicated by the double line frames. Specifically, data
for displaying the station name related to the station
stop settings from the data files 4, 5 when the name of
the nextstation stop (may be encoded) Is set;
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data for displaying the expected arrival time; data
related to the departure times and platforms of
connecting trains; and if needed, data related to the
required extra time for connecting are retrieved and set
for each setting in the MS 3 from the files 4, 5 by using
the setting of the station name in the setting unit 31 of
the name of the next station stop as the key. Hf there is a
difference between the current train schedule and his

expectations (running [ate), the operator compiles by
revising and setting the arrival time, required extra
time, and display item in each setting unit.

First, in the compilation, a comparator 36 compares
the time of the required extra time for connecting in
each direction set in the extra time setting unit 35 added
to the arrival time setting unit 32 at the next station stop
of the boardedtrain to the departure time data group of
the connecting trains departing in each direction from
the train schedule memory unit 34 which reads in only
the needed part stored in file 5; selects the trains
available for connection in each direction; and passes
the trains to the train selection unit 37. Next, in order to
compile the connection information data, the train
selection unit 37 repeatedly compares the departure
times, selects the train at the closest time for eachtrain
class of the trains available for connection which were

selected by the

Next, preferably, the display devices 21 to 2n are
arranged on the walls flanking the aisles of each train or
above the windows of the passenger seats at
approximately the eye level of an average adult walking
by.

in a variation ofthe present invention, when a train is
late, if the change in the expected arrival time can be
changed on the train, data compiled beforehand and
supplied on a medium such as a disk cartridge or a
floppy disk greatly lessens the operations performed by
the crew member on thetrain. In addition, although the
scale will become large, the compilation is conducted at
a central command center which manages the train
movements and can be provided on-line to each train.
Nearly the same effect is obtained as a service received
by the passengers, but the time the crew member needs
to directly perform the operations becomes smaller,
which is an advantage.

Effects

The present invention as described above has the
following effects. Guide information having a depth of
information can be provided at the time required by a
passenger needing an information guide on thetrain in
a form which does not
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comparator 36, and stores the information in the
specified format location of the format and compilation
unit 38 only for the needed directions.

Then, the nameofthe station stop, arrival time, and
arrival platform related to the next station stop
combined with data indicating the departure time,
platform, destination, direction of the available
connécting train m each direction and the data read
from file 4 of associated data such as the train name,
express or ordinary type, vehicle type such as train or
bus are combined, formatted, and compiled to complete
the compilation.

These operations, if needed, set and revise each
monitor on the operating unit 2, and are executed
primarily between the CPU 1 and the MS 3.

However, the image information data which have
been compiled are transferred to the transrnitter B
which converts the data info image information for
display on the display devices in each car and transmits
the information, After conversion, the image
information is broadcast fram each of the display
devices 2] to 2n as images.

the speed of the traveling train, and a more
comprehensive service is available from the perspective
of the operations,

4, Brief Description of the Drawings
Figure 1 is drawing for explaining an embodiment

which also illustrates the principle of the present
invention and describes the system structure.

Figures 2, 3, and 4 are supplementary drawings of
Figure 1 which explain the operation flow of the
embodiment as a flow, explain the function blocks, and
show the display locations, respectively.

In the drawing, A indicates the information
processor; B, the transmitter, and C, the display device.
The assigned numbers indicate the detailed parts.
Reference number | indicates the CPU; 2, the operating
uni; 3, the main storage (MS); 4, 5, the data files; and
6, the paths. In addition, 1] indicates the setting unit of
the compiled display data; 12, the image data
conversion unit, 13, the transmitter; and 14, the display
system controller,
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disappear. Not only is there an improvement in the quality
of the service which does not annoy passengers who do
not need information compared to the operation based
only on voice broadcasts, but an ability to revise as
needed to match

Furthermore, 21, 22,..., 2m indicate the display devices
in each car.

in addition, 31 indicates the setting unit of the name of
the next station stop; 32, the arrival time setting unit; 33,
the display ifem setting unit; 34, the schedule storage unit
for temporarily storing a part of the schedule; 35, extra
time setting unit; 36, the comparator; 37, the selector, and
38, the format and compilation unit.

Agent: Koshiro Matsuoka, Patent Attomey
[starnp:] Koshiro Matsuoka, Patent Attorney
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PTOMSS/E1A (12-08)
Approved for use through 11/90/2011. OMB 0651-0035

U.S, Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no parsons are required to raspond to 4 collection of information unless it displays 4 valid OMB control number,

Patent Number 6,700,602

Fist Named inventor|SeoBlair
SUBWAY TV MEDIA SYSTEM

Attorney Docket Number! BLAIR.OOTA

hereby revoke ail previous powers of attorney given in the above-identified patent.

 
 

  

 
 

 
 

PATENT - POWER OF ATTORNEY
OR

REVOCATION OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

WITH A NEW POWER OF ATTORNEY
AND

CHANGE OF CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

 

 
 

 
  

  
 
   
    

 
7) A Powerof Attomey is submitted herewith.
OR

| hereby appoint Practitioner(s} associated with the following Customer Number as my/our
attomey(s) or agent{s} with respect to the patent identified above, and to transact ail businass in je7egg

OR the United States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith:

a f hereby appoint Practitioner(s) named below as my/our attorney(s) or agent(s) with respect to the patent identified
above, and to transact all business in the United States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith:

Practittoner(s} Name Registration Number

  
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Please recognize or change the corespondence address for {he above-dentified patentto:

[| The address essociated with the above-menticned Customer Number. '
OR _

The aldvess associated with Customer Number: jo7209 :
OR :

Firm or
Individual Name!

Address

oy eeEO2]
Country

nTTelephone
{am the;

Inventor, having ownership of the patent
OR

Patent owner.

Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) (Form PTO/SBA6} submitted herewith orfled on

SIGNATUREof inventor or Patent Gwner

soe|RiceWaSS fags 16,36
Narne SCOTT BLAIR Telephone {416.360.7760
Title and Compan
MOTE: Signatures of si the inventors or patent owners of fie enti interest or their representative(s) are required. Submit mutiple forms # more than one
signature is required, see below".

[] ‘Total of forms are submitted.
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.31, 1.32 and 1.33, The information is required to obtain ofretain a benefit by the public whichis fo file (and by the
USPTO to process} an application, Confidentiedity is qovemed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 4.11 and 4.44. This collection is estimated {o fake 3 minutes bo compiaie,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to ihe USPTO. ‘Tims will vary dayending uponthe Individual case. Any comments on
the amount of me you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief information Officer, 0.5. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22315-1450, DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionar for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Afaxandria, VA 22313-1450,

ffyou need assistance in completing the form, call 7-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2.
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

ee

sec

Title of Invention: SUBWAYTV MEDIA SYSTEM

SIXBEY FRIEDMAN LEEDOM & FERGUSON

8180 GREENSBORO DRIVE

Correspondence Address: SUITE 800

MCLEAN

US

a

Paymentinformation:

 
 File Listing:
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Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter Fee_Address.pdf
£5115698dad 7543489 16df56a5ecd899b86

2691b

Information:

Powerof Attorney POA. pdf
a4dce82d5988fc03 0a4d727ac309d89003

61c00

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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PTO/SB/47 (03-09)
Approvedfor use through 03/31/2012. OMB 0651-0046

U.S, Patent and Trademark Office; U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
9 a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 995, no Persons are required to respond t

“FEE ADDRESS”INDICATION FORM

   
 

Addressto: Fax to:
Mail Stop M Correspondence 571-273-6500
Commissioner for Patents - OR -

 

 
P.O, Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

  
  INSTRUCTIONS:The issue fee must have been paid for application(s) listed on this form. In addition,

only an address represented by a Customer Number can be established as the fee address for maintenance
fee purposes (hereafter, fee address). A fee address should be established when correspondencereiated to
maintenance fees should be mailed to a different address than the correspondence addressfor the application.
Whento check thefirst box below:If you have a Customer Number to represent the fee address. When
to check the second box below:If you have no Customer Number representing the desired fee address,
in which case a completed Request for Customer Number (PTO/SB/125) must be attachedto this form. For
more information on Customer Numbers, see the Manualof Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP) § 403,

 

      
 
 
 

 
  . Please recognize as the “Fee Address” under the provisions of 37 CFR )For the followinglisted application(s

1.363 the address associated with:

Customer Number: ? vA2?99
OR

  
  [ The attached Request for Customer Number {PFO/SB/125) form.

 

 
 

 PATENT NUMBER APPLICATION NUMBER
(if known)
 

 
 

 
 

Completed by (check one):

CJ Applicant/inventor OPS  
 

 
Signature  

  Attorney or Agent of record _39,990 ’ Robert F. Gazdzingki

  

  
   

(Reg. No.} Typed or printed name

Assignee of record of the entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71. 858-675-1670
Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed. Requester's telephone number
(Form PTO/SB/98)

[J Assignee recorded at Ree! Frame August 19, 2011
Date  

  NOTE:Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. Submit muttipte formsif more that onesignature is required, see below*. 

  
  

 forms are submitted,  
 

i i uagestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S, Patent andTrademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O, Box 1458, Alexandria, VA 22343- 1460, DO NOT SEND COMPLETE D FORMS TO THIS A DDRESS.SEND TO: Mail Stap M Correspondence, Commissionerfor Patents, P.O, Box 1490, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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REEXAMINATION TITLE REPORT(AKA PATENT ASSIGNMENT ABSTRACT
OF TITLE)

TYPE OF REEXAMINATION: XX EX PARTE INTER PARTES

REEXAM CONTROLNO.: 90/011,861

SERIAL NUMBER : 09/423284 FILING DATE:08/16/11

PATENT NUMBER: 6,700,602 ISSUE DATE 03/02/2004

FIRST THREE INVENTORS’ NAMES:Scott Blair

ET. AL?: YES XXNO

CONTINUITY DATA (IF ANY) :

X_ THIS IS (OR) A__CON __DIV, CIP, A _PROVISIONAL APPLICATION __ OTHER OF
SERIAL NUMBER, INTERNATIONAL FILED ON . STATUS: PATENTED WITH PATENT
NUMBER OR__PENDING, OR _ABANDONED (EXPIRED FOR PROVISIONALS).

__ WHICH IS A_ CON, _DIV, _CIP, ALPROVISIONAL APPLICATION, __ OTHER, OF
SERIAL NUMBER FILED ON STATUS: PATENTED, WITH PATENT NUMBER. AND SERIAL
NUMBERFILED PENDING, OR ABANDONED.

_ WHICH IS A_CON, _DIV, _CIP, A_PROVISIONAL APPLICATION, _- OTHER OF SERIAL
NUMBER FILEDON. STATUS: PATENTED WITH PATENT NUMBER OR__PENDING,
OR ABANDONED.

__WHICHIS A_ CON, DIV, CIP A PROVISIONAL APPLICATION, __OTHER OF SERIAL
NUMBER FILED ON. STATUS: PATENTED WITH PATENT NUMBER: OR__PENDING, OR
ABANDONED.

__ WHICH JS ACON, DIV, _CIP A PROVISIONAL APPLICATION, __OTHER OF SERIAL
NUMBER FILED ON. STATUS: PATENTED WITH PATENT NUMBER: OR__PENDING, OR
ABANDONED.

__WHICH IS A CIP OF SERIAL NUMBER FILED ON. STATUS: PATENTED, WITH PATENT
NUMBER.

ET AL

ASSIGNMENT RECORD DATA

THE ASSIGNMENT RECORDS REVEALTHAT THE TITLE REPORT APPEARSTO BE
VESTEDIN:
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XX INVENTOR:Toronto, Ontario (CA)

___AS ENDORSED:

___AS THE RECORDSTANDS, THE PATENT WHEN GRANTEDWILL ISSUE IN THE NAME
OF THE INVENTOR(S)

___LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE:

___SECURITY ASSIGNMENTI/LICENSEE(PLEASE NOTE THAT THE OWNERSHIP OF THE
PATENTIS STILL REFLECTED IN THE ASSIGNOR. THE ASS/GNEE IN THIS CASE CANNOT

OWN THE PATENT. (SEE ACCOMPANYING PAGES, IF ANY.)

___WHEN THE ASSIGNMENTIS RECORDED, THE PATENT SHOULD BELONGTO:

___OTHER: REEL NO: FRAME NO.: DATE RECORDED:// COMPANY NAME:
CITY AND STATE OR COUNTRY:.

___NOTES/COMMENTS:Pleasesee section 306 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure
regarding the Assignmentof a Division, Continuation, Substitute, and
Continuation-in-Part in Relation to Parent Application.

EXAMINED UP TO AND INCLUDING THIS CERTIFICATE DATED AND SIGNED: 08/19/11

LEGAL INSTRUMENTS EXMR., OFFICE OF PATENT LEGAL ADMIN., CENTRAL
REEXAMINATION UNIT

TO ANY PRINTERS: THE REEXAMINATION TITLE REPORT DOES NOT HAVE TO HAVE

THE STREET ADDRESS OF THE OWNER(S). IF THERE IS ANY INQUIRY, PLEASE NOTIFY
THE PERSON ABOVE.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
) OX. 450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

90/011,861 08/16/2011 6700602 BLAIR.OO1A

CONFIRMATION NO.3736

 
 
   

27299 POWER OF ATTORNEYNOTICE

GAZDZINSKI & ASSOCIATES, PC

16644 WEST BERNARDODRIVE IOC
SUITE 201 0000000494 7/6827
SAN DIEGO, CA 92127

Date Mailed: 08/23/2011

NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF POWEROF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Powerof Attorneyfiled 08/19/2011.

* The Powerof Attorney to you in this application has been revoked by the assignee who hasintervened as
provided by 37 CFR 3.71. Future correspondencewill be mailed to the new address of record(37 CFR 1.33).

/rbell/

 

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101

page 1 of 1
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
! OX.

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

 
 
   

90/011,861 08/16/2011 6700602

CONFIRMATION NO. 3736

27299 REEXAMINATION REQUEST

GAZDZINSKI & ASSOCIATES, PC NOTICE
16644 WEST BERNARDO DRIVE

SUITE 201 IACAA000000049476846
SAN DIEGO, CA 92127

Date Mailed: 08/23/2011

NOTICE OF REEXAMINATION REQUESTFILING DATE

(Patent Owner Requester)

Requesteris hereby notified that the filing date of the request for reexamination is 08/16/2011, the date the
required fee of $2,520 was received. (See CFR 1.510(d)).

A decision on the request for reexamination will be mailed within three months from thefiling date of the request
for reexamination. (See 37 CFR 1.515(a)).

Pursuant to 37 CFR 1.33(c), future correspondencein this reexamination proceedingwill be with the latest
attorney or agentof the record in the patentfile.

The paragraphs checked below arepart of this communication:
___ 1. ‘The party receiving the courtesy copyis the latest attorney or agent of record in the patentfile.

___ 2.—The person namedto receive the correspondencein this proceeding has not been made the latest
attorney or agentof record in the patentfile because:

____A. Requester's claim of ownership of the patentis not verified by the record.

____ B. The request papers are not signed with a real or apparent binding signature.

___ CG. The mere naming of a correspondence addressee doesnotresult in that person being
appointed as the latest attorney or agentof record in the patentfile.

3. Addresseeis the latest attorney or agent of record in the patentfile.
4. Other
 

/rbell/
 

Legal Instruments Examiner
Central Reexamination Unit 571-272-7705; FAX No. 571-273-9900

page 1 of 1
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSQ. Box 1450 

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov 
   

90/011,861 08/16/2011 6700602

CONFIRMATION NO.3736

27299 REEXAM ASSIGNMENTNOTICE

GAZDZINSKI & ASSOCIATES, PC

16644 WEST BERNARDODRIVE AACAA
SUITE 201 0000000
SAN DIEGO, CA 92127

Date Mailed: 08/23/2011

NOTICE OF ASSIGNMENT OF REEXAMINATION REQUEST

The above-identified request for reexamination has been assigned to Art Unit 3992. All future correspondence to
the proceeding should beidentified by the control number listed above and directed to the assigned Art Unit.

A copy of this Notice is being sent to the latest attorney or agent of record in the patentfile or to all owners of
record. (See 37 CFR 1.33(c)). If the addressee is not, or does not represent, the current owner, he or she is
required to forward all communications regarding this proceeding to the current owner(s). An attorney or agent
receiving this communication who does not represent the current owner(s) may wish to seek to withdraw pursuant
to 37 CFR 1.36 in order to avoid receiving future communications. If the address of the current owner(s)is
unknown, this communication should be returned within the request to withdraw pursuantto Section 1.36.

/rbell/

 

Legal Instruments Examiner
Central Reexamination Unit 571-272-7705; FAX No. 571-273-9900

page 1 of 1
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSP.O. Box 450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

 
   

90/011,861 08/16/2011 6700602 BLAIR.OOIA

CONFIRMATIONNO.3736

27299 POA ACCEPTANCELETTER

GAZDZINSKI & ASSOCIATES, PC

16644 WEST BERNARDO DRIVE OCT
SUITE 201 00000004947684
SAN DIEGO, CA 92127

Date Mailed: 08/23/2011

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF POWEROF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Powerof Attorneyfiled 08/19/2011.

The Powerof Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondencein this application will be mailed to the
above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

/rbell/

 

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101

page 1 of 1
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
Wwww.uspto.gov

 
90/011,861 08/16/2011 6700602 BLAIR.OOIA 3736

GAZDZINSKI & ASSOCIATES, PC
16644 WEST BERNARDO DRIVE
SUITE 201

SAN DIEGO, CA 92127

DATE MAILED: 08/25/2011

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO-90C (Rev. 10/03)
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Control No. Patent For Which Reexamination
. . . is Requested

Ex Parte Reexamination Interview 90/011,861 6,700,602
Summary — Pilot Program for Waiver of Art Unit

Patent Owner’s Statement 3992
-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address.--

 
All participants (USPTOofficial and patent owner):

(1) Patricia Volpe, CRU

(2) Peter J. Gutierrez, 56732

Date of Telephonic Interview: 25 August 2011.

The USPTOofficial requested waiver of the patent owner's statement pursuantto the pilot program for waiver of
patent owner’s statementin ex parte reexamination proceedings.*

[_] The patent owneragreed to waiveits right to file a patent owner's statement under 35 U.S.C. 304 in the event
reexamination is ordered for the above-identified patent.

[X] The patent ownerdid not agreeto waiveits right to file a patent owner's statement under 35 U.S.C. 304 atthis
time. -

The patent owneris not requiredto file a written statementof this telephone communication under 37 CFR 1.560(b) or
otherwise. However, any disagreementas to this interview summary must be broughtto the immediate attention of
the USPTO,and nolater than one month from the mailing date of this interview summary. Extensions of time are

” governed by 37 CFR 1.550(c).

*For more information regarding this pilot program, see Pilot Program for Waiver of Patent Owner's Statement in Ex
Parte Reexamination Proceedings, 75 Fed. Reg. 47269 (August 5, 2010), available on the USPTO Website at
http:/Awww.uspto.govw/patents/law/notices/2010.jsp.

[_] usPTO personnel were unable to reach the patent owner.

The patent owner may contact the USPTO personnelat the telephone numberprovided below if the patent owner
decides to waivetherightto file a patent owner's statement under 35 U.S.C. 304.

* (Patricia Volpe/ . (571) 272-6825 ‘
Signature and telephone numberof the USPTO official who contacted or attempted to contact the patent owner.

cc: Requester(if third party requester)

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Paper No.
PTOL-2292 (08-10) &x Parte Reexamination Interview Summary — Pilot Program for Waiver ofPatent Owner's Statement
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
WWw.uspto.gov

 
90/011,861 08/16/2011 6700602 BLAIR.OOIA 3736

GAZDZINSKI & ASSOCIATES, PC
16644 WEST BERNARDO DRIVE
SUITE 201

SAN DIEGO, CA 92127

DATE MAILED:09/29/2011

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO-90C (Rev. 10/03)
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Control No. Patent Under Reexamination

90/011 ,861 6700602

Examiner Art Unit

STEPHEN RALIS 3992

--The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the coversheet with the correspondence address--

Order Granting / Denying Request For
Ex Parte Reexamination  

  
 
 The request for ex parte reexamination filed 16 August 2011 has been considered and a determination has

been made.An identification of the claims, the references relied upon, and the rationale supporting the
determination are attached.  
 Attachments: a)L_] PTO-892,

1.

b)X] PTO/SB/08, c)L_] Other:   
 

The requestfor ex parte reexamination is GRANTED.

RESPONSETIMES ARE SET AS FOLLOWS: 
 

 For Patent Owner's Statement (Optional): TWO MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication
(37 CFR 1.530 (b)). EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNEDBY37 CFR 1.550(c).

 
 
  
 

For Requester’s Reply (optional): TWO MONTHSfrom the date of service of any timely filed
Patent Owner's Statement (37 CFR 1.535). NO EXTENSION OF THIS TIME PERIOD IS PERMITTED.

If Patent Owner doesnotfile a timely statement under 37 CFR 1.530(b), then no reply by requester
is permitted.

  
 

 
 

2.{.] The requestfor ex parte reexamination is DENIED.

 
 

This decision is not appealable (35 U.S.C. 303(c)). Requester may seek review bypetition to the
Commissioner under 37 CFR 1.181 within ONE MONTHfrom the mailing date of this communication (37
CFR 1.515(c)). EXTENSION OF TIME TO FILE SUCH A PETITION UNDER37 CFR 1.181 ARE
AVAILABLE ONLY BY PETITION TO SUSPEND OR WAIVE THE REGULATIONS UNDER
37 CFR 1.183.

  
  

 
 
 

In due course, a refund under 37 CFR 1.26 (c ) will be made to requester:

a) [[] by Treasury checkor, b) L] bycredit to Deposit Account No. , or  
 c) LJ bycredit to a credit card account, unless otherwisenotified (35 U.S.C. 303(c)).

cc:Requester ( if third party requesterU.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-471 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination Part of Paper No. 20110927
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Application/Control Number: 90/011,861 Page 2
Art Unit: 3992

DECISION

1. A substantial new question of patentability affecting claim 1 of United States

Patent Number 6,700,602is raised by the Request for ex parte reexamination.

Extensions of time under 37 CFR 1.136(a)will not be permitted in these

proceedings becausethe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136 apply only to "an applicant" and

not to parties in a reexamination proceeding. Additionally, 35 U.S.C. 305 requires that

ex parte reexamination proceedings "will be conducted with special dispatch"(37 _

CFR 1.550(a)). Extensions of time in ex parte reexamination proceedings are provided

for in 37 CFR 1.550(c).

References Cited in Request

2. A total of four references, in certain combinations, have been assertedin the

request as providing teachings relevant to the claims of the Blair patent. The proposed

references which make up the combinations are as follows: |

Minesaki et al. (Japanese Publication No. JP 63-125984 of Japanese

Application No. JP 61-272668)

Amanoetal. (Japanese Publication No. JP 02-23985 A)

Maekawaetal. (Japanese Publication No. JP 04-160991 A)

Shinagawaetal. (Japanese Publication No. JP S61-285490)

identification of Every Claim for Which Reexamination is Requested
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Application/Control Number: 90/011,861 Page 3
Art Unit: 3992

3. The four references cited above are discussed in the Request as reading on

claim 1 of the Blair patent. Pages 4-5 of the Request detail out proposed substantial

new questions of patentability in light of the combination of the four references cited

- above.

Prosecution History

4. TheBlair patent was assigned serial number 09/423,284. During the original

prosecution, the original examiner issued a first non-Final Office action on 19 November

2002 rejecting claims 1-12 and 14-16 while objecting to claim 13 as being “allowable if

rewritten in independent form includingall of the limitations of the base claim and

intervening claims” (page 4, Office action mailed 19 November 2002). Claim

amendment and arguments submitted 24 February 2003 canceled claims 1-3, 6 and 8-

12 while amending claims 4, 5, 7 and 13-16 (i.e. specifically placing claim 13 in

independent form, as set forth previously by the original examinerin the Office action
mailed 19 November 2002). The original examiner followed with another non-Final

Office action, with more prior art, rejecting in totality claims 4, 5,7 and 13-16. Further

claim arguments, submitted 14 October 2003, asserted to the original examiner that the

limitation of “the screen of the monitor substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure of the car" was not taught in any of the prior art of record. A “Notice of

Allowability” was issued bythe original examiner on 17 November 2003 with the

examinerciting the entire claim as being the reason for allowance. While the examiner

did not specifically provide a particular portion of claim 13 in the “Reason for Allowance”
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Application/Control Number: 90/011,861 Page 4

Art Unit: 3992

statement, applicant's remarks/argumentsindicate that allowability was designated

based on the “the screen of the monitor substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure of the car" feature of the subwaycar.

None of the four references in the currently filed Request were previously

discussed bythe original examineror applied to claim 1 in the prosecution history of the

Blair patent.

Substantial New Questions (SNQ) of Patentability

5. Applicant’s remarks/arguments, filed 14 October 2003,will be utilized to show

why the newly cited references above door do not create a substantial new question

(SNQ) of patentability.

6. For purposesof determination, independent claim 1 is used as the representative

claim for the various proposed priorart listed below. The italicized/underlined sections

| of the claim below areutilized by the examiner to show howspecific teachings of the

proposed references create a substantial new question of patentability in light of the

original prosecution history above.

Claim 1:

A subwaycar for mass transportation including longitudinal opposed sidewalls, a
ceiling adjoining the sidewalls, a video display system comprising a plurality of
video display monitors each having a video screen, and a video signal source
unit operatively connected to said monitors, said monitors being spaced along
the length of the car on opposed sides thereof, each of said monitor being
mountedatthe junction of the sidewall and ceiling, with the screen of the monitor
substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car, and
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Application/Contro! Number: 90/011 ,861 Page 5
Art Unit: 3992

directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats, so that each video screenis
readily visible to passengers in the subwaycar.

Minesakietal.

7. Minesaki et al. teaches a train car for mass transportation.

The Request appears to showthat Minesaki etal., for claim 1, teaches a video

display system comprising a plurality of video display monitors each having a video

screen as well as the screen of the monitor substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure of the car. (See Figure 2; see Request claim mapping, Request

 

mapping pages 4-5).

Minesakiet al. was not of record in the original prosecution of U.S. Patent No.

6,700,602.

It is agreed that the consideration of Minesaki et al. raises a substantial new

question of patentability of at least claim 1 as pointed out above. There is a substantial

likelihood that a reasonable examiner would consider these teachings importantin

deciding whetheror not these claims are patentable.

Amanoetal.

8. Amanoetal. teachesanelectric train car for mass transportation.

The Request appears to show that Amanoet al., for claim 1, teaches a video

display system comprising a plurality of video display monitors each having a video

screen as well as the screen of the monitor substantially flushed with the adjacent wall
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surface structure of the car. (See Figures 4-6; see Request claim mapping, Request

mapping pages 4-5).

Amanoet al. was notof record in the original prosecution of U.S. Patent No.

6,700,602.

. It is agreed that the consideration of Amanoetal. raises a substantial new -

question of patentability of at least claim 1 as pointed out above. There is a substantial

likelihood that a reasonable examiner would consider these teachings importantin

deciding whetheror not these claims are patentable.

Maekawaetal.

9. Maekawaetal. teachesa train car for mass transportation.

The Request appears to show that Maekawaetal., for claim 1, teaches a video

display system comprising a plurality of video display monitors each having a video

screen as well as the screen of the monitor substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure of the car. (See Figures 1, 2; see Request claim mapping, Request

mapping pages 4-5).

Maekawaetal. was notof record in the original prosecution of U.S. Patent No.

6,700,602.

It is agreed that the consideration of Maekawaetal. raises a substantial new

question of patentability of at least claim 1 as pointed out above. There is a substantial

likelihood that a reasonable examiner would consider these teachings importantin

deciding whetheror not these claims are patentable.
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Shinagawaetal.

10.|Shinagawaetal. teachesa transportation train car for mass transportation.

The Request appears to show that Shinagawaetal., for claim 1, teaches a video

display system comprising a plurality of video display monitors each having a video

screen as well as the screen of the monitor substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

_ Surface structure of the car. (See Figures 1, 4; see Requestclaim mapping, Request

mapping pages4-5).

Shinagawaetal. was not of record in the original prosecution of U.S. Patent No.

6,700,602.

It is agreed that the consideration of Shinagawaetal. raises a substantial new

question of patentability of at least claim 1 as pointed out above. There is a substantial

likelihood that a reasonable examiner would consider these teachings importantin

deciding whetheror not these claims are patentable.

Summary

11. Claim 1 of the Blair patent will be reexamined as requested in the Order.
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Conclusion

Extensionsof time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) will not be permitted in these

proceedings becausethe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136 apply only to "an applicant" and

not to parties in a reexamination proceeding. Additionally, 35 U.S.C. 305 requires that

reexamination proceedings "will be conducted with special dispatch" (37 CFR 1.550(a)).

Extension of time in ex parte reexamination proceedings are provided for in 37 CFR

1.550(c).

The patent owneris reminded of the continuing responsibility under 37 CFR

1.565(a), to apprise the Office of anylitigation activity, or other prior or concurrent

proceeding, involving Patent No. 6,700,602 throughout the course of this reexamination

proceeding. See MPEP §§ 2207, 2282 and 2286.

All correspondencerelating to this ex parte reexamination proceeding should be

directed:

By Mail to: Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Central Reexamination Unit
Commissionerfor Patents

United States Patent & Trademark Office
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

By FAX to: (571) 273-9900
Central Reexamination Unit

By hand: Customer Service Window |
Randolph Building
401 DulanyStreet
Alexandria, VA 22314

By EFS-Web:
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Registered users 999990f EFS-Web mayalternatively submit such
correspondencevia the electronicfiling system EFS-Web,at

https://sportal.uspto.gov/authenticate/authenticateuserlocalepf.html

EFS-Weboffers the benefit of quick submission to the particular area of the
Office that needs to act on the correspondence. Also, EFS-Web submissionsare "soft
scanned”(i.e., electronically uploaded) directly into the official file for the reexamination
proceeding, which offers parties the opportunity to review the contentoftheir
submissionsafter the "soft scanning" process is complete.

Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

Reexamination Legal Advisor or Examiner, or as to the status of this proceeding, should

be directed to the Central Reexamination Unit at telephone number (571) 272-7705.

/Stephen J Ralis/
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3992

Conferee EtCK. .

Conferee Ik
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Control No. Patent Under Reexamination
90/011,861 6700602

Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination Examiner Art Unit
STEPHEN RALIS 3992

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondenceaddress--

aL_] Responsive to the communication(s) filed on ; bL_] This action is made FINAL.
c&X] A statement under 37 CFR 1.530 has not been received from the patent owner.

A shortenedstatutory period for response to this action is set to expire 2 month(s) from the mailing date ofthis letter.
Failure to respond within the period for responsewill result in termination of the proceeding and issuance of an ex parte reexamination
certificate in accordance with this action. 37 CFR 1.550(d). EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNEDBY37 CFR 1.550(c).
If the period for response specified aboveis less than thirty (30) days, a responsewithin the statutory minimum ofthirty (30) days
will be considered timely.

Part] THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENT(S) ARE PART OF THIS ACTION:

1. x] Notice of References Cited by Examiner, PTO-892. 3. CO Interview Summary, PTO-474.

2. [J Information Disclosure Statement, PTO/SB/08. 4. CT .

SUMMARYOF ACTION

Claims 1 are subject to reexamination.

Claims ___ are not subject to reexamination.

Claims __ have been canceledin the present reexamination proceeding.

Claims_are patentable and/or confirmed.

Claims 7 are rejected.

Claims are objectedto.

The drawings, filed on are acceptable.

The proposed drawing correction, filed on has been (7a)L] approved (7b)L] disapproved.

Acknowledgmentis madeof the priority claim under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).

a)C] All: b)L] Some* c)LJ None of the certified copies have
1L_] beenreceived.

.

~O

~O

-U

bX

O

O

O

UO

2{_] not been received.

3[_] been filed in Application No. st.

4c] beenfiled in reexamination Control No.

5[_] been received by the International Bureau in PCT application No.

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

9. (1-Since the proceeding appearsto be in condition for issuance of an ex parte reexamination certificate except for formal
matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed in accordancewith the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D.
11, 453 O.G. 213.

10. [] Other:
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DETAILED ACTION

1. This Office action addressesclaim 1 of United States Patent Number 6,700,602

_ (Blair) for which it has been determinedin the Order Granting Ex Partes Reexamination

(hereafter the "Order") that a substantial new question of patentability wasraisedin the

Requestfor ex parte reexamination filed on 29 September 2011 (hereafter the

"Request’).

Rejections Proposed by the Requester

2. A totalof four references have been asserted in the Request as providing

teachings relevantto the claims of the Blair patent. In view of the Order,all references

raised a substantial new questionof patentability. The following proposed rejections are

the main issues to be discussed below:
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Issue 1: Claim 1 in view of Minesaki.

Issue 2: Claim 1 in view of Amanoetal.

Issue 3: Claim 1 in view of Maekawaet al. and Amanoetal.

Issue 4: Claim 1 in view of Shinagawaet al. and Amanoetal.

Issue 5: Claim 1 in view of Minesaki and Mooreetal.

Issue 6: Claim 1 in view of Amanoet al. and Mooreetal.

Issue 7: Claim 1 in view of Maekawaetal., Amanoet al. and Mooreetal.

Issue 8: Claim 1 in view of Shinagawaet al., Amanoet al. and Mooreetal.

The rejection below is confined to what has been deemedto be the best

available art from the Request. However, prior to conclusion of this reexamination

proceeding, claims must be patentable overall prior art cited in the order granting

reexamination in order to be considered patentable or confirmed on the reexamination

certificate.

Claim Rejection Paragraphs

3. The following quotations from the MPEPregarding the types of rejections to be

utilized below:

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

4. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections underthis section madein this Office action:
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A personshall be entitled to a patent unless —

(b) the invention was patented or described ina printed publication in this or a foreign country orin
public useor on sale in this country, more than one yearprior to the date of application for patentin
the United States.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

5. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthe basisforall

obviousnessrejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent maynot be obtained thoughthe invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
’ forth in section 102 ofthistitle, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and -

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousatthe time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the mannerin which the invention was made.

Issue 1

6. Claim 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Minesaki

(Japanese. Publication No. JP 63-125984 of Japanese Application No. JP 61-272668).
Minesaki discloses a subway car (train cars; page 588, lines 6-10; page 590,

lines 18-19) for mass transportation including longitudinal opposed sidewalls (9), a

ceiling (top portion in Figure 2) adjoining the sidewalls (9), avideo display system

(contro! part G/information communication display part J combination) comprising a

plurality of video display monitors (see references to J on each side of sidewall 9 and

ceiling interface in Figure 2) each having a video screen (display), and a video signal

source unit (control part G) operatively connected to the monitors (see references to J

on eachside of sidewall 9 and ceiling interface in Figure 2), the monitors (see

references to J on each side of sidewall 9 and ceiling interface in Figure 2) being

spaced along the length of the car on opposedsides thereof(in the middle of the length
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of each sidewall opposite each other; see Figure 2), each of the monitors being

mountedat the junction of the sidewall and ceiling (see Figure 2), with the screen

(display) of the monitor (see one of references to J on eachside of sidewall 9 and

ceiling interface in Figure 2) substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface

structure of the car (see Figure 2), and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car

seats (top portion of Information communication part J directed obliquely downwardly

toward the car seats; see Figure 2) , so that each video screen (display) is readily

visible to passengers in the subwaycar(train cars; page 588, lines 6-10; page 590,

lines 18-19)

With respectto the limitation of “the screen of the monitor substantially flushed

with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car”, the term “substantially” is often used

in conjunction with another term to describe a particular characteristic of the claimed

invention. It is a broad term. (See MPEP 2173.05). Minesaki explicitly discloses the

screen (display) of the monitor (see one of references to J on eachside of sidewall 9

and ceiling interface in Figure 2) being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure of the car (see Figure 2) given its broadest reasonable interpretation of

“substantially flushed”in light of the Blair Patent disclosure (column 5, line 35 — column

6, line 7; see Figures 4A-7). Therefore, Minesaki fully meets "the screen of the monitor

substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car”givenits

broadest reasonableinterpretation.

Issue 2
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7. Claim 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Amanoetal.

(Japanese. Publication No. JP 02-23985A).

Amanoetal. discloses a subwaycar(train cars; page 651, column2, lines 5-10,

28-33; page 653, column1, lines 43-45; see Figures 4-6) for mass transportation

including longitudinal opposed sidewalls (see Figures 4-6), a ceiling (see Figures 4-6)

adjoining the sidewalls (see Figures 4-6), a video display system (see Figure 2)

comprising a plurality of video display monitors (8; 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-6) each

having a video screen (display), and a video signal source unit (display information

signal transmitter) operatively connected to the monitors (8; 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-6),

the monitors (8; 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-6) being spaced along the length of the car on

opposedsides thereof(in the middle of the length of each sidewall opposite each other;

see Figures 4-6), each of the monitors being mountedat the junction of the sidewall and
ceiling (see Figures 4-6), with the screen (display) of the monitor (8; 8a-8n; see Figures

2, 4-6) substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car (see
Figure 4-6), and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats (see Figures 4-6),

so that each video screen (display) is readily visible to passengers in the subway car

(train cars; page 651, column2, lines 5-10, 28-33; page 653, column1, lines 43-45; see

Figures 4-6).

With respectto the limitation of “the screen of the monitor substantially flushed

with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car’, the term “substantially” is often used

in conjunction with another term to describe a particular characteristic of the claimed

invention. It is a broad term. (See MPEP 2173.05). Minesaki explicitly discloses the
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screen (display) of the monitor (8; 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-6) substantially flushed with

the adjacentwall surface structure of the car (see Figures 4-6) givenits broadest

reasonableinterpretation of “substantially flushed’ in light of the Blair Patent disclosure

(column5, line 35 — column6, line 7; see Figures 4A-7). Therefore, Amanoetal. fully

meets "the screen of the monitor substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface

structure of the car” given its broadest reasonable interpretation.

Issue 3

8. Claim 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Maekawa

et al. (Japanese. Publication No. JP 04-160991 A)in view of Amanoetal. (Japanese.

Publication No. JP 02-23985 A).

Maekawaetal. discloses a subwaycar(car body of an electric train; page 738,

column 2; see Figures 1, 2) for mass transportation including longitudinal opposed

sidewalls (see Figures 1, 2), a ceiling (see Figures 1, 2) adjoining the sidewalls (see

Figures 1, 2), a video display system (see Figure 1) comprising a plurality of video

display monitors (101-124; page 738, column 2; see Figures 1, 2) each having a video

screen (display), and a video signal source unit (see Figure 1) operatively connected to

the monitors (101-124; page 738, column 2; see Figures 1, 2), the monitors (101-124;

page 738, column 2: see Figures 1, 2) being spaced along the length of the car on

opposed sides thereof (see Figures 1, 2), with the screen (display) of the monitor (101-

124: page 738, column 2; see Figures 1, 2) substantially flushed with the adjacentwall

surface structure of the car (see Figure 2), so that each video screen (display) is readily
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visible to passengers in the subwaycar(car bodyofan electric train; page 738, column

2; see Figures 1, 2).

With respectto thelimitation of “the screen of the monitor substantially flushed

with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car’, the term “substantially” is often used

in conjunction with another term to describe a particular characteristic of the claimed

invention. It is a broad term. (See MPEP 2173.05). Maekawaetal. explicitly discloses

the screen (display) of the monitor (101-124; page 738, column 2; see Figures 1, 2)

substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car (see Figure 2)

given its broadest reasonable interpretation of “substantially flushed”in light of the Blair

Patent disclosure (column5,line 35 — column 6, line 7; see Figures 4A-7). Therefore,

Amanoetal. fully meets "the screen of the monitor substantially flushed with the

adjacent wall surface structure of the car” given its broadest reasonable interpretation.

Maekawaetal. disclosesall of the limitations of the claimed invention, as

previously set forth, except for specifically calling for each of the monitors being

mountedatthe junction of the sidewall and ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly

toward the carseats.

However, each of the monitors being mounted at the junction of the sidewall and

ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats is knownin theart.

Amanoetal., for example, teaches each of the monitors being mountedat the junction

of the sidewall and ceiling (see Figures 4-6) and directed obliquely downwardly toward

the car seats (see Figures 4-6). Amanoetal. further teaches such a configuration |

presents a meansto provide the offering place for information in transportation
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equipment being used moreeffectively and sharpness being obtained, thereby

increasing the information offering ability to passengers (English translation Abstract). It

would have been obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

was made to modify the mounting and screen direction orientation ofthe monitors of

Maekawaetal. with each of the monitors being mountedat the junction of the sidewall

and ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats of Amanoetal.in

order to present a meansto provide the offering place for information in transportation -

equipment being used moreeffectively and sharpness being obtained, thereby

increasing the information offering ability to passengers.

Issue 4

9. Claim 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Shinagawaet al. (Japanese. Publication No. JP 04-160991 A) in view of Amanoetal.

(Japanese. Publication No. JP 02-23985 A).

Shinagawaetal. discloses a subwaycar(car of a train; page 619, column 1; see

Figure 4) for mass transportation including longitudinal opposed sidewalls (see Figure

4), a ceiling (see Figure 4) adjoining the sidewalls (see Figure 4), a video display

system (see Figure 1) comprising a plurality of video display monitors (21-2n; page 621,

column 1: see Figures 1, 4) each having a video screen(display), and a videosignal .

source unit (see Figure 1) operatively connected to the monitors (21-2n; page 621,

column1; see Figures 1, 4), the monitors (21-2n; page 621, column 1; see Figures 1, 4

being spaced alongthe length of the car on opposedsides thereof (page 621, column 1,
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paragraph 3; see Figures 1, 4), with the screen (display) of the monitor (21-2n; page

621, column 1; see Figures 1, 4) substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface

structure of the car (“arranged on the walls or above the windows” would be

“substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car”; page 621), so

that each video screen(display) is readily visible to passengersin the subwaycar (car

of a train; page 619, column1; see Figure 4).

With respectto the limitation of “the screen of the monitor substantially flushed

with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car’, the term “substantially”is often used

in conjunction with another term to describe a particular characteristic of the claimed

invention.It is a broad term. (See MPEP 2173.05). Shinagawaetal. explicitly discloses

the screen (display) of the monitor (21-2n; page 621, column 1; see Figures 1, 4)

substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car (see Figure 2),

since such an arrangementwould place the monitors substantially flushed with an

adjacent wall structure(i.e. wall planar with the windows), givenits broadest reasonable

interpretation of “substantially flushed” in light of the Blair Patent disclosure (column 5,

line 35 — column6,line 7; see Figures 4A-7). Therefore, Shinagawaetal. fully meets

"the screen of the monitor substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure

of the car” given its broadest reasonable interpretation.

Shinagawaetal. disclosesall of the limitations of the claimed invention, as

previously set forth, except for specifically calling for each of the monitors being

mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly

toward the car seats.
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However, each of the monitors being mounted at the junction of the sidewall and

ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats is knownin theart.

Amanoetal., for example, teaches each of the monitors being mounted at the junction

of the sidewall and ceiling (see Figures 4-6) and directed obliquely downwardly toward

the car seats (see Figures 4-6). Amanoetal. further teaches such a configuration

presents a meansto provide the offering place for information in transportation

equipment being used moreeffectively and sharpness being obtained, thereby

increasing the information offering ability to passengers (English translation Abstract). It

would have been obviousto oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

was madeto modify the mounting and screen direction orientation of the monitors of

Shinagawaetal. with each of the monitors being mountedat the junction of the sidewall
and ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats of Amanoetal. in

order to present a meansto provide the offering place for information in transportation

equipment being used moreeffectively and sharpness being obtained, thereby

increasing the information offering ability to passengers.

10. To the degreeit can be arguedthat “Minesaki”, “Amanoetal.”, “Maekawaetal.”

and/or “Shinagawaetal.” do not disclose “the screen of the monitor substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car” given their broadest

reasonable interpretation, the additional rejections are provided as set forth below:

Issue 5
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11. Claim 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Minesaki

(Japanese. Publication No. JP 63-125984 of Japanese Application No. JP 61-272668)

in view of Mooreetal. (U.S. Patent No. 3,480,727).

Minesaki discloses a subwaycar(train cars; page 588, lines 6-10; page 590,

lines 18-19) for mass transportation including longitudinal opposed sidewalls (9), a

ceiling (top portion in Figure 2) adjoining the sidewalls (9), a video display system
(control part G/information communication display part J combination) comprising a

plurality of video display monitors (see references to J on eachside of sidewall 9 and

ceiling interface in Figure 2) each having a video screen (display), and a video signal

source unit (control part G) operatively connected to the monitors (see referencesto J

‘on each side of sidewall 9 and ceiling interface in Figure 2), the monitors (see

references to J on each side of sidewall 9 and ceiling interface in Figure 2) being

spaced along the length of the car on opposedsidesthereof(in the middle ofthe length

of each sidewall opposite each other; see Figure 2), each of the monitors being

mountedat the junction of the sidewall and ceiling (see Figure 2), with the screen

(display) of the monitor being projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface

structure of the car 9see Figure 2) and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car

seats (top portion of Information communication part J directed obliquely downwardly

toward the car seats; see Figure 2) , so that each video screen (display) is readily

visible to passengers in the subwaycar(train cars; page 588, lines 6-10; page 590,

lines 18-19).
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Minesaki disclosesall of the limitations of the claimed invention, as previously set

forth, except for specifically calling for the screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure instead of the monitor being projecting

slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure.

However, a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent

wall surface structure is knownin the art. Moore et al., for example, teach a screen of

the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure as being

an equivalentstructure in the art (column 7, lines 41-44). Mooreetal. further teaches

such a configuration provides a means to compensateforwall thicknessor, the

availability of space beyondthe surface of the wall (column 7, lines 44-47). It would

have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention was

made to modify the monitor being projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface

structure of the car of Minesaki with the screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of Mooreetal. in order to provide a

means to compensatefor wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface

of the wall. In addition, because these two monitor/wall configurations were art

recognized equivalents at the time the invention was made,one of ordinary skill in the

art would havefound it obviousto substitute a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure for a monitor being projecting slightly

beyond the adjacent wall surface structure.

Similarly, the examiner asserts that applying a known technique to a known

device ready for improvement would yield predictable results. That is, it would have
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been recognized by oneofordinary skill in the art that applying the known technique

taught by Mooreetal. to the subway car of Minesaki would haveyielded predicable

results and resulted in an improved system, namely, a screen of the monitor being

substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure for a monitor being

projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure in Minesaki to provide a

means to compensatefor wall thickness or, the availability of space beyond the surface

of the wall.

Moreover, the examiner asserts that simple substitution of one known element

for another would obtain predictable results. That is, the substitution of one known

element (a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure as shown in Mooreetal.) for another (a monitor being projecting

slightly beyond the adjacentwall surface structure as shownin Mooreet al. and

Minesaki) would have been obviousto one ofordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention since the substitution of a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed

with the adjacent wall surface structure in Minesaki would have yielded predictable

results, namely, providing a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the

adjacent wall surface structure in Minesaki to provide a means to compensatefor wall

thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface ofthe wall.

Furthermore, the examiner asserts use of known technique to improve similar

devices in the same wayis obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art. That is, the manner

of enhancing a particular device (providing a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure) was made part of the ordinary
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capabilities of one skilled in the art based upon the teaching of such improvementin

Moore et al. Accordingly, one of ordinary skill in the art would have been capable of

applying this known “improvement” technique in the same mannerto the prior art

subwaycarof Minesaki and the results would have beenpredictable to one of ordinary

skill in the art, namely, one skilled in the art would have readily recognized that

providing a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacentwall

surface structure in Minesaki would positively provide a means to compensate for wall

thickness or, the availability of space beyond the surface ofthe wall.

Issue 6

12. Claim 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Amano et
al. (Japanese. Publication No. JP 02-23985 A) in view of Mooreet al. (U.S. Patent No.

3,480,727).

Amanoetal. discloses a subwaycar(train cars; page 651, column2, lines 5-10,

28-33; page 653, column1, lines 43-45; see Figures 4-6) for mass transportation

including longitudinal opposed sidewalls (see Figures 4-6), a ceiling (see Figures 4-6)

adjoining the sidewalls (see Figures 4-6), a video display system (see Figure 2)

comprising a plurality of video display monitors (8; 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-6) each

having a video screen(display), and a video signal source unit (display information

signal transmitter) operatively connected to the monitors (8; 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-6),

the monitors (8; 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-6) being spaced along the length of the car on

opposedsides thereof (in the middle of the length of each sidewall opposite each other;
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see Figures 4-6), each of the monitors being mounted at the junction of the sidewall and

ceiling (see Figures 4-6), with the screen (display) of the monitor being projecting

slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure of the car (see Figures 4-6) and

directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats (see Figures 4-6) , so that each

video screen (display) is readily visible to passengers in the subwaycar(train cars;

_ page 651, column2,lines 5-10, 28-33; page 653, column 1, lines 43-45; see Figures 4-

6).

Amanoet al. discloses all of the limitations of the claimed invention, as previously

set forth, exceptfor specifically calling for the screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure instead of the monitor being projecting

slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure.

However, a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent

wall surface structure is knownin the art. Moore et al., for example, teach a screen of
the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure as being

an equivalent structure in the art (column7,lines 41-44), Mooreet al. further teaches

such a configuration provides a means to compensatefor wall thicknessor, the

availability of space beyond the surface of the wall (column 7, lines 44-47). It would

have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention was

made to modify the monitor being projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface

structure of the car of Amanoetal. with the screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of Mooreetal. in order to provide a

means to compensatefor wall thickness or, the availability of space beyond the surface
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of the wall. In addition, because these two monitor/wall configurations were art

recognized equivalents at the time the invention was made,oneof ordinary skill in the

art would have found it obvious to substitute a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure for a monitor being projectingslightly

beyond the adjacent wall surface structure.

Similarly, the examiner asserts that applying a known technique to a known

device ready for improvement would yield predictable results. Thatis, it would have

been recognized by oneofordinary skill in the art that applying the known technique

taught by Mooreetal. to the subway car of Amanoetal. would have yielded predicable

results and resulted in an improved system, namely, a screen of the monitor being

substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure for a monitor being

projecting slightly beyond the adjacentwall surface structure in Amanoetal.to provide a

means to compensate for wall thickness or, the availability of space beyond the surface
of the wall.

Moreover, the examiner asserts that simple substitution of one known element

for another would obtain predictable results. That is, the substitution of one known

element (a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacentwall

surface structure as shownin Mooreetal.) for another (a monitor being projecting

slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure as shownin Mooreet al. and Amano

et al.) would have been obviousto oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention since the substitution of a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed

with the adjacent wall surface structure in Amanoet al. would have yielded predictable
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results, namely, providing a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the

adjacentwall surface structure in Amanoetal.to provide a means to compensatefor

wall thickness or, the availability of space beyond the surface of the wall.

Furthermore, the examiner asserts use of known technique to improve similar

devices in the same wayis obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art. Thatis, the manner
of enhancing a particular device (providing a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure) was madepart of the ordinary

capabilities of one skilled in the art based upon the teaching of such improvement in
Moore et al. Accordingly, one of ordinary skill in the art would have been capable of

applying this known “improvement” technique in the same mannerto the prior art

subway car of Amanoet al. and the results would have been predictable to one of
ordinary skill in the art, namely, one skilled in the art would have readily recognized that

providing a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure in Amanoetal. would positively provide a means to compensate for

wall thickness or, the availability of space beyond the surface of the wall.

Issue 7

13. Claim 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Maekawa

et al. (Japanese. Publication No. JP 04-160991 A) in view of Amanoetal. (Japanese.

Publication No. JP 02-23985 A) and Mooreet al. (U.S. Patent No. 3,480,727).

Maekawaetal. discloses a subwaycar(car body of an electric train; page 738,

column 2; see Figures 1, 2) for mass transportation including longitudinal opposed
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sidewalls (see Figures 1, 2), a ceiling (see Figures 1, 2) adjoining the sidewalls (see
Figures 1, 2), a video display system (see Figure 1) comprisingaplurality of video

display monitors (101-124; page 738, column 2; see Figures 1, 2) each having a video

screen (display), and a video signal source unit (see Figure 1) operatively connected to

the monitors (101-124; page 738, column 2; see Figures 1, 2), the monitors (101-124;

page 738, column2; see Figures 1, 2) being spaced along the length of the car on

opposed sides thereof (see Figures 1, 2), so that each video screen(display) is readily
visible to passéngers in the subwaycar(car body of an electric train; page 738, column

2; see Figures1, 2).

Maekawaetal. disclosesall of the limitations of the claimed invention, as

previously set forth, except for specifically calling for each of the monitors being

mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly

toward the car seats; and the screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the

adjacent wall surface structure instead of the monitor being projecting slightly beyond

the adjacent wall surface structure.

However, each of the monitors being mountedat the junction of the sidewall and

ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats is knownin the art.

Amanoet al., for example, teaches each of the monitors being mounted at the junction

of the sidewall and ceiling (see Figures 4-6) and directed obliquely downwardly toward

the car seats (see Figures 4-6). Amanoetal. further teaches such a configuration

presents a meansto provide the offering place for information in transportation

equipment being used moreeffectively and sharpness being obtained, thereby
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increasing the information offering ability to passengers (English translation Abstract). It

would have been obviousto oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

was madeto modify the mounting and screendirection orientation of the monitors of

Maekawaetal. with each of the monitors being mounted at the junction of the sidewall

and ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats of Amanoetal. in

order to present a meansto provide the offering place for information in transportation

equipment being used more effectively and sharpnessbeing obtained, thereby

increasing the information offering ability to passengers.

Similarly, a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent

wall surface structure is knownin the art. Mooreetal., for example, teach a screen of

the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure as being

an equivalentstructure in the art (column7,lines 41-44). Mooreet al. further teaches

such a configuration provides a meansto compensate for wall thicknessor, the

availability of space beyond the surface of the wall (column7, lines 44-47). It would

have been obvious to one ofordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention was

made to modify the monitor being projecting slightly beyond the adjacentwall surface

structure of the car of Maekawaetal. with the screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of Mooreetal. in order to provide a

means to compensatefor wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface

of the wall. Furthermore, because these two monitor/wall configurations were art

recognized equivalents at the time the invention was made,oneofordinary skill in the

art would have foundit obvious to substitute a screen of the monitor being substantially
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flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure for a monitor being projecting slightly

beyond the adjacentwall surface structure.

Similarly, the examiner asserts that applying a known technique to a known

device ready for improvement would yield predictable results. Thatis, it would have

been recognized by oneof ordinary skill in the art that applying the known technique

taught by Mooreetal. to the subway car of Maekawaet al. would have yielded

predicable results and resulted in an improved system, namely, a screen of the monitor

being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure for a monitor being

projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surfacestructure in Maekawa et al.to

provide a means to compensatefor wall thickness or, the availability of space beyond

the surface of the wall.

Moreover, the examiner asserts that simple substitution of one known element

for another would obtain predictable results. That is, the substitution of one known

element(a screenof the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacentwall

surface structure as shownin Mooreetal.) for another (a monitor being projecting

slightly beyond the adjacentwall surface structure as shownin Mooreetal. and

Maekawaet al.) would have been obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention since the substitution of a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed

with the adjacent wall surface structure in Maekawaet al. would have yielded

predictable results, namely, providing a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure in Maekawaetal.to provide a meansto
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compensateforwall thickness or, the availability of space beyond the surface of the

wall. |

Furthermore, the examiner asserts use of known technique to improve similar

devices in the same wayis obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art. That is, the manner

of enhancing a particular device (providing a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure) was madepart of the ordinary

capabilities of one skilled in the art based upon the teaching of such improvementin

Moore et al. Accordingly, one of ordinary skill in the art would have been capable of
applying this known “improvement” technique in the same mannerto theprior art

subwaycar of Maekawaetal. and the results would have been predictable to oneof

ordinary skill in the art, namely, oneskilled in the art would have readily recognized that

providing a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacentwall

surface structure in Maekawaet al. would positively provide a meansto compensatefor

wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface of the wall.

Issue 8

14. Claim 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Shinagawaetal. (Japanese. Publication No. JP 04-160991 A) in view of Amanoetal.

(Japanese. Publication No. JP 02-23985 A) and Mooreetal. (U.S. Patent No.

3,480,727).

Shinagawaetal. discloses a subwaycar(carof a train; page 619, column 1; see

Figure 4) for mass transportation including longitudinal opposed sidewalls (see Figure
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4), a ceiling (see Figure 4) adjoining the sidewalls (see Figure 4), a video display

system (see Figure 1) comprising a plurality of video display monitors (21-2n; page 621,

column 1; see Figures 1, 4) each having a video screen (display), and a video signal

source unit (see Figure 1) operatively connected to the monitors (21-2n; page 621,
column 1; see Figures 1, 4), the monitors (21-2n; page 621, column 1; see Figures 1, 4

being spaced alongthe length of the car on opposedsides thereof (page 621, column1,

paragraph 3; see Figures 1, 4), so that each video screen (display) is readily visible to

passengersin the subwaycar(carof a train; page 619, column 1; see Figure 4).

Shinagawaetal. discloses all of the limitations of the claimed invention, as .

previously set forth, except for specifically calling for each of the monitors being
mountedat the junction of the sidewall andceiling and directed obliquely downwardly

toward the car seats; and the screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the

adjacent wall surface structure instead of the monitor being projecting slightly beyond
the adjacent wall surface structure.

However, each of the monitors being mounted at the junction of the sidewall and

ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seatsis knownin theart.

Amanoetal., for example, teaches each of the monitors being mountedat the junction

of the sidewall and ceiling (see Figures 4-6) and directed obliquely downwardly toward

the car seats (see Figures 4-6). Amanoetal. further teaches such a configuration

presents a meansto provide the offering place for information in transportation

equipmentbeing used moreeffectively and sharpness being obtained, thereby

increasing the information offering ability to passengers (English translation Abstract). It
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would have been obviousto one ofordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

was made to modify the mounting and screen direction orientation of the monitors of

Shinagawaetal. with each of the monitors being mounted at the junction of the sidewall

andceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats of Amanoetal. in

order to present a meansto provide theoffering place for information in transportation

equipment being used moreeffectively and sharpness being obtained, thereby

increasing the information offering ability to passengers.

Similarly, a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent

wall surface structure is knownin the art. Moore et al. for example, teach a screen of

the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacentwall surface structure as being

an equivalent structure in the art (column7, lines 41-44). Mooreet al. further teaches

such a configuration provides a means to compensatefor wall thicknessor, the

availabilty of space beyond the surfaceof the wall (column7, lines 44-47). It would
have been obviousto oneof ordinary skill in theart at the time of the invention was

made to modify the monitor being projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface

structure of the car of Shinagawaetal. with the screen of the monitor being

substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of Mooreet al. in order to

provide a means to compensate for wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond

the surface of the wall. Furthermore, because these two monitor/wall configurations

were art recognized equivalents at the time the invention was made, one ofordinary

skill in the art would have found it obvious to substitute a screen of the monitor being
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substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure fora monitor being

projecting slightly beyond the adjacentwall surface structure. |
Similarly, the examiner asserts that applying a known technique to a known

device ready for improvement would yield predictable results. Thatis, it would have

been recognized by oneofordinary skill in the art that applying the known technique

taught by Mooreetal. to the subway car of Shinagawaet al. would have yielded

predicable results and resulted in an improved system, namely, a screen of the monitor

being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall ‘surface structure for a monitor being

projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure in Shinagawaetal.to
provide a means to compensate for wall thickness or, the availability of space beyond

the surface of the wall.

Moreover, the examiner asserts that simple substitution of one known element

for another would obtain predictable results. That is, the substitution of one known

element (a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacentwall

surface structure as shownin Mooreetal.) for another (a monitor being projecting

slightly beyond the adjacentwall surface structure as shown in Mooreet al. and

Shinagawaet al.) would have been obviousto oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time

of the invention since the substitution of a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure in Shinagawaet al. would have yielded

predictable results, namely, providing a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure in Shinagawaet al.to provide a means
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to compensatefor wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface of the

wall.

Furthermore, the examiner asserts use of knowntechnique to improve similar

devices in the same wayis obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art. That is, the manner

of enhancing a particular device (providing a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure) was madepart ofthe ordinary

capabilities of one skilled in the art based upon the teaching of such improvementin

Moore et al. Accordingly, one ofordinary skill in the art would have been capable of

applying this known “improvement” technique in the same manner to the prior art
subwaycar of Amanoetal. and the results would have beenpredictable to one of

ordinary skill in the art, namely,oneskilled in the art would havereadily recognized that

providing a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure in Shinagawaet al. would positively provide a means to compensate

for wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface of the wall.
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Conclusion

Extensionsof time under 37 CFR 1.136(a)will not be permitted in these

proceedings becausethe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136 apply only to "an applicant" and

not to parties in a reexamination proceeding. Additionally, 35 U.S.C. 305 requires that

reexamination proceedings "will be conducted with special dispatch” (37 CFR 1.550(a)).

Extension of time in ex parte reexamination proceedings are provided for in 37 CFR

1.550(c).

The patent owneris reminded of the continuing responsibility under 37 CFR

1.565(a), to apprise the Office of anylitigation activity, or other prior or concurrent

proceeding, involving Patent No. 6,700,602 throughout the course of this reexamination

proceeding. See MPEP §§ 2207, 2282 and 2286.

All correspondencerelating to this ex parte reexamination proceeding should be

directed:

By Mail to: Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Central Reexamination Unit

Commissionerfor Patents

United States Patent & Trademark Office

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

By FAX to: (571) 273-9900
Central Reexamination Unit

By hand: Customer Service Window
Randolph Building
401 Dulany Street
Alexandria, VA 22314

By EFS-Web:
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Registered users of EFS-Web mayalternatively submit such correspondencevia
the electronicfiling system EFS-Web,at

https://efs.uspto.gov/efile/myportal/efs-registered

EFS-Weboffers the benefit of quick submission to the particular area of the
Office that needs to act on the correspondence. Also, EFS-Web submissionsare "soft
scanned”(i.e., electronically uploaded) directly into the official file for the reexamination
proceeding, which offers parties the opportunity to review the contentoftheir
submissionsafter the "soft scanning" process is complete.

Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

Reexamination Legal Advisor or Examiner, or as to the status of this proceeding, should

be directed to the Central Reexamination Unit at telephone number(571) 272-7705.

/Stephen J Ralis/
Prim Examiner, Art Unit 3992

|
————

SusHanisuu &. Paryag
Q SPRS, 244) |

Conferee

Conferee
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RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION — EX PARTE REEXAMINATION

10 Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
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Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

In response to the Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination dated January 11, 2012 (Ax

Parte Office Action”), the following is provided:
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IN THE CLAIMS

United States Patent No. 6,700,602 (hereinafter “the 602 Patent”) issued with Claims1

~ 7, By this paper, Claims 1 — 7 are set forth herein in their original state. New Claims 8 — 30

are being added. Accordingly, Claims 1 ~ 30 are presented as follows:

1. A subwaycar for mass transportation including longitudinal opposed sidewalls, a

ceiling adjoining the sidewalls, a video display system comprising a plurality of video display

monitors each having a video screen, and a video signal source unit operatively connected to

said monitors,

said monitors being spaced along the length ofthe car on opposedsidesthereof, each of

said monitor being mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling, with the screen of the

monitor substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car, and directed

obliquely downwardly toward the car seats, so that each video screen is readily visible to

passengers in the subway car.

2. The subway car of claim 1 wherein the video signal source system includes a

pre-recorded video transmission program for feeding to display on the monitors of duration

about 5-15 minutes.

3, The subway car of claim 1 wherein the program is repeatable, and includes a

series of commercial messages of 30 second-1 minute duration.

4, The video system subway car of claim 1 which is soundfree.

5. The subway car of claim 1 wherein the video signal source unit comprises a

video tape player, a video disk player or computer-based digital video recorder.

6. The subway car of claim 1 wherein the video monitors include LCD screens.

7. The subway car of any of claim 1 including a self-contained wiring-cabling

system connecting the video monitors fo the video signal source unit.

8, A subway car for mass transportation, compmsing:

a video display system comprising a plurality of video display monitors each having a

video screen, and a video signal source unit operatively connected to said video display

monitors;

2
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a pair of longitudinal opposed sidewalls, each of the sidewalls comprising a transitional

wallportion at thejunction of the sidewall and ceiling that is directed obliquely downwardly:

and

a ceiling adjoining the sidewalls;

wherein the monitors are spaced along the length of the car on opposed sides thereof, the

monitors being disposed within the transitional wall portion such that the video screen of the

respective video display monitor substantially blends with the adjacent surface structure of the

transitional wall portion and is also directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats so that

each video screen is readily visible to passengers in the subway car.

9. The subway car of Claim 8, wherein the video screen of the video display

monitor comprises a rigid transparent unit configured to protect the video display monitor.

10. The subway car of Claim 9, wherein the video display monitor is disposed within

the transitional wall portion such that it contains no visible edges or protuberances.

li. _The subway car of Claim 8, further comprising a back lit panel disposed on the

transitional wall portion, the back lit panel disposed adjacent the video screen of the video

display monitor.

12. The subway car of Claim 8, wherein the video display monitors are each

enclosed within an enclosure.

13. The subway car of Claim 12, wherein the enclosure is secured to a structural

member disposed between an inner wall and an outer structural shell of the subway car.

14. The subway car of Claim 13, wherein the enclosure and a respective video

display monitor is removable from the subwaycaras a unit.

15, A subwaycar for mass transportation including longitudinal opposed sidewalls

that further comprise a transitional segment and a ceiling adjoining the sidewalls with the

transitional segment disposed at the junction of the sidewall and the ceiling, the subway car

further comprising:

a video display system comprising:

a plurality of video display monitors each having a video screen; and

a video signal source unit operatively connected to said video display monitors:
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wherein said video display monitors are spaced along the length of the car on opposing

sides of the subway, each of the video display monitors being mounted within the transitional

segment, withthe video screen of eachvideodisplay monitor being substantially contiguous

with an exterior surface of said transitional segment, said video screen being directed obliquely

downwardly toward the car seats so that each video screen is readily visible to passengers in the

subway car.

16._The subway car of Claim 15, wherein an external surface of the longitudinal

opposed sidewall, the exterior surface of said transitional segment and an external surface of the

ceiling comprise a blended contour,

17._The subway car of Claim 15, wherein the video signal source unit is configured

to display a series of short messages in sequence on said plurality of video display monitors.

18. The subway car of Claim 17, wherein the series of short messages comprise

advertising content, said advertising content providing an additional source of revenue for the

operator of the subwaycar.

19, The subway car of Claim 18, further comprising a back litpanel disposed on the

transitional segment disposed adjacent the ceiling and a respective sidewall.

20. The subway car of Claim 19, wherein the back lit panel is disposed adjacent the

video screen of the video display monitor.

21, A subwaycar for masstransportation including longitudinal opposed sidewalls, a

ceiling adjoining the sidewalls, a video display system comprising a plurality ofvideo display

monitors each having a video screen,and a video signal source unit operatively connected to

said monitors,

said monitors being spaced along the length of the car on opposed sides thereof, each of

said monitors beingmounted at thejunction of the sidewall and ceiling, with the screen of the

monitor flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car, and directed obliquely

downwardly toward the car seats, so that each video screen is readily visible to passengers in

the subwaycar.

22. The subway car of Claim 21, wherein the display portion of the video display

monitor comprises a rigid transparent unit configured to protect the video display monitor.

-4.
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23. The subway car of Claim 21, wherein the video display monitor is flushed within

theadjacent wall structure such that it contains no protuberances.

24. The subwaycar of Claim 21, further comprising a back lit panel disposed on the

adjacent wall surface structure of the car.

25, The subway car of Claim 21, wherein the video display monitors are each

enclosed within an enclosure,

26, The subway car of Claim 25, wherein the enclosure is secured to a structural

member disposed between an inner wall and an outer structural shell of the subwaycar.

27. The subway car of Claim 26, wherein the enclosure and a respective video

display monitor is removable from the subway car as a unit.

28. The subway car of Claim 21, wherein an external surface of the longitudinal

opposed sidewalls, the adjacent wall surface structure and an external surface of the ceiling

comprise a blended contour,

29. The subway car of Claim 21, wherein the video signal source unit is configured

to display a series of short messages in sequence on said plurality of video display monitors,

30. The subway car of Claim 29, wherein the series of short messages comprise

advertising content, said advertising content providing an additional source of revenue for the

operator of the subway car.
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REMARKS

The ‘602 Patent issued with Claims 1 — 7. By this paper, Claim 1 is set forth herein in its

original state. New Claims 8 — 30 are being added herein. Accordingly, Claims 1 ~ 30 are

presented for examination herein.

SS USC. $102

1. Per page 4 of the Office Action, Claim | stands rejected under 35 U.S.C. §102 as

being anticipated by Minesaki (Japanese Publication No. JP 63-125984, hereinafter “Minesaki’).

In response thereto, Patent Owner provides the following remarks:

Claim 1 — Patent Owner respectfully submits that it is well established that “/a/ claim is

anticipated only ifeach and every element as setforth in the claim is found, either expressly or

inherently described, in a single prior art reference," Verdegaal Bros. v. Union Qil Co. of

California, 814 F.2d 628, 631, 2 USPQ2d 1051, 1053 (Fed. Cir. 1987). See also MPEP §2131.

With regards to the Office’s rejection of Claim 1 as being anticipated by Minesaki, Patent

Owner respecttully traverses. Specifically, Minesaki fails to expressly or inherently describe: (1)

“each ofsaid monitor being mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling”; (2) “with the

screen ofthe monitor substantiallyflushed with the adjacent wall surface structure ofthe car”; and

(3) “directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats”.

With regards to the claimed feature “each ofsaid monitor being mounted at the junction of
the sidewall and ceiling’, Minesaki appears to only contemplate two configurations for mounting

the information transmission display (part J). Specifically, one such configuration contemplated by

Minesaki is an “information display part J ... which is suspended and hangs down_from_the

ceiling”. {emphasis added} Such a configuration as described does not expressly or inherently

describe mounting the monitorat the junction of the sidewall and ceiling.

Minesaki’s second configuration contemplates that the “/nformation transmission display

part J may also be formed on the sidewall 9 of the train car.” {emphasis added} Accordingly,

Minesaki only appears to contemplate suspending the information transmission display part from

the ceiling, or alternatively, forming the information transmission display part on the sidewall of

6
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the train car, and respectfully does not contemplate mounting the monitor at the junction of the

sidewall and ceiling.

Furthermore, with regards to the claimed feature “with the screen of the monitor

substantiallyflushed with the adjacent wall surface structure ofthe car”, the Office alleges that the

5 term “substantially” is often used in conjunction with another term to describe a particular

characteristic of the claimed invention and is further construed to be a broad term (citing MPEP

$2173.05). While Patent Owner agrees that the term “substantially” is construed broadly, the use

of the term “substantially” cannot be construed so broadly as to read the term “/lushed”

completely out of the claim. See e.g., Exxon Chem. Patents v. Lubrizol Corp., 64 F.3d 1553, 1555

10=(Fed. Cir. 1995), cert, denied, 518 U.S. 1020 (1996), as it believes the Office’s interpretation has

done.

Furthermore, Patent Owner notes that terms in its claims must be interpreted in light of

Patent Owner’s specification as filed; see MPEP 2111; “the pending claims must be "given their

broadest reasonable interpretation consistent with the specification.” Phillips v. AWH Corp.,

18 415 F.3d 1303, 75 USPQ2d 1321 (Fed. Cir. 2005)" {emphasis added}). Figure 2 of Minesakiis

reproduced below for the convenience of the Office.

 
Figure 2 ofMinesaki

20 As can be seen, there is not a single part of the information transmission display (part J) illustrated

in Figure 2 which can reasonably be considered to be flush with the adjacent wall surface (as

Patent Owner has used that term in its specification and Claim 1); in fact, the entire information

-7-
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transmission display part J of Minesaki clearly protrudes away from the adjacent wall surface.

Patent Ownerrefers the Office to FIG. 4a of its specification (reproduced below for convenience),

which clearly shows an embodiment of Patent Owner’s invention that has a screen that is

substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface (as explicitly recited in Claim 1), and with no

protrusion of the display (as occurs in Minesaki). As indicated in Patent Owner’s specification

regarding FIG. 4a, this configuration gives a better aesthetic appearance to the inside of the

subway car as a whole, as well as improving the display performance by minimizing the

interference effects.
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Accordingly, Patent Owner respectfully submits that the Office’s interpretation of the term

“substantially flushed” is improper, as the Office’s interpretation completely reads out the

“flushed”feature.

Finally, Patent Owner respectfully submits that Minesaki does not expressly or inherently

deseribe that “the screen ofthe monitor ... [is] directed obliquely downwardly toward the car

seats”. While Patent Owner admits that the information transmission display parts J of Minesaki

appear curved with the top portion seemingly directed obliquely downwardly, the majority portion

of the information transmission display part J is directed perpendicular to the sidewall of the

Minesaki train (see Fig. 2 reproduced above). Furthermore, Patent Owner has set forth and claimed
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in Claim | that “the screen of the monitor ... [is] directed obliquely downwardly toward the car

seatsas opposed to setting forth and claiming that only portions of the screen of the monitor are

directed obliquely downwardly. Accordingly, Patent Owner submits that Claim 1 distinguishes on

this independent and distinct basis as well.

2. Per page 6 of the Office Action, Claim | stands rejected under 35 U.S.C. §102 as

being anticipated by Amano et al. (Japanese Publication No. JP 02-23985 A, hereinafter

“Amano”’). In response thereto, Patent Owner provides the following remarks:

Claim 1 ~ With regards to the Office’s rejection of Claim 1 as being anticipated by Amano,

Patent Owner respectfully traverses. Specifically, Patent Owner respectfully submits that Amano

fails to expressly or inherently describe “the screen of the monitor substantially flushed with the

adjacent wall surface structure ofthe car”.

Again, the Office alleges that the term “substantially” is often used in conjunction with

another term to describe a particular characteristic of the claimed invention and1s further construed

to be a broad term (citing MPEP §2173.05). Again, Patent Owner respectfully submits that the use

of the term “substantially” cannot be construed so broadly as to read the term “flushed”

completely out of the claim. Figures 4 -- 6 of Amano are reproduced below for the convenience of

the Office.

Figure 4

 
Figure 4 ofAmano
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Figure

 
Figure 6 ofAmano

As can be seen, there is not a single part of the information display device 8 illustrated in Figures 4

— 6 that can reasonably be considered to be “flush with the adjacent wall surface’ as recited in

Claim 1. In fact, the entire information display device 8 of Amano (including the screen, which is

the component Patent Owner’s Claim | recites as being substantially flushed with the wall surface)

clearly protrudes from the adjacent wall surface. Patent Owner respectfully submits that the

Office’s interpretation of the term “substantiallyflushed”is improper, as the Office’s interpretation

completely reads out the “flushed” feature. See again FIG. 4a of the *602 Patent discussed supra.

Accordingly, Patent Owner respectfully submits that the Office’s rejection of Claim I as

being anticipated by Amanois improper, and should be withdrawn.

-10-
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35 U.S.C. $103

3, Per page 7 of the Office Action, Claim | stands rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103 as

being unpatentable over Mackawa (Japanese Publication No. JP 04-160991 A, hereinafter

“Maekawa”) in view of Amano.In response thereto, Patent Owner provides the following remarks:

Claim 1 — With regards to Claim 1, the Office admits that Maekawa does not specifically

disclose monitors that are mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling and directed

obliquely downwardly toward the car seats (see page 8 of the Office Action). However, the Office

alleges that such a feature is taught by Amano, Furthermore, the Office alleges that Mackawa

expressly discloses that the screen of the monitor is substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure ofthe car, citing features 101 — 124, page 738, column 2, and Figures 1 and 2 of

Maekawa. Patent Owner respectfully traverses.

Specifically, Mackawa fails to teach or suggest that “the screen of the monitor [is]

substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure ofthe car”. Page 738, column 2 of

Maekawastates in relevant part: “...each of the television receivers (101), (102), (103) ... (124) is

made low profile using liquid crystal panels or the like.” Accordingly, while Maekawa clearly

contemplates low profile displays, Maekawa is completely silent as to these liquid crystal panels

being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car.

Again, the Office alleges that the term “substantially” 1s often used in conjunction with

another term to describe a particular characteristic of the claimed invention and is further construed

to be a broad term (citing MPEP §2173.05). Again, Patent Owner respectfully submits that the use

of the term “substantially” cannot be construed so broadly as to read the term “flushed”

completely out of the claim; see discussion provided supra. Figure 2 of Maekawaillustrates that no

part of these low profile displays are “flush” with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car as

Patent Owner has used that term in its specification and Claim 1. Figure 2 of Mackawa is

reproduced below for the convenience of the Office.

-I1-
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  Television Receivers not ["
i “substantiallyflush” L

 
1 car body
2 rooftop
3+ 5 ventilator
30a - 30d antenna

40 under-floor unit
118 + 120 television receiver 

Figure 2 ofMaekawa

As can be seen, there is not a single part of the television receiver illustrated in Figure 2 (including

especially its screen) that is flush with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car; in fact, the

entire television receiver of Maekawa clearly protrudes from the adjacent car wall surface.

Accordingly, Patent Owner respectfully submits that the Office’s interpretation of the term

“substantially flushed” is improper, as the Office’s interpretation completely reads out the

“flushed” feature,

Patent Owner further submits that Amano does not cure the deficiencies present in

Maekawa(see discussion of Amano with regards to the Office’s 35 U.S.C. § 102 rejection above)

Accordingly, the Office’s rejection of Claim 1 as being obvious over Maekawa in view of

Amanois respectfully improper and should be withdrawn.

4, Per page 9 of the Office Action, Claim 1 stands rejected under 35 U.S.C. $103 as

being unpatentable over Shinagawa et al. (Japanese Publication No. JP 61-285490, hereinafter

-12-
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“Shinagawa”) in view of Amano. In response thereto, Patent Owner provides the following

remarks:

Claim 1 — With regards to Claim 1, the Office admits that Shinegawa does not specifically

disclose monitors that are mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling and directed

obliquely downwardly toward thecar seats (see page 10 of the Office Action). However, the Office

alleges that such a feature is taught by Amano. Furthermore, the Office alleges that Shinegawa

explicitly discloses that the screen of the monitor is substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure of the car, citing features 21 to 2n, page 621, column 1 and Figures | and 4 of

Shinegawa. Patent Ownerrespectfully traverses.

Specifically, Shinegawa fails to teach or suggest that “ihe screen of the monitor [is]

substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car’. Page 621, column 1 of

Shinegawastates in relevant part: "... preferably, the display devices 21 to 2n are arranged on the

walls flanking the aisles of each train or above the windows of the passenger seats at

approximately the eye level ofan average adult walking by.” Shinegawa is completely silent as to

having the screen of the monitor be substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of

the car. Figures | and 4 of Shinegawa appear equally silent on monitors being substantially flushed

with the adjacent wall surface.

Here again, the Office alleges that the term “substantially” is often used in conjunction

with another term to describe a particular characteristic of the claimed invention and is further

construed to be a broad term (citing MPEP §2173.05). Again, Patent Owner respectfully submits

that the use of the term “substantially” cannot be construed so broadly as to read the term

“flushed” completely out of the claim; see discussion supra. Patent Owner notes that there is

nothing in Shinegawa which would teach or suggest that any portion of the display devices are

mounted substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure. Accordingly, the Office’s

interpretation of the term “substantially flushed” is respectfully improper, as the Office’s

interpretation completely reads out the “flushed”feature.

Patent Owner further submits that Amano does not cure the deficiencies present in

Shinegawa (see discussion of Amano with regards to the Office’s 35 U.S.C. § 102 rejection above)
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Accordingly, the Office’s rejection of Claim 1 as being obvious over Shinegawa in view of

Amano is respectfully improper and should be withdrawn.

5. Per page 12 of the Office Action, Claim 1 stands rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103 as

being unpatentable over Minesaki in view of Moore et al. (U.S. Patent No. 3,480,727, hereinafter

“Moore”). In response thereto, Patent Ownerprovides the following remarks:

Claim 1 ~ Patent Owner respectfully traverses the Office’s contention that Claim 1 is

obvious over Minesaki in view of Moore. Specifically, and as discussed previously herein with

regards to Patent Owner’s discussion of Minesaki supra, Minesaki fails to teach or suggest: (1)

“each ofsaid monitor being mounted at thejunction ofthe sidewall and ceiling”; and (2) “directed

obliquely downwardly toward the car seats”.

Furthermore, Patent Owner submits that Moore does not cure the deficiencies found in

Minesaki, as Mooreis only being utilized for its teaching of a monitor adapted to be mounted flush

with a surrounding wall, and teaches nothing of the placement of the monitor within the wall (e.g.,

at a junction or otherwise).

Accordingly, Patent Owner respectfully submits that the Office’s rejection of Claim I as

being unpatentable over Minesaki in view ofMoore is improper and should be withdrawn.

6. Per page 15 of the Office Action, Claim 1 stands rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103 as

being unpatentable over Amano in view of Moore. In response thereto, Patent Owner provides the

following remarks:

Claim 1 ~ Patent Ownerrespectfully traverses the Office’s rejection of Claim 1 as being

unpatentable over Amano in view of Moore. In making the rejection, the Office Action alleges,

in part, that it would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill in the art to arrive at “the

screen of the monitor [being] substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of

the car” by combining the monitors mounted near the junction of the sidewall and ceiling of

Amano (see Figures 4 — 6 of Amano) with the teaching of a monitor adapted to be mounted flush

with a surrounding wall as taught by Moore. Patent Owner respectfully disagrees and traverses.
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MPEP §2143.03(VI) states that: "fa] prior art reference must be considered in its

entirety, te., as ad whole, including portions that would lead awayfrom the claimed invention."

Accordingly, where cited art teaches away from a claimed feature, the cited art is not available

for the purposes of an obviousnessrejection.

Furthermore, if the “proposed modification would render the prior art invention being

modified unsatisfactory for its intended purpose, then there is no suggestion or motivation to

make the proposed modification. In re Gordon, 733 F.2d 900, 221 USPQ 1125 (Fed. Cir.

1984)”, See also MPEP § 2143.01.

In the instant case, Amano fails to teach or suggest “the screen of the monitor [being]

substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car”. However, the Office

states that the monitor of Amano can readily and predictably be substituted with the flush

monitor of Moore. To the contrary, Patent Owner respectfully submits that the wall structure of

Amano (in particular, the area near the junction of the sidewall and ceiling) would need to be

appreciably modified in order to accommodate a flush monitor. See also, for example, FIG. 4a

of the “602 Patent. However, Amano also illustrates storage areas on the upper areas of the

train. See for example, Figure 4 of Amano reproduced below.
Figure 4

 
Figure 4 ofAmano

Accordingly, modifications to the area near the junction of the sidewall and ceiling of the

Amano train would render the Amano train unsatisfactory for its intended purpose. For

example, if the wall surface structure near the information display device 8 were to be extended

so that the screen of the information display device 8 were “substantiallyflushed” with its adjacent

walls, the storage areas would need to be substantially reduced in size or eliminated entirely. It
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is not clear to Patent Owner why one would be motivated to make such a modification, where

the modification would remove desirable storage area on the train of Amano, thereby leading to

a situation where no overhead storage is available for passengers’ luggage or other items. By

analogy, one would not design a commercial airliner such that no overhead storage was

available (thereby requiring passengers to check all baggage).

Note also that the cross-sectional view in FIG. 4 of Amano reproduced above shows a

thin outer shell or body for the train car with seemingly little or no interior volume of space,

thereby frustrating mounting of the monitor screen flush therewith (otherwise, the back of the

monitor, wiring, etc, would protrude through the car body and be exposed on the outside, which

is clearly undesirable.

Furthermore, it is a stated purpose of Amano to take the opportunity to effectively use

the time on a transportation vehicle to provide various information to people who are using

various cited transportation vehicles {i.e., airplane, train and bus). Accordingly, if Amano were

modified so that the display devices 8 were flush with the adjacent wall surface structure of the

car, and the storage areas were modified to protrude further away from the sidewall to

accommodate for the space taken up by the flush mounted monitors, passengers would place

luggage or other articles onto these storage areas thereby obscuring the display of information

on these display devices from the passengers on the transportation vehicle, in direct

contravention with the stated purpose of Amano.

Amano does not appear to explicitly describe the reasoning behind the placement of the

information signal display devices near the junction of the ceiling and the sidewall. However,it

appears reasonable to infer that since each of the respective embodiments which illustrate this

feature (i.e. FIGS. 4 ~ 6) also include areas for overhead storage, that the placement of the

information signal display devices is merely necessitated because of the existence of these

overhead storage areas; i.e., they would not otherwise be able to be accommodated on the

sidewall areas as illustrated in, for example, Maekawa, as the overhead storage areas interface

with the sidewall in these traditional information signal display device mounting areas.

Therefore, as the proposed modification to Amano would render the Amano storage

areas (or information display devices 8) unsatisfactory for their intended purpose, one of

ordinary skill in the art would not be motivated to modify Amano to incorporate certain features
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of Moore in an effort to arrive at the claimed invention. Accordingly, Patent Owner respectfully

submits that the rejection is improper and respectfully requests that the rejection be withdrawn.

7. Per pages 18 of the Office Action, Claim | stands rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103 as

being unpatentable over Mackawa in view of Amano and further in view of Moore. Furthermore,

per page 22 of the Office Action, Claim 1 stands rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as being

unpatentable over Shinagawa in view of Amano and further in view of Moore. In response thereto,

Patent Owner provides the following remarks:

Claim | — In each of these respective instances, Maekawa and Shinagawaare both alleged

to disclose all of the limitations of the claimed invention, except for specifically calling for each of

the monitors to be mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling and directed obliquely

downwardly toward the car seats, with the screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with

the adjacent wall surface structure. However, the Office utilizes Amano in combination with

Mooreto allegedly teach such features as claimed.

However, as discussed previously herein, Patent Owner respectfully submits that the

proposed combination of Amano and Mooreis improper, as the modification of Amanoto include

the flush monitors of Moore would render the Amano storage areas (or information display

devices 8) unsatisfactory for their intended purpose. Accordingly, as the proposed modification

would render the “prior art invention being modified unsatisfactoryfor its intended purpose ...

there is no suggestion or motivation to make the proposed modification ”.

Patent Owner respectfully requests withdrawal of the Office’s rejection of Claim 1 as

being unpatentable over Maekawa in view ofAmano and further in view ofMoore; oralternatively

as being unpatentable over Shinagawa in view ofAmano and further in view ofMoore.

NewClaims

Bythis paper, Patent Owner has added new Claim § — 30 with new Claims8, 15 and 21

being independent and new Claims 9 - 14, 16 ~ 20 and 22 ~ 30 being dependent. New

independent Claims 8, 15 and 21 correspond generally, and without limitation or estoppel to
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independent Claim 1. Furthermore, newly added independent 8, 15 and 21 do not enlarge the

scope of Claim 1 and accordingly are believed to be in an allowable condition.

New dependent Claims 9 ~ 14, 16 - 20 and 22 - 30 dependeither directly or indirectly

from new independent Claims 8, 15 and 21 respectively and accordingly are believed to be in an

allowable condition as well, Support for these newly added claims can be foundas follows:

support for new Claims 9 and 22 can be foundat, inter alia, Col. 3, lines

64 — 67 of the ‘602 Patent;

support for new Claims 10 and 23 can be foundat, inter alia, Col. 4, lines

9 — 13 of the ‘602 Patent;

support for new Claims 11, 19, 20 and 24 can be found at, inter alia, Col.

6, lines | - 3 of the “602 Patent;

support for new Claims 12 and 25 can be foundat, inter alia, Col. 5, lines

21 — 23 of the *602 Patent:

support for new Claims 13 and 26 can be foundat, inter alia, Col. 5, lines

24 — 27 of the *602 Patent;

support for new Claims 14 and 27 can be foundat, inter alia, Col. 5, lines

32 ~ 34 of the “602 Patent;

support for new Claims 16 and 28 can be found at, inter alia, Col. 4, lines

3 —6 of the ‘602 Patent;

support for new Claims 17 and 29 can be foundat, inter alia, Col, 3, lines

15-18 of the “602 Patent; and

support for new Claims 18 and 30 can be foundat, inter alia, Col. 1, lines

43 - 44 of the ‘602 Patent.

Accordingly, no new matter has been entered by virtue of these newly added Claims.
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Other Remarks

Assignee notes that any remarks made with respect to a given claim or claims are

limited solely to such claim or claims, unless otherwise explicitly noted,

If the Examiner has any questions or comments which may be resolved over the

telephone, he is respectfully requested to call the undersigned at (858) 675-1670.

Respectfully submitted,

GAZDZINSKI & ASSOCIATES, PC

Dated: March 9, 2012 By: A
Peter J, Gutierrez, HI
Registration No. 56,732
16644 West Bernardo Drive, Suite 201
San Diego, CA 92127
Telephone No.: (858) 675-1670
Facsimile No.: (858) 675-1674
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Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination
Examiner Art Unit
STEPHEN RALIS 3992

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--

al] Responsive to the communication(s) filed on 09 March 2012 . bX] This action is made FINAL.
cL] A statement under 37 CFR 1.530 has not been received from the patent owner.

A shortenedstatutory period for responseto this action is set to expire month(s) from the mailing date ofthis letter.
Failure to respond within the period for responsewill result in termination of the proceeding and issuanceof an ex parte reexamination
certificate in accordancewith this action. 37 CFR 1.550(d). EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY37 CFR 1.550(c).
If the period for response specified aboveis less than thirty (30) days, a responsewithin the statutory minimumofthirty (30) days
will be considered timely.

Part! THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMENT(S) ARE PART OF THIS ACTION:

1. [J Notice of References Cited by Examiner, PTO-892. 3. [1 Interview Summary, PTO-474.
2. [J Information Disclosure Statement, PTO/SB/08. 4. CJ .

SUMMARYOF ACTION

Claims 1 and 8-30 are subject to reexamination.

Claims 2-7 are not subject to reexamination.

Claims ___—_—sAhave been canceled in the present reexamination proceeding.
Claims __ are patentable and/or confirmed.

Claims 1,8-18 and 21-30 are rejected.

Claims 19 and 20 are objectedto.

The drawings, filed on are acceptable.

The proposed drawing correction, filed on has been (7a)[_] approved (7b)[_] disapproved.

Acknowledgmentis made ofthe priority claim under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d)or(f).

a)C All b)D Some* c)L] None of the certified copies have
1] beenreceived.

. &

-O

-O

-O

. &

. Bd

L]

O

LJ

2L] notbeen received.
3] beenfiled in Application No.

4] beenfiled in reexamination Control No.

5L] been received by the Intemational Bureau in PCT application No.
* See the attached detailed Office action fora list of the certified copies not received.

9. CL] Since the proceeding appearsto bein condition for issuance of an ex parte reexaminationcertificate except for formal
matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D.
11, 453 O.G. 213.

10. [] Other:

 
cc: Requester(if third

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
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DETAILED ACTION

1. This Office action addresses claims 1 and 8-30 of United States Patent Number

6,700,602 (Blair) for which it has been determinedin the Order Granting Ex Partes

Reexamination (hereafter the "Order") that a substantial new question of patentability

for original claim 1 wasraised in the Request for ex parte reexamination filed on 16

August 2011 (hereafter the "Request"). Claims 8-30 were added by Ownerin the

requestfor reconsideration filed 06 December 2011. Thisis a final Office action in

responseto the request for reconsideration filed 06 December 2011.

Response to Arguments

2. Applicant's arguments, see pages 12-14, filed 09 March 2012, with respect to

claim 1 have beenfully considered and are persuasive. The rejection of claim 1, in light

of Shinagawaetal. alone, has been withdrawn.

Rejections Previously Proposed by the Requester

3. Thefollowing rejections areutilized by the examiner below, referencing the

proposedpriorart listed on page 2 of the non-final Office action mailed 11 January

2012. (NOTE:Issue 4 no longerexists, as set forth above and below)
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Issue 1: ~~ Claim 1 in view of Minesaki.

Issue 2: Claim 1 in viewof Amanoetal.

Issue 3: Claim 1 in view of Maekawaetal. and Amanoetal.

Issue 5: Claim 1 in view of Minesaki and Mooreetal.

Issue 6: Claim 1 in view of Amanoetal. and Mooreetal.

Issue 7: Claim 1 in view of Maekawaet al., Amanoetal. and Mooreetal.

Issue 8: Claim 1 ‘in view of Shinagawaet al., Amanoetal. and Mooreetal.

Claim Rejection Paragraphs

4. The following quotations from the MPEPregarding the typesof rejections to be

utilized below:

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

5. The following is a quotation ofthe first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner and process of
making and usingit, in suchfull, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable anypersonskilled in the
art to whichit pertains, or with whichit is most nearly connected, to make and use the sameandshall
set forth the best mode contemplatedbythe inventorof carrying outhis invention.

N

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 305

6. The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 305:

After the timesforfiling the statement and reply provided for by section 304 ofthis title have expired,
reexamination will be conducted according to the procedures establishedforinitial examination under
the provisions of sections 132 and 133 ofthistitle. In any reexamination
proceeding underthis chapter, the patent ownerwill be permitted to propose any amendmentto his
patent and a newclaim orclaimsthereto, in order to distinguish the invention as claimed from the prior
art cited under the provisions of section 301ofthis title, or in response to a decision adverseto the
patentability of a claim of a patent. No proposed amendedor new claim enlarging the scope of a claim
of the patentwill be permitted in a reexamination proceeding underthis chapter. All reexamination
proceedings underthis section, including any appeal to the Board of Patent Appeals and
interferences, will be conducted with special dispatch within the Office.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

7. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections underthis section madein this Office action:

A personshall be entitled to a patent unless ~

(b) the invention was patented or describedin a printed publication in this or a foreign country orin
public use or onsale in this country, more than oneyearprior to the date of application for patent in
the United States. : “

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

8. Thefollowing is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis forall

obviousnessrejections setforth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained thoughtheinventionis not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 ofthistitle,if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousatthe time the’
invention was madeto a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matterpertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the mannerin which the invention was made.

Issue 1

9. Claim 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Minesaki

(Japanese. Publication No. JP 63-125984 of Japanese Application No. JP 61-272668).

With respect to the limitations of claim 1, Minesaki discloses a subwaycar(train

cars; page 588,lines 6-10; page 590, lines 18-19) for mass transportation including

longitudinal opposed sidewalls (9), a ceiling (top portion in Figure 2) adjoining the |

sidewalls (9), a video display system (control part G/information communication display

part J combination) comprising a plurality of video display monitors (see references to J
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on eachside of sidewall 9 and ceiling interface in Figure 2) each having a video screen

(display), and a video signal source unit (control part G) operatively connected to the

monitors (see references to J on eachside of sidewall 9 and ceiling interface in Figure

2), the monitors (see references to J on eachside of sidewall 9 and ceiling interface in

Figure 2) being spaced along the length of the car on opposed sides thereof(in the

middle of the length of each sidewall opposite each other; see Figure 2), each of the

monitors being mounted at the junction of the sidewall andceiling (see Figure 2), with
the screen (display) of the monitor (see one of references to J on eachside of sidewall
9 and ceiling interface in Figure 2) substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface

structure of the car (see Figure 2), and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car

seats (top portion of Information communication part J directed obliquely downwardly
toward the car seats; see Figure 2) , so that each video screen (display) is readily

visible to passengersin the subwaycar(train cars; page 588, lines 6-10; page 590,

lines 18-19). |

With respectto the limitation of claim 1 and “the screen of the monitor

substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car’, the term

“substantially” is often used in conjunction with another term to describe a particular

characteristic of the claimed invention. It is a broad term. (See MPEP 2173.05).

Minesaki explicitly discloses the screen (display) of the monitor (see one of references

to J on eachside of sidewall 9 and ceiling interface in Figure 2) being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car (see Figure 2) givenits 

broadest reasonableinterpretation of “substantially flushed” in light of the Blair Patent
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disclosure (column5, line 35 — column6,line 7; see Figures 4A-7). Therefore, Minesaki

fully meets "the screen of the monitor substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure of the car” given its broadest reasonableinterpretation.

Issue 2

10. Claim 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Amanoetal.

(Japanese. Publication No. JP 02-23985 A).

Amanoetal. discloses a subway car (train cars; page 651, column2,lines 5-10,

28-33; page 653, column1, lines 43-45; see Figures 4-6) for mass transportation

including longitudinal opposed sidewalls (see Figures 4-6), a ceiling (see Figures 4-6)

adjoining the sidewalls (see Figures 4-6), a video display system (see Figure 2)

comprising a plurality of video display monitors (8; 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-6) each
having a video screen (display), and a video signal source unit (display information

signal transmitter) operatively connected to the monitors (8; 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-6),

the monitors(8; 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-6) being spaced along the length of the car on

opposedsidesthereof(in the middle of the length of each sidewall opposite each other;

see Figures 4-6), each of the monitors being mounted at the junction of the sidewall and

ceiling (see Figures 4-6), with the screen (display) of the monitor (8; 8a-8n; see Figures

2, 4-6) substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car (see

Figure 4-6), and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats (see Figures 4-6),

so that each video screen (display)is readily visible to passengers in the subway car
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(train cars; page 651, column2, lines 5-10, 28-33; page 653, column1, lines 43-45; see

Figures 4-6).

With respectto thelimitation of “the screen of the monitor substantially flushed

with the adjacentwall surface structure of the car’, the term “substantially” is often used

in conjunction with another term to describe a particular characteristic of the claimed

invention. It is a broad term. (See MPEP 2173.05). Minesaki explicitly discloses the

screen (display) of the monitor (8; 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-6) substantially flushed with

the adjacent wall surface structure of the car (see Figures 4-6) given its broadest

reasonableinterpretation of “substantially flushed” in light of the Blair Patent disclosure

(column5, line 35 — column6,line 7; see Figures 4A-7). Therefore, Amanoetal. fully

meets "the screen of the monitor substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface
structure of the car” given its broadest reasonable interpretation.

Issue 3

11. Claim 7 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Maekawa

et al. (Japanese. Publication No. JP 04-160991 A) in view of Amanoetal. (Japanese.

Publication No. JP 02-23985 A).

Maekawaetal. discloses a subwaycar(car bodyof an electric train; page 738,

column 2; see Figures 1, 2) for mass transportation including longitudinal opposed

sidewalls (see Figures 1, 2), a ceiling (see Figures 1, 2) adjoining the sidewalls (see

Figures 1, 2), a video display system (see Figure 1) comprising a plurality of video

display monitors (101-124; page 738, column 2; see Figures 1, 2) each having a video
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screen (display), and a video signal source unit (see Figure 1) operatively connected to
the monitors (101-124; page 738, column 2; see Figures 1, 2), the monitors (101-124:

page 738, column 2; see Figures 1, 2) being spaced along the length of the car on

opposedsides thereof (see Figures 1, 2), with the screen (display) of the monitor (101-
124; page 738, column 2; see Figures 1, 2) substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure of the car (low profile: page 738; see Figure 2), so that each video

screen (display) is readily visible to passengers in the subway car (car body of an

electric train; page 738, column 2; see Figures 1, 2). |

With respectto thelimitation of “the screen of the monitor substantially

flushed/blended with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car’, the term

“substantially” is often used in conjunction with another term to describe a particular

characteristic of the claimed invention. It is a broad term. (See MPEP 2173.05).

Maekawaetal. explicitly discloses the screen (display) of the monitor being lowprofile,

(101-124; page 738, column 2; see Figures 1, 2) substantially flushed with the adjacent

wall surface structure of the car (see Figure 2) given its broadest reasonable

interpretation of “substantially flushed’ in light of the Blair Patent disclosure (column 5,

line 35 — column6,line 7; see Figures 4A-7). Therefore, Maekawaetal. etal. fully

meets "the screen of the monitor substantially flushed/blended with the adjacentwall

surface structure of the car’ given its broadest reasonableinterpretation.

Maekawaetal. disclosesall of the limitations of the claimed invention, as

previously set forth, except for specifically calling for each of the monitors being
t
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mountedat the junction ofthe sidewall and ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly
toward the car seats.

However, each of the monitors being mountedat the junction of the sidewall and

ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats is knownin the art.

Amanoetal., for example, teaches each of the monitors being mounted at the junction

of the sidewall andceiling (see Figures 4-6) and directed obliquely downwardly toward

the car seats (see Figures 4-6). Amanoetal. further teaches such a configuration

presents a meansto provide the offering place for information in transportation

equipmentbeing used moreeffectively and sharpness being obtained, thereby

increasing the information offering ability to passengers (English translation Abstract). It

would have been obviousto oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

wasmadeto modify the mounting and screen direction orientation of the monitors of
Maekawaetal. with each of the monitors being mounted at the junction of the sidewall

and ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats of Amanoetal. in

order to present a meansto provide the offering place for information in transportation

equipment being used more effectively and sharpness being obtained, thereby

increasing the information offering ability to passengers:

12. To the degree it can be arguedthat “Minesaki”, “Amanoetal.”, and/or “Maekawa

et al.” and/or “ do not disclose “the screen of the monitor substantially flushed/blended

orflushed with the adjacentwall surface structure of the car’; and “the video display

monitor being substantially contiguous with an exterior surface of said transitional
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segment’given their broadest reasonable interpretation, the additional rejections are

provided as set forth below:

Issue 5

13. Claim 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Minesaki

(Japanese. Publication No. JP 63-125984 of Japanese Application No. JP 61-272668)

in view of Mooreet al. (U.S. Patent No. 3,480,727).

With respectto the limitations of claim 1, Minesaki discloses a subwaycar(train

cars; page 588,lines 6-10; page 590, lines 18-19) for mass transportation including |
longitudinal opposed sidewalls (9), a ceiling (top portion i,Figure 2) adjoining the

- Sidewalls (9), a video display system (control part G/information communication display

part J combination) comprising a plurality of video display monitors (see referencesto J

on eachside of sidewall 9 and ceiling interface in Figure 2) each having a video screen

(display), and a video signal source unit (control part G) operatively connected to the

monitors (see references to J on each side of sidewall 9 and ceiling interface in Figure

2), the monitors(see references to J on eachside of sidewall 9 and ceiling interface in

Figure 2) being spaced along the length of the car on opposedsides thereof(in the

middle of the length of each sidewall opposite each other; see Figure 2), each of the

monitors being mountedat the junction of the sidewall and ceiling (see Figure 2), with

the screen (display) of the monitor being projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall

surface structure of the car (see Figure 2) and directed obliquely downwardly toward the
car seats (top portion of Information communication part J directed obliquely
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downwardly toward the car seats: see Figure 2) , so that each video screen (display)is

readily visible to passengers in the subwaycar(train cars; page 588, lines 6-10; page

590, lines 18-19).

Minesakidisclosesall of the limitations of the claimed invention, as previously set

forth, except for specifically calling for the screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure instead of the monitor being projecting

slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure.

However, a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent

wall surface structure is knownin the art. Mooreet al., for example, teach a screen of

the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure as being
an equivalent structure in the art (column7, lines 41-44). Moore etal. further teaches

such a configuration provides a means to compensatefor wall thicknessor, the

availability of space beyond the surface of the wall (column7,lines 44-47). It would

have been obviousto oneofordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention was

made to modify the monitor being projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface

structure of the car of Minesaki with the screen of the monitor being substantially
flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of Mooreet al. in order to provide a

means to compensatefor wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the: surface

of the wall. In addition, because these two monitor/wall configurations were art

recognized equivalents at the time the invention was made,oneof ordinary skill in the

art wouldhave found it obvious to substitute a screen of the monitor being substantially
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flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure for a monitor being projecting slightly

- beyondthe adjacentwall surface structure.

Similarly, the examiner asserts that applying a known technique to a known

device ready for improvement would yield predictable results. Thatis, it would have

been recognized by oneof ordinary skill in the art that applying the known technique

taught by Mooreetal. to the subway car of Minesaki would have yielded predicable

results and resulted in an improved system, namely, a screen of the monitor being
substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure for a monitor being

projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure in Minesaki to provide a

means to compensatefor wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface

of the wall.

Moreover, the examiner asserts that simple substitution of one known element

for another would obtain predictable results. That is, the substitution of one known

element (a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure as shownin Mooreetal.) for another (a monitor being projecting

slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure as shown in Mooreetal. and

Minesaki) would have been obvious to one ofordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention since the substitution of a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed

with the adjacentwall surface structure in Minesaki would have yielded predictable
results, namely, providing a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the

adjacent wall surface structure in Minesaki to provide a means to compensatefor wall

thicknessor, the availability of space beyondthe surfaceof the wall.
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Furthermore, the examinerasserts use of known technique to improve similar

devices in the same wayis obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art. That is, the manner

of enhancingaparticular device (providing a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure) was madepart of the ordinary

capabilities of one skilled in the art based upon the teaching of such improvementin

Mooreet al. Accordingly, one of ordinary skill in the art would have been capable of

applying this known “improvement”technique in the same mannerto the prior art

subwaycar of Minesaki and the results would have been predictable to one of ordinary

skill in the art, namely, one skilled in the art would have readily recognized that

providing a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacentwall

surface structure in Minesaki would positively provide a means to compensate for wall

thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface of the wall.

Issue 6

14. Claim 1 s rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Amanoet
al. (Japanese. Publication No. JP 02-23985 A) in view of Mooreet al. (U.S. Patent No.

3,480,727).

With respectto the limitations of claim 1, Amanoet al. discloses a subway car

(train cars; page 651, column2,lines 5-10, 28-33; page 653, column 1, lines 43-45; see

Figures 4-6) for mass transportation including longitudinal opposed sidewalls (see

Figures 4-6), a ceiling (see Figures 4-6) adjoining the sidewalls (see Figures 4-6), a

video display system (see Figure 2) comprising a plurality of video display monitors (8;
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8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-6) each having a video screen (display), and a video signal

source unit (display information signal transmitter) operatively connected to the monitors

(8; 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-6), the monitors (8; 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-6) being spaced

along the length of the car on opposedsidesthereof(in the middle of the length of each

sidewall opposite each other; see Figures 4-6), each of the monitors being mounted at

the junction of the sidewall and ceiling (see Figures 4-6), with the screen (display) of the

monitor being projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure of the car

(see Figures 4-6) and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats (see Figures

4-6) , so that each video screen(display)is readily visible to passengers in the subway

car(train cars; page 651, column 2,lines 5-10, 28-33; page 653, column 1, lines 43-45;

see Figures 4-6).

Amanoetal. disclosesall of the limitations of the claimed invention, as previously

set forth, except for specifically calling for the screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure instead of the monitor béing projecting

slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure.

However, a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent

wall surface structure is knownin the art. Mooreetal., for example, teach a screen of

the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure as being
an equivalent structure in the art (column7, lines 41-44). Moore et al. further teaches

such a configuration provides 3 meansto compensatefor wall thicknessor, the
availability of space beyond the surface of the wall (column7,lines 44-47). It would

have been obviousto oneofordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention was
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made to modify the monitor being projectingslightly beyond the adjacent wall surface

structure of the car of Amanoetal. with the screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of Mooreet al. in order to provide a

means to compensatefor wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface

of the wall. In addition, because these two monitor/wall configurations were art .

recognized equivalents at the time the invention was made,oneof ordinary skill in the

art would have foundit obvious to substitute a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure for a monitor being projecting slightly

beyond the adjacent wall surface structure.

Similarly, the examiner asserts that applying a known technique to a known

device ready for improvement would yield predictable results. That is, it would have

been recognized by one ofordinary skill in the art that applying the known technique

taughtby Mooreetal. to the subway car of Amanoetal. would have yielded predicable

results and resulted in an improved system, namely, a screen of the monitor being

substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure for a monitor being
projecting slightly beyond the adjacentwall surface structure in Amanoetal.to provide a

means to compensatefor wall thickness or. the availability of space beyond the surface
of the wall.

Moreover, the examinerasserts that simple substitution of one known element

for another would obtain predictable results. That is, the substitution of one known
element(a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure as shownin Mooreetal.) for another (a monitor being projecting
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slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure as shown in Mooreet al. and Amano

et al.) would have been obviousto one ofordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention since the substitution of a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed

with the adjacentwall surface structure in Amanoet al. would have yielded predictable

results, namely, providing a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the

adjacentwall surface structure in Amanoet al.to provide a means to compensate for

wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface of the wall.

Furthermore, the examiner asserts use of known technique to improve similar

devices in the samewayis obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art. That is, the manner

of enhancing a particular device (providing a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure) was madepart ofthe ordinary

capabilities of one skilled in the art based upon the teaching of such improvementin
Moore et al. Accordingly, one of ordinary skill in the art would have been capable of

applying this known “improvement” technique in the same mannerto the prior art

subway car of Amanoetal. and the results would have been predictable to one of

ordinary skill in the art, namely, oneskilled in the art would have readily recognizedthat

providing a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure in Amanoetal. would positively provide a means to compensate for

wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surfaceofthe wall.

Issue 7
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15. Claim 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Maekawa

et al. (Japanese. Publication No. JP 04-160991 A)in view of Amanoetal. (Japanese.

Publication No. JP 02-23985 A) and Mooreet al. (U.S. Patent No. 3,480,727).

With respectto the limitations of claim 1, Maekawaetal. discloses a subway car

(car bodyof an electric train; page 738, column 2; see Figures 1, 2) for mass

transportation including longitudinal opposed sidewalls (see Figures 1, 2), a ceiling (see

Figures 1, 2) adjoining the sidewalls (see Figures 1, 2), a video display system (see

Figure 1) comprising a plurality of video display monitors (101-124; page 738, column2;

see Figures 1, 2) each having a video screen (display), and a video signal source unit

(see Figure 1) operatively connected to the monitors (101-124; page 738, column 2; see

Figures 1, 2), the monitors (101-124; page 738, column 2; see Figures 1, 2) being

spacedalong the length of the car on opposed sides thereof (see Figures 1, 2), so that

each video screen (display) is readily visible to passengers in the subwaycar(car body

of an electric train; page 738, column 2; see Figures1, 2).

Maekawaetal. disclosesall of the limitations of the claimed invention, as

previously set forth, except for specifically calling for each of the monitors being

mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly

toward the car seats; and the screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the
adjacent wall surface structure instead of the monitor being projecting slightly beyond

the adjacent wall surface structure. —

- However, each of the monitors being mountedat the junction of the sidewall and

ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats is knownin the art.
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Amanoetal., for example, teaches each of the monitors being mounted at the junction

of the sidewall and ceiling (see Figures 4-6) and directed obliquely downwardly toward

the car seats (see Figures 4-6). Amanoetal. further teaches such a configuration

presents a meansto provide the offering place for information in transportation

equipmentbeing used moreeffectively and sharpnessbeing obtained, thereby

increasing the information offering ability to passengers (English translation Abstract). It

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

was madeto modify the mounting and screen direction orientation of the monitors of

Maekawaetal. with each of the monitors being mounted at the junction of the sidewall

and ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats of Amanoetal. in

order to present a meansto provide the offering place for information in transportation

equipment being used more effectively and sharpness being obtained, thereby
increasing the information offering ability to passengers.

Similarly, a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent

wall surface structure is knownin the art. Mooreet al., for example, teach a screen of

the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure as being

an equivalentstructure in the art (column7, lines 41-44). Mooreetal. further teaches

such a configuration provides a means to compensate for wall thicknessor, the

availability of space beyond the surface of the wall (column7,lines 44-47). It would
have beenobviousto oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention was

made to modify the monitor being projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface

structure of the car of Maekawaetal. with the screen of the monitor being substantially
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flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of Moore et al. in order to provide a
means to compensatefor wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface

of the wall. Furthermore, because these two monitor/wall configurations were art

recognized equivalents at the time the invention was made,oneof ordinary skill in the

art would have foundit obvious to substitute a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure for a monitor being projecting slightly

beyond the adjacent wall surface structure.

Similarly, the examiner asserts that applying a known technique to a known

device ready for improvement would yield predictable results. Thatis, it would have

been recognized by oneof ordinary skill in the art that applying the known technique

taught by Mooreetal. to the subway car of Maekawaetal. would have yielded

predicable results and resulted in an improved system, namely, a screen of the monitor

being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure for a monitor being

projecting slightly beyond theadjacent wall surface structure in Maekawaet al.to

provide a means to compensate for wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond

the surfaceof the wall.

Moreover, the examinerasserts that simple substitution of one known element

for another would obtain predictable results. That is, the substitution of one known
element(a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure as shownin Mooreetal.) for another (a monitor being projecting

slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure as shown in Moore et al. and

Maekawaet al.) would have been obviousto oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of
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the invention since the substitution of a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed

with the adjacentwall surface structure in Maekawaetal. would have yielded
predictable results, namely, providing a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure in Maekawaetal.to provide a meansto

compensate for wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface of the

wall. .

Furthermore, the examiner asserts use of known technique to improve similar

devices in the same wayis obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art. That is, the manner

of enhancing a particular device (providing a screen of the monitor being substantially
flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure) was madepart of the ordinary

Capabilities of one skilled in the art based upon the teaching of such improvementin

Mooreet al. Accordingly, one of ordinary skill in the art would have been capable of

applying this known “improvement” technique in the same mannerto the priorart

subway car of Maekawaet al. and the results would have been predictable to one of |

ordinary skill in the art, namely, one skilled in the art would have readily recognized that

providing a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall
surface structure in Maekawaetal. would positively provide a means to compensate for

wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface of the wall.

Issue 8

16. Claim 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Shinagawaet al. (Japanese. Publication No. JP 04-160991 A) in view of Amanoetal.
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(Japanese. Publication No. JP 02-23985 A) and Mooreetal. (U.S. Patent No.
3,480,727).

With respectto the limitations of claim 1, Shinagawaet al. discloses a subway

car (carof a train; page 619, column 1: see Figure 4) for mass transportation including

longitudinal opposed sidewalls (see Figure 4), a ceiling (see Figure 4) adjoining the
sidewalls (see Figure 4), a video display system (see Figure 1)-comprising a plurality of

video display monitors (21-2n; page 621, column 1; see Figures 1, 4) each having a

video screen (display), and a video signal source unit (see Figure 1) operatively

connected to the monitors (21-2n; page 621, column 1; see Figures 1, 4), the monitors

(21-2n; page 621, column 1; see Figures 1, 4 being spaced along the length of the car

on opposedsides thereof (page621, column 1, paragraph 3; see Figures 1, 4), so that
each video screen (display)is readily visible to passengers in the subwaycar(carof a

train; page 619, column 1; see Figure 4).

Shinagawaetal. disclosesall of the limitations of the claimed invention, as

previously setforth, except for specifically calling for each of the monitors being

mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly

toward the car seats; and the screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the

adjacentwall surface structure instead of the monitor being projecting slightly beyond

the adjacentwall surface structure. |

However, each of the monitors being mounted at the junction of the sidewall and
ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats is knownin theart.

Amanoet al., for example, teaches each of the monitors being mounted at the junction
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of the sidewall and ceiling (see Figures 4-6) and directed obliquely downwardly toward

the car seats (see Figures 4-6). Amanoetal. further teaches such a configuration

presents a meansto provide the offering place for information in transportation

equipment being used moreeffectively and sharpnessbeing obtained, thereby

increasing the information offering ability to passengers (English translation Abstract). It

would have beenobviousto oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention

was madeto modify the mounting and screen direction orientation of the monitors of

Shinagawaetal. with each of the monitors being mountedat the junction of the sidewall

and ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats of Amanoetal. in

order to present a meansto provide the offering place for information in transportation

equipment being used moreeffectively and sharpnessbeing obtained, thereby

increasing the information offering ability to passengers.

Similarly, a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent

wall surface structure is knownin the art. Mooreet al. for example, teach a screen of

the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure as being

an equivalent structure in the art (column 7, lines 41-44). Moore etal. further teaches

such a configuration provides a means to compensate for wall thickness or, the

availability of space beyond the surface of the wall (column7, lines 44-47). it would

have been obviousto oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention was

madeto modify the monitor being projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface

structure of the car of Shinagawaetal. with the screen of the monitor being

substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of Mooreet al. in orderto
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provide a meansto compensate for wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond

the surface of the wall. Furthermore, becausethese two monitor/wall configurations

were art recognized equivalents at the time the invention was made, oneofordinary

skill in the art would have foundit obvious to substitute a screen of the monitor being

substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure for a monitor being

projecting slightly beyond the adjacentwall surface structure.

Similarly, the examiner asserts that applying a known technique to a known

device ready for improvement would yield predictable results. Thatis, it would have

been recognized by one of ordinary skill in the art that applying the known technique

taught by Mooreetal. to the subway car of Shinagawaet al. would have yielded

predicable results and resulted in an improved system, namely, a screen of the monitor
being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure for a monitor being
projecting slightly beyond the adjacentwall surface structure in Shinagawaetal.to

provide a means to compensatefor wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond

the surface of the wall.

Moreover, the examinerasserts that simple substitution of one known element

for another would obtain predictable results. That is, the substitution of one known

element(a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure as shownin Mooreetal.) for another (a monitor being projecting

slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure as shownin Mooreetal. and

“Shinagawaetal.) would have been obvious to one ofordinary skill in the art at the time

of the invention since the substitution of a screen of the monitor beingsubstantially
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flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure in Shinagawaet al. would have yielded

predictable results, namely, providing a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure in Shinagawaet al.to provide a means

to compensatefor wail thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface of the
wall.

.- Furthermore, the examiner asserts use of known technique to improve similar

devices in the same wayis obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art. That is, the manner

of enhancing a particular device (providing a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure) was madepart of the ordinary

capabilities of one skilled in the art based upon the teaching of such improvementin

Moore et al. Accordingly, one of ordinary skill in the art would have been capable of

applying this known “improvement” technique in the same mannerto the priorart

subwaycar of Amanoetal. and the results would have been predictable to one of

ordinary skill in the art, namely, one skilled in.the art would have readily recognized that

providing a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with the adjacentwall

surface structure in Shinagawaetal. would positively provide a means to compensate

for wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface of the wall.

New Issues with Regard to Newly Presented Claims

The following rejections areutilized by the examiner below
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Issue 9:

Issue 10:

Issue 11:

Issue 12:

Issue 13:

Issue 14: |

Issue 15:

Issue 16:

Issue 17:

Issue 18:

Y

Claims 8-14 and 21-30 in view of 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph

Claims 8-14 in view of 35 U.S.C. 305

Claims 15-18 in view of Minesaki

Claims 15-18 in view of Amanoetal.

Claims 15-18 in view of Maekawaetal. and Amano et al.

Claims 15-18 in view of Minesaki and Mooreetal.

Claims 15-18 in view of Amanoetal. and Mooreetal.

Claims 15-18 in view of over Maekawaetal., Amanoet al. and

Mooreet al.

Claims 15-18 in view of over Shinagawaetal., Amanoetal. and

Mooreetal.

Claim Objectionsof claims 19 and 20.

Issue 9

17. Claims 8-14 and 21-30 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, as

failing to comply with the written description requirement. The claim(s) contains subject

matter which was not describedin the specification in such a way as to reasonably

conveyto oneskilled in the relevant art that the inventor(s), at the time the application

wasfiled, had possessionof the claimed invention.

In the instant reexamination proceedings, newly proposedclaim 8 recites

wherein the monitors are spaced along the length of the car on opposed sides
thereof, the monitors being disposedwithin the transitional wall portion such that
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the video screen of the respective video display monitor substantially blends with
the adjacent surface structure of the transitional wall portion andis also directed
obliquely downwardly toward the car seats so that each video screenis readily
visible to passengers in the subwaycar.

The instant Patent specification discloses

The screens are preferably coveredwith a rigid transparentunit, e.g. of
polycarbonate, shapedto coincide with the shape ofthe internal wall of the
subwaycarat the location of mounting. For example, when the monitoris
mountedat the junction of the wall and ceiling of the subwaycar, wherethereis
commonly provided a concavely curved segmentof intemal wall_the
transparent coverunit is suitably similarly concavely curved, so that it can
be mounted as a continuum with the internal walls and blended to contours

thereof, with the monitor mounted behindit. (Column3,line64 — column 4,
line 8; see Figure 6) and;

An alternative arrangementis shown in FIG. 6. Here the polycarbonate shield
44 is convexly curved, andis disposedfurther forward from the monitor screen
44. The shield 44 now blends with forward facing part 48 the exterior skin
and bodystructure 34, to provide a perhaps more aesthetically appealing
arrangement. (Column5,lines 57-62)

The monitors (22, 22A) and the video screens (46, not labeled) thereof are within

enclosures (42, 42A). The video screens (46, not labeled) are behind a shield (44,

44A). It is the shield 44A of the enclosure 42A that "blends" with the internal walls of the

subway car not the actual videoscreens of the monitor (see Figures 4, 4A). Therefore,

the recitation to “such that the video screen of the respective video display monitor

substantially blends with the adjacent surface structure of the transitional wall portion”is

deemed new matter.

Similarly, newly proposedclaim 21 recites

said monitors being spacedalong the length of the car on opposedsidesthereof,
each of said monitors being mountedat the junction of the sidewall andceiling,
with the screen of the monitor flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of
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the car, and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats, so that each
video screenis readily visible to passengers in the subwaycar.

The instant Patent specification discloses

Analternative embodimentis illustrated in FIG. 4A, a view similar to that of FIG.
4. In this alternative embodiment, CRT video monitor 22 is replaced with an LCD-
based video monitor 22A whichis of thin, rectangular cross-section, and
occupies less spacein the ceiling structure of the car. Accordingly, it can be
moved towardsthe ceiling so that its viewing screen issubstantially flush with or
even behind the light panel 40. This use of an LCD-based monitor gives a better
aesthetic appearanceto the inside of the subwaycar as a whole, as well as
improving the display performance by minimizing the interference effects, as
previously discussed. (Page5,lines 35-46)

 
 

Included below is Figure 4A.
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As asserted above,the

“CRT video monitor is replaced with an LCD-basedvideo monitor 22A whichis of
thin, rectangular cross-section, and occupies less spacein the ceiling structure of
the car’.

In Figure 4A, Ownerexplicitly discloses the monitor 22A being behindthe light panel 40

(see Figure 4A above). Owneralludes to the monitor 22A being “substantially flush”,

however, never provides.explicit disclosure of the embodiment. Moreover, after further

examination of Figure 4A, the actual viewing screen of the monitor 22A can neverreally’

beflush with the light panel since the screen of the monitor 22A is further behind the

transport screen 44A of the appropriately shaped enclosure 42A, hencethere is an

actual space and/ordistance betweenthe actual viewing screen of the monitor 22A and

the transport screen 44A of the appropriately shaped enclosure 42A. Furthermore,

Ownerneverdefines the term “flushed” and onlyalludes to the disclosure of

“substantially flushed”in light of Figure 4A. Figure 4A clearly does not show the

embodimentof the screen being “substantially flushed” with the adjacent wall surface

structure and, additionally provides evidence to the fact that the screen of the display

monitor can never have or form a continuous plane or unbroken surface’ with the

adjacent wall surface structure, but can only form a surface thatis offset therefrom or

“substantially flushed”, in light of the Owner's instant disclosure. Therefore, the

recitation to “with the screen of the monitor flushed with the adjacent wall surface

structure of the car’ is deemed new matter.
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18. Claims 8-14 and 21,-30 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, as

failing to comply with the enablement requirement. The claim(s) contains subject matter
which wasnot described in the specification in such a way as to enable oneskilled in

the art to whichit pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and/or use

the invention.

As asserted above,in the instant reexamination proceedings, newly proposed

claim 8 recites

wherein the monitors are spaced along the length of the car on opposed sides
thereof, the monitors being disposed within the transitional wall portion suchthat
the video screen of the respective video display monitor substantially blends with
the adjacent surface structure of the transitional wall portion and is also directed
obliquely downwardly toward the car seats so that each video screenis readily
visible to passengers in the subway car.

Theinstant Patent specification discloses

The screens are preferably covered with a rigid transparent unit, e.g. of
polycarbonate, shapedto coincide with the shapeofthe internal wall of the
subwaycarat the location of mounting. For example, when the monitoris
mountedat the junction of the wall and ceiling of the subwaycar, where there is
commonly provided a concavely curved segmentof intemal wall_the
transparent coverunit is suitably similarly concavely curved, so that itcan _
be mountedas a continuum with the internal walls and blended to contours
thereof, with the monitor mounted behindit. (Column3, line64 — column4,
line 8; see Figure 6) and;

An altemative arrangementis shownin FIG. 6. Here the polycarbonate shield
44 is convexly curved, andis disposedfurther forward from the monitor screen
44. The shield 44 now blends with forward facing part 48 the exterior skin
and body structure 34, to provide a perhaps more aesthetically appealing
arrangement. (Column5, lines 57-62)

 

‘ “flush.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush>
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19. The monitors (22, 22A) and the video screens (46, not labeled) thereof are

within enclosures (42, 42A). The video screens (46, not labeled) are behinda shield

(44, 44A). It is the shield 44A of the enclosure 42Athat "blends"with the internal walls

of the subwaycarnot the actual video screens of the monitor (see Figures 4, 4A). The

examiner cannot ascertain a way to make the video screens (not labeled) of the

monitor (22A) “substantially blend” with the adjacent surface structure of the transitional

wall portion since there is the shield 44A that blends with the adjacent surface structure

of the transitional wall portion. Therefore, the examiner deemstherecitation to “such

that the video screen of the respective video display monitor substantially blends with

the adjacent surface structure of the transitional wall portion” is non-enabling.

Similarly, newly proposed claim 21 recites

said monitors being spacedalong the length of the car on opposedsides thereof.
each of said monitors being mountedat the junction of the sidewall and ceiling,
with the screen of the monitor flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of
the car, and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats, so that each
video screen is readily visible to passengers in the subwaycar.

 

The instant Patent specification discloses

Analtemative embodimentis illustrated in FIG. 4A, a view similar to that of FIG.
4. In this alternative embodiment, CRT video monitor 22 is replaced with an LCD-
basedvideo monitor 22A whichis ofthin, rectangular cross-section, and
occupies less space in the ceiling structure of the car. Accordingly, it can be
moved towards the ceiling so thatits viewing screen is substantially flush with or
even behind the light pane! 40. This use of an LCD-based monitor gives a better
aesthetic appearanceto the inside of the subway car as a whole, as well as
improving the display performance by minimizing the interference effects, as
previously discussed. (Page5,lines 35-46)

Included below is Figure 4A.
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aeee~ 34

 
As asserted above, the

“CRTvideo monitoris replaced with an LCD-based video monitor 22A which is of
thin, rectangular cross-section, and occupies less spacein the ceiling structure of
the car’.

In Figure 4A, Ownerexplicitly discloses the monitor 22A being behindthe light panel 40

(see Figure 4A above). Owneralludes to the monitor 22A being “substantially flush”,

however, never provides explicit disclosure of the embodiment. Moreover,after further

examination of Figure 4A, the actual viewing screen of the monitor 22A can neverreally

be flush with the light panel since the screen of the monitor 22A is further behind the 

transport screen 44A of the appropriately shaped enclosure 42A, hencethereis an
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actual space and/or distance between the actual viewing screen of the monitor 22A and

the transport screen 44A of the appropriately shaped enclosure 42A. Furthermore,

Ownerneverdefines the term “flushed” and only alludes to the disclosure of

“substantially flushed”in light of Figure 4A. Figure 4A clearly does not show the

embodimentof the screen being “substantially flushed” with the adjacent wall surface

structure and, additionally provides evidenceto the fact that the screen-of the display

monitor can never have or form a continuous plane or unbroken surface? with the

adjacent wall surface structure, but can only form a surface that is offset therefrom or

“substantially flushed”, in light of the Owner's instant disclosure. Furthermore, the

examinercannot ascertain a way to make the video screens (notlabeled) of the

monitor (22A) “flush” with the adjacent surface structure of the transitional wall portion

since there is the shield 44A that blends with the adjacent surface structure of the
transitional wall portion. Therefore, the recitation to “with the screen of the monitor

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car’ is deemed non-enabling.

Issue 10

Claims 8-14 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 305 as enlarging the scope of the

claim(s) of the patent being reexamined. In 35 U.S.C. 305,it is stated that “[n]o

proposed amendedor new claim enlarging the scope of a claim of the patentwill be

permitted in a reexamination proceeding... .” A claim presented in a reexamination

“enlarges the scope’of the patent claim(s) where the claim is broader than anyclaim of

?“flush." Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
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the patent. A claim is broader in scope than the original claimsif it contains within its

scope any conceivable product or process which would not haveinfringed the original

patent. A claim is broadenedif it is broader in any one respect, even though it may be

narrowerin other respects.

In the instant reexamination proceedings, newly proposedclaim 8 recites

wherein the monitors are spaced along the léngth of the car on opposedsides
thereof, the monitors being disposedwithin the transitional wall portion such that
the video screen of the respective video display monitor substantially blends with
the adjacent surface structure of the transitional wall portion and is also directed
obliquely downwardly toward the car seats so that each video screen is readily
visible to passengers in the subwaycar.

Original claim 1 (i.e. the only respective original independentclaim) recites

said monitors being spaced along the length of the car on opposedsidesthereof,
each of said monitor being mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling,
with the screen of the monitor substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface
structure of the car, and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats, so
that each video screenis readily visible to passengers in the subwaycar.

 

The term “flushed”is defined as “forming a continuous plane or unbroken

surface” as asserted above and below. The term “blended”is defined as “combining into

an integrated whole” . Clearly the term “blended”or “combining into an integrated

whole” doesnot require the particulars of being flushed or forming a continuous plane or

unbroken surface’(i.e. does not require the video screen monitor and adjacentwall

surfaceof the car be in the same continuous plane or even provide an unbroken

surface, only to the video screen monitor and adjacentwall surface of the car

 

<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush>
* blend.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http:/Awww.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/blend>
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being combinedinto an integrated whole), hencethe limitation to "substantially

blended" would be broaderthantheoriginal recitation of "substantially flushed".

Therefore, the recitation to “such that the video screen of the respective video display

monitor substantially blends with the adjacent surface structure of the transitional wall

portion” is deemedas enlarging the scopeofthe claim(s) of the Patent being

reexamined and, thus, independentclaim 8 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 305, assetforth

above.

Issue 11

20. Claims 15-18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by

Minesaki (Japanese. Publication No. JP 63-125984 of Japanese Application No. JP 61-

272668).

With respectto the limitation of claim 15, Minesaki discloses

A subwaycarfor masstransportation

As shownin Figure 2, Minesaki discloses train cars in which informationis

displayed during transit (train cars; page 588, lines 6-10; page 590, lines 18-19).

including longitudinal opposed sidewalls that further comprise a
transitional segment and a ceiling adjoining the sidewalls with the
transitional segment disposedat the junction of the sidewall and the
ceiling,

 

*“flush." Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
_ shttp://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush>
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In addition, Minesakidisclosesthetrain car including a pair of longitudinal

opposedsidewalls (9) with each sidewall having a top curved portion/transitional wall

portion at the junction between sidewall 9 and ceiling in Figure 2. Moreover, as is shown

in Figure 2, Minesakidiscloses a portion of top curved portion/transitional wall portion

being directed/inclined downward towardsthe seatof the train car at an angle not

including 90, 180 or 270 degrees(i.e. obliquely; see Figure 2). Similarly, Minesaki

discloses a top portion of the train car which is considered to be the ceiling whichis right

next to and connected to the sidewalls 9, accordingly (see Figure 2).

the subwaycarfurther comprising: a video display system comprising: a
plurality of video display monitors each having a video screen; and a video
signal source unit operatively connected to said video display monitors;

_Minesakiclearly discloses a videodisplay system, in Figure 5, including a

plurality of video display monitors (see references to J on each side of sidewall 9 and

ceiling interface in Figure 2) with each having a video screen (display) as well as a

video signal source unit (control part G) operatively connected to said video display

monitors (see references to J on each side of sidewall 9 and ceiling interface in Figure 2

as well as Figure 1).

wherein said video display monitors are spaced along the length of the car
on opposing sides of the subway, each of the video display monitors being
mountedwithin the transitional segment, with the video screen of each
video display monitor being substantially contiguous with an exterior
surface of said transitional segment, said video screen being directed
obliquely downwardly toward the car seats so that each video screen is
readily visible to passengersin the subwaycar.
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With respect to the limitation of “with the video screen of each video display

monitor being substantially contiquous with an exterior surface of said transitional

segment’ of claim 15, the examinercanfind no explicit disclosure to each video display

monitor being “substantially contiguous”or “contiguous” with an exterior surface of the

transitional segment within the instant specification. The term “contiguous” is defined as

“being in actual contact : touching along a boundary orat a point” or “touching or-

connected throughoutin an unbroken sequence”. The examinerlooksto the instant

Patent specification to ascertain which definition would be comparable to the Owner’s

instant Patent disclosure.

As asserted above, the instant Patent specification discloses

Analternative embodimentis illustrated in FIG. 4A, a view similar to that of FIG.
4. In this altemative embodiment, CRT video monitor 22 is replaced with an LCD-
based video monitor 22A whichis of thin, rectangular cross-section, and
occupies less space in the ceiling structure of the car. Accordingly, it can be
moved towards the ceiling so that its viewing screen is substantially flush with or
even behind the light panel 40. This use of an LCD-based monitor gives a better
aesthetic appearanceto the inside of the subway car as a whole, as well as
improving the display performance by minimizing the interference effects, as
previously discussed. (Page 5, lines 35-46).

Similarly, the instant Patent specification discloses

The screens are preferably coveredwith a rigid transparent unit, e.g. of
polycarbonate, shapedto coincide with the shape of the internal wall of the
subwaycarat the location of mounting. For example, when the monitoris
mountedat the junction of the wall and ceiling of the subway car, where there is
commonly provided a concavely curved segmentof intemal wall_the
transparent coverunit is suitably similarly concavely curved, so that it can
be mountedas a continuum with the internal walls and blended to contours
thereof, with the monitor mounted behindit. (Column 3, line64 — column 4,
line 8; see Figure 6) and;

. “contiguous.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/contiguous>
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An alternative arrangementis shown in FIG. 6. Here the polycarbonate shield
44 is convexly curved, andis disposedfurther forward from the monitor screen
44. The shield 44 now blends with forward facingpart 48 the exterior skin
and bodystructure 34, to provide a perhaps more aesthetically appealing
arrangement. (Column5,lines 57-62)

Again, as asserted above, the

=CRTvideo monitoris replaced with an LCD-based video monitor 22A which is of
thin, rectangular cross-section, and occupies less space in the ceiling structure of
the car’.

In Figure 4A above, Ownerexplicitly discloses the monitor 22A being behind the .

light panel 40 (see Figure 4A above). Owneralludes to the monitor 22A being

“substantially flush”, however, never provides explicit disclosure of the embodiment.

Moreover,after further examination of Figure 4A, the actual viewing screen of the

monitor 22A can neverreally be flush with the light panel since the screen of the

monitor 22Ais further behind the transport screen 444Aof the appropriately shaped
enclosure 42A, hencethere is an actual space and/or distance’betweenthe actual

viewing screen of the monitor 22A and the transport screen 44A of the appropriately

shaped enclosure 42A. Furthermore, Ownerneverdefines the term “flushed” and only

alludesto the disclosureof “substantially flushed”in light of Figure 4A. Figure 4A clearly

does not show the embodimentof the screen being “substantially flushed” with the

adjacent wall surface structure and, additionally provides evidenceto the fact that the

screen of the display monitor can never have or form a continuous plane or unbroken
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surface® with the adjacent wall surface structure, but can only form a surface thatis

offset therefrom or "substantially flushed”, in light of the Owner's instant disclosure.

As asserted above, The term “contiguous” is defined as “being in actual contact:

touching along a boundary orat a point” or “touching or connected throughout in an

a7
unbroken sequence”’. Since Ownerdiscloses that the screen of the display monitor can

never have or form a continuous plane or unbroken surface® with the adjacentwall

surface structure, but can only form a surface thatis offset therefrom or "substantially

flushed”, the term “substantially contiguous” can only be “not wholly in actual contact:

touching along a boundary orat a point”oroffset therefrom not “touching or connected

throughout in an unbroken sequence’.

Therefore, the term “substantially contiguous” can only be deemedas “not wholly

in actual contact : touching along a boundary orat a point” or a surfacethatis offset

therefrom or "substantially flushed”, since the Owner has further not explicitly defined

the term “contiguous” or any embodimentof the instant Patent having a video screen of

eachvideo display monitor being substantially contiquous with an exterior surface of

the transitional segment, only to an embodimentof a video screen of each video display

monitor being substantially flushed or a surface that is offset from an exterior

surface of the transitional segment (see explanation above). Furthermore, any other

interpretation of the term “substantially contiguous” not being “not wholly in actual

° “flush.” Merriam-WebsterOnline Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush>
’ “contiguous.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http:/Awww.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/contiguous>
* “flush.” Merriam-WebsterOnline Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush> .
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contact : touching along a boundary orat a point”or “a surface thatis offset therefrom”

or "substantially flushed” would be deemed new mattersince there is no explicit

disclosure to any other embodiment.

In that light, Minesaki discloses the monitors (see references to J on eachside of

sidewall 9 and ceiling interface in Figure 2) being positionedin the middle of the length

- of each sidewall opposite each other (see Figure 2) with portions of the monitors (see

references to J on each side of sidewall 9 and ceiling interface in Figure 2) being

disposed/mountedwithin the top-curved region portion between theceiling and sidewall

9 (see Figure 2). Such an arrangementof the monitors (see references to J on each

side of sidewall 9 andceiling interface in Figure 2) being disposed/mounted within the

top-curved region portion betweentheceiling and sidewall 9 (see Figure 2) would make

each monitor(J) be “not wholly in actual contact with; or touching along a boundary or

at a point”? or “substantially contiguous” (i.e. substantially flushed or a surface thatis

offset, as set forth directly above) with the surface of the sidewall 9 facing the interior of

the subwaycarin orderto allow the portion of the monitor (J) lying in the top curved

portion/transitional wall portion to be directed/inclined downward towards the seat of the

train car at an angle not including 90, 180 or 270 degrees(i.e. obliquely; see Figure 2)
so that each video screen (display) is readily visible to passengersin the train car.

With respectto the limitation of claim 16, Minesaki discloses

8 “contiguous.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/contiguous>
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wherein an external surface of the longitudinal opposed sidewall, the
exterior surface of said transitional segment and an external surfaceof the
ceiling comprises a blended contour.

Furthermore, Minesaki discloses the exposed opposed sidewalls (9) to the

interior of the train car, the top curved portion/transitional wall portion at the junction

between sidewall 9 and ceiling, and ceiling being combinedinto an integrated whole’®

(see Figure 2).

With respectto the limitation of claims 17 and 18, Minesaki discloses

wherein the video signal source unit is configured to display a series of
short messagesin sequenceonsaid plurality of video display monitors.
and ,

wherein the series of short messages comprise advertising content, said
advertising content providing an additional source of revenue for the
operator of the subwaycar.

Minesaki explicitly discloses the video signal source unit (control part G)

providing information (guided to turnstiles, accident information, alternative modes of

transportation, and advertisementinformation; pages 588, 590) to the monitors (see

references to J on eachside of sidewall 9 and ceiling interface in Figure 2).

Issue 12

21. Claims 15-18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by

Amanoetal. (Japanese. Publication No. JP 02-23985A).

With respectto the limitation of claim 15, Amanoetal. discloses

10 blend.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http:/Awww.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/blend>
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A subwaycarfor masstransportation

As shownin Figure 2, Amanoetal. discloses train cars in which informationis

displayed duringtransit (train cars; page 651, column2, lines 5-10, 28-33; page 653,

column 1, lines 43-45; see Figures 4-6).

including longitudinal opposed sidewalls that further comprise a
transitional segmentand a ceiling adjoining the sidewalls with the
transitional segmentdisposedat the junction of the sidewall and the
ceiling,

- In addition, Amanoetal. disclosesthe train car including a pair of longitudinal

opposedsidewalls (see Figures 4-6) with each sidewall having a top curved

~ portion/transitional wall portion at the junction between sidewall andceiling in Figures 4-

6. Moreover, as is shownin Figure 4, the information signal display device 8 is

positioned in the curved portion/transitional wall portion of the junction between the

ceiling and the sidewall. Similarly, in Figures 5 and 6, the information signal display

device 8 is positioned in the curved portion/transitional wall portion of the junction

betweenthe ceiling and the sidewall. Furthermore, Amanoet al. discloses the portion of

top angle/curved portion/transitional wall portion being directed/inclined downward

towardsthe seatof the train car at an angle not including 90, 180 or 270 degrees(i.e.

obliquely; see Figures 4-6). Similarly, Amanoetal. discloses a top portion of thetrain

car whichis considered to be the ceiling whichis right next to and connected to the

sidewalls , accordingly (see Figures 4-6).
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the subwaycarfurther comprising: a video display system comprising: a
plurality of video display monitors each having a video screen; and a video
signal source unit operatively connected to said video display monitors;

Amanoetal. clearly discloses a video display system, in Figure 2, including a

plurality of video display monitors (information signal display device 8a-8n; see Figures

2, 4-6) with each having a video screen (display) as well as a video signal source unit

(display information signal transmitter 7) operatively connected to said video display

monitors (information signal display device 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-6).

wherein said video display monitors are spaced along the length of the car
on opposing sides of the subway,eachof the video display monitors being
mountedwithin the transitional segment, with the video screen of each
video display monitor being substantially contiguous with an exterior
surfaceof said transitional segment, said video screen being directed
obliquely downwardly towardthe car seats so that each video screenis
readily visible to passengersin the subwaycar.

With respectto the limitation of “with the video screen of each video display

monitor being substantially contiquous with an exteriorsurface of said transitional

segment’ of claim 15, the examiner can find no explicit disclosure to each video display

monitor being “substantially contiguous” or “contiguous”with an exterior surface of the

transitional segment within the instant specification. The term “contiguous” is defined as

“being in actual contact : touching along a boundary orat a point” or “touching or

connected throughout in an unbroken sequence”"'. The examinerlooksto the instant

Patent specification to ascertain which definition would be comparable to the Owner’s

instant Patent disclosure.
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As asserted above, the instant Patent specification discloses

An alternative embodimentis illustrated in FIG. 4A, a view similar to that of FIG.
4. In this alternative embodiment, CRT video monitor 22 is replaced with an LCD-
based video monitor 22A whichis ofthin, rectangular cross-section, and
occupies less spacein the ceiling structure of the car. Accordingly, it can be
movedtowardsthe ceiling so that its viewing screen is substantially flush with or
even behind the light panel 40. This use of an LCD-based monitorgives a better
aesthetic appearanceto the inside of the subway car as a whole, as well as
improving the display performance by minimizing the interferenceeffects, as
previously discussed.(Page5, lines 35-46). -

Similarly, the instant Patent specification discloses

The screens are preferably covered with a rigid transparent unit, e.g. of
polycarbonate, shapedto coincide with the shape ofthe internal wall of the
subwaycarat the location of mounting. For example, when the monitoris
mounted at the junction of the wall and ceiling of the subway car, where there is
commonly provided a concavely curved segmentof intemal wall_the
transparent coverunit is suitably similarly concavely curved, so that it can
be mounted as a continuum with the internal walls and blended to contours

thereof, with the monitor mounted behindit. (Column3, line64 — column4,
line 8; see Figure 6) and;

An alternative arrangementis shown in FIG. 6. Here the polycarbonate shield
44 is convexly curved, andis disposedfurther forward from the monitor screen
44. The shield 44 now blends with forward facing part 48 the exterior skin
and bodystructure 34, to provide a perhaps more aesthetically appealing
arrangement. (Column 5, lines 57-62)

Again, as asserted above,the

“CRT video monitor is replaced with an LCD-based video monitor 22A which is of
thin, rectangular cross-section, and occupies less spacein the ceiling structure of
the car’.

In Figure 4A above, Ownerexplicitly discloses the monitor 22A being behind the

light panel 40 (see Figure 4A above). Owneralludes to the monitor 22A being

“substantially flush”, however, never provides explicit disclosure of the embodiment.

 

"contiguous." Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
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| Moreover, after further examination of Figure 4A, the actual viewing screen of the

monitor 22A can neverreally be flush with the light panel since the screen of the

monitor 22Ais further behind the transportscreen 44A of the appropriately shaped

enclosure 42A,hencethere is an actual space and/or distance betweenthe actual

viewing screen of the monitor 22A and the transport screen 44A of the appropriately

shaped enclosure 42A. Furthermore, Ownerneverdefines the term “flushed” and only

alludesto the disclosure of “substantially flushed”in light of Figure 4A. Figure 4A clearly

does not show the embodiment of the screen being “substantially flushed” with the

adjacent wall surface structure and, additionally provides evidence to the fact that the

screen of the display monitor can never have or form a continuous plane or unbroken

surface”? with the adjacentwall surface structure, but can only form a surfacethatis

offset therefrom or "substantially flushed”, in light of the Owner's instant disclosure.

As asserted above, The term “contiguous” is defined as “being in actual contact :

touching along a boundary or ata point’ or “touching or connected throughoutin an
unbroken sequence”’*. Since Ownerdisclosesthat the screenof the display monitor

can never have or form a continuous plane or unbroken surface“ with the adjacent wall
surface structure, but can only form a surfacethat is offset therefrom or “substantially

flushed”, the term “substantially contiguous” can only be “not wholly in actual contact:

 

<http:/Awww.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/contiguous>
"? “flush.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush>
'° “contiguous.” Merriam-WebsterOnline Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/contiguous>
‘4 “flush.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http:/Awww.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush> ,
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touching along a boundary orat a point”or offset therefrom not “touching or connected

throughoutin an unbroken sequence’.

Therefore, the term “substantially contiguous” can only be deemedas “not wholly

in actual contact: touching.along a boundary orat a point” or a surface that is offset

therefrom or "substantially flushed”, since the Ownerhasfurther not explicitly defined

the term “contiguous” or any embodimentof the instant Patent having a video screen of

each video display monitor being substantially contiquous with an exterior surface of

the transitional segment, only to an embodimentof a video screen of each video display

monitor being substantially flushed or a surfacethatis offset from an exterior

surface of the transitional segment (see explanation above). Furthermore, any other

interpretation of the term “substantially contiguous” not being “not wholly in actual

contact : touching along a boundary orat a point” or “a surface thatis offset therefrom”

or "substantially flushed” would be deemed new mattersince there is no explicit

disclosure to any other embodiment.

Furthermore, Amanoetal. discloses the monitors (information signal display

device 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-6) being positioned in the middle of the length of each

sidewall opposite each other (see Figures 4-6) with the monitors (8) specifically being

disposed within the top-curved region portion betweenthe ceiling and sidewall (see

Figures 4, 5) and the monitors (8) being further disposed within a portion of the top-

curved region portion betweentheceiling and sidewall 8 in another embodiment (see

Figure 6). Such an arrangementof the monitors (information signal display device 8a-

8n) being disposed/mounted within the top-curved region portion betweenthe ceiling
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and sidewall (see Figures 4-6) would make each monitor (8) be “not wholly in actual

contact with; or touching along a boundary orat a point””® or “substantially contiguous”

(i.e. substantially flushed or a surface that is offset, as set forth directly above) with

the surface of the sidewall facing the interior of the subwaycarin orderto allow the

monitor (8), which is facing downward andlying in the top curved portion/transitional

wall portion, to be directed/inclined downward towards the seat of the train car at an

angle not including 90, 180 or 270 degrees(i.e. obliquely; see Figure 2) so that each
video screen (display)is readily visible to passengersin the train car.

With respectto the limitation of claim 16, Amanoetal. discloses

wherein an external surface of the longitudinal opposed sidewall, the
exterior surface of said transitional segment and an external surface of the
ceiling comprises a blended contour.

Furthermore, Amanoetal. discloses the exposed opposed sidewalls to the

interior of the train car, the top curved portion/transitional wall portion at the junction
between sidewall and ceiling, and ceiling being combinedinto an integrated whole’®

(see Figures 4-6).

With respect to the limitation of claims 17 and 18, Amanoetal. discloses

wherein the video signal source unit is configured to display a series of
short messages in sequenceonsaid plurality of video display monitors.
and

18 "contiguous." Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http:/Awww.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/contiguous>

18 “blend.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/blend>
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wherein the series ofshort messages comprise advertising content, said
advertising content providing an additional source of revenue for the
operatorof the subwaycar.

Amanoetal. explicitly discloses the video signal source unit (display information

signal transmitter 7) providing information (nonroutine information; advertisements:

cultural information, event information, theme park information, etc.; Abstract; pages

651, 653) to the monitors(information signal display device 8a-8n).

Issue 13

22. Claims 15-18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Maekawaetal. (Japanese. Publication No. JP 04-160991 A) in view of Amanoetal.

(Japanese. Publication No. JP 02-23985 A).

With respectto the limitation of claim 15, Maekawaetal. discloses

A subwaycarfor masstransportation

As shownin Figure 2, Maekawaetal. discloses a car bodyof an electric train in

whichinformation is displayed during transit (car body of an electric train: page738,

column 2; see Figures 1, 2).

including longitudinal opposed sidewalls that further comprise a segment
and a ceiling adjoining the sidewalls with the segment disposed at the
junction of the sidewall and theceiling,

In addition, Maekawaetal. discloses the train car including a pair of longitudinal

opposedsidewalls (see Figures 1, 2) with each sidewall having a wall portion at the

junction betweensidewall and ceiling in Figure 2. Moreover, as is shownin Figure 2, the
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monitor (101-124) is positioned on the sidewall of the train car. In addition, Maekawa et |

al. discloses the sidewalls meeting the transitional segmentof the ceiling with the
transitional segment disposed at the junction of the sidewall and the ceiling (see Figure

2). Similarly, Maekawaet al. discloses a top portion of the train car which is considered

to be the ceiling whichis right next to and connectedto the sidewalls , accordingly (see

Figure 2).

the subwaycar further comprising: a video display system comprising: a
plurality of video display monitors each having a video screen; and a video
signal source unit operatively connected to said video display monitors;

Maekawa et al. clearly discloses a video display system, in Figure 1, including a
plurality of video display monitors (101-124; page 738, column 2; see Figures 1, 2) with

each having a video screen (display) as well as a video signal source unit (see Figure

1) operatively connected to said video display monitors (101-124; page 738, column2;

see Figures 1, 2).

wherein said video display monitors are spaced along the length of the car
on opposing sides of the subway.

Furthermore, Maekawa et al. discloses the monitors (101-124; page 738, column

2; see Figures 1, 2) being positioned in the middle of the length of each sidewall

opposite each other (see Figures 1, 2) with the monitors (101-124; page 738, column 2;

see Figures 1, 2) specifically being disposed on the sidewall of the train car (see Figure

2).

With respectto the limitation of claim 17, Maekawaetal. discloses
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wherein the video signal source unit is configured to display a series of
short messages in sequenceonsaid plurality of video display monitors.
and

Maekawaetal. explicitly discloses the video signal source unit (see Figure 1)

providing information (broadcastteletext information including short messagesin

sequence, etc.; and reproduced images; Abstract; pages 737-742) to the monitors (101-

124; page 738, column 2; see Figures1, 2). .

Maekawaet al. disclosesall of the limitations of the claimed invention, as

previously set forth, except for specifically calling for the transitional segment/wall

portion being part of the sidewalls; each of the monitors being disposed/mounted within
the transitional wall portion at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling such that the video

screen of the respective video display monitor substantially blends with the adjacent

surface structure of the transitional wall portion, with the video screen of each video

display monitor being substantially contiguous with an exterior surface of said

transitional segment and being directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats; an

external surface of the longitudinal opposed sidewall, the exterior surface of said

transitional segment and an external surface of the ceiling comprising a blended

contour; and the series of short messages comprising advertising content with the

advertising content providing an additional source of revenue for the operator of the
subwayCar.

However,the transitional segment being part of the sidewalls and eachof the

monitors being mounted within thetransitional wall portion at the junction of the sidewall

and ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats is knownin theart.
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With respectto the limitation of “with the video screen of each video display

monitor being substantially contiquous with an exterior surface ofsaid transitional

segment’ of claim 15, the examinercan find no explicit disclosure to each video display

monitor being “substantially contiguous” or “contiguous” with an exterior surface of the

transitional segmentwithin the instant specification. The term “contiguous”is defined as

“being in actual contact : touching along a boundary orat a point”or “touching or

connected throughoutin an unbroken sequence”’’. The examinerlooksto the instant

Patent specification to ascertain which definition would be comparable to the Owner’s

instant Patent disclosure.

As asserted above,the instant Patent specification discloses

An alternative embodimentis illustrated in FIG. 4A, a view similar to that of FIG.
4. In this alternative embodiment, CRT video monitor 22 is replaced with an LCD-
basedvideo monitor 22A whichis of thin, rectangular cross-section, and
occupies less spacein the ceiling structure of the car. Accordingly, it can be
moved towardsthe ceiling so that its viewing screen is substantially flush with or
even behind the light panel 40. This use of an LCD-based monitor gives a better
aesthetic appearance to the inside of the subway car as a whole, as well as
improving the display performance by minimizing the interference effects, as
previously discussed. (Page5, lines 35-46).

Similarly, the instant Patent specification discloses

The screens are preferably covered with a rigid transparentunit, e.g. of
polycarbonate, shapedto coincide with the shape of the internal wall of the
subwaycarat the location of mounting. For example, when the monitoris
mountedat the junction of the wall and ceiling of the subway car, where there is
commonly provided a concavely curved segmentof intemal wall,__the
transparent coverunit is suitably similarly concavely curved, so that it can
be mountedas a continuum with the internal walls and blended to contours

thereof, with the monitor mounted behindit. (Column 3, line64 — column4,
line 8; see Figure 6) and;

“contiguous.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http:/Awww.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/contiguous>
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An alternative arrangementis shownin FIG. 6. Here the polycarbonate shield
44 is convexly curved, andis disposed further forward from the monitor screen
44. The shield 44 now blends with forward facing part 48 the exterior skin
and bodystructure 34, to provide a perhaps more aesthetically appealing
arrangement. (Column5,lines 57-62)

Again, as asserted above, the

. “CRT video monitor is replaced with an LCD-based video monitor 22A whichis of
thin, rectangular cross-section, and occupies.less spacein the ceiling structure of
the car’.

In Figure 4A above, Ownerexplicitly discloses the monitor 22A being behind the

light panel 40 (see Figure 4A above). Owneralludes to the monitor 22A being

“substantially flush’, however, never provides explicit disclosure of the embodiment.

Moreover,after further examination of Figure 4A, the actual viewing screen of the

monitor 22A can neverreally be flush with the light panel since the screen of the

monitor 22A is further behind the transport screen 44A of the appropriately shaped |

enclosure 42A, hencethere is an actual space and/or distance between the actual

viewing screen of the monitor 22A and the transport screen 44A of the appropriately

shaped enclosure 42A. Furthermore, Ownerneverdefines the term “flushed” and only

alludesto the disclosure of “substantially flushed”in light of Figure 4A. Figure 4A clearly

does not show the embodimentof the screen being “substantially flushed” with the

adjacentwall surface structure and, additionally provides evidenceto the fact that the

screen of the display monitor can never have or form a continuous plane or unbroken
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surface’® with the adjacent wall surface structure, but can only form a surfacethat is
offset therefrom or "substantially flushed”, in light of the Owner's instant disclosure.

As asserted above, The term “contiguous” is defined as “being in actual contact :

touching along a boundary orat a point” or “touching or connected throughoutin an

unbroken sequence”"’. Since Ownerdiscloses that the screen of the display monitor

can never have or form a continuous plane or unbroken surface”? with the adjacent wall

surface structure, but can only form a surface thatis offset therefrom or “substantially
flushed”, the term “substantially contiguous” can only be “not wholly in actual contact:

touching along a boundary orat a point”or offset therefrom not “touching or connected
throughout in an unbroken sequence’.

Therefore, the term “substantially contiguous” can only be deemedas “not wholly

in actual contact : touching along a boundary orat a point” or a surfacethatis offset

therefrom or "substantially flushed”, since the Ownerhasfurther not explicitly defined

the term “contiguous” or any embodimentof the instant Patent having a video screen of
each video display monitor being substantially contiquous with an exterior surface of

the transitional segment, only to an embodimentof a video screen of each video display

monitor being substantially flushed or a surface that is offset from an exterior 

surface ofthe transitional segment (see explanation above). Furthermore, any other

interpretation of the term “substantially contiguous” not being “not wholly in actual

'® “flush.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush>
'* “contiguous.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/contiguous>
7° “flush.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http:/Avww.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush>
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contact : touching along a boundary orat a point” or “a surface that is offset therefrom”

or "substantially flushed” would be deemed new matter since there is no explicit

disclosure to any other embodiment.

In thatlight, Amanoet al. teaches each of the monitors being mounted within the

transitional wall portion at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling (see Figures 4-6) and

directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats (see Figures 4-6). Such an

arrangementof the monitors (information signal display device 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-

6) being disposed within the top-curved region portion betweenthe ceiling and sidewall

(see Figures 4-6) would blend or combine the monitors into an integrated whole”' with

the sidewall and the top curved portion/transitional wall portion at the junction between

sidewall in order to allow the portion of the monitor (8) lying in the top curved

portion/transitional wall portion to be directed/inclined downward towards the seat of the

train car at an angle notincluding 90, 180 or 270 degrees(i.e. obliquely; see Figure 2)

so that each video screen (display) is readily visible to passengersin thetrain car.

Similarly, such an arrangementof the monitors(information signal display device 8a-8n)

being disposed/mountedwithin the top-curved region portion betweentheceilingand

sidewall (see Figures 4-6) would make each monitor (8) be “not wholly in actual contact

with; or touching along a boundary orat a point”? or “substantially contiguous’(i.e.

substantially flushed or a surfacethatis offset, as set forth directly above) with the 

surfaceof the sidewall facing the interior of the subwaycarto allow the monitor(8)

21 blend." Merriam-WebsterOnline Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/blend>
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which is facing downward andlyingin the top curved portion/transitional wall portion to

be directed/inclined downward towardsthe seatof the train car at an angle notincluding

90, 180 or 270 degrees (ie. obliquely; see Figure 2) so that each video screen
(display) is readily visible to passengersin the train car. Furthermore, Amanoetal.

discloses the exposed opposed sidewalls to the interior of the train car, the top curved

portion/transitional wall portion at the junction between sidewall and ceiling, and ceiling

being combined into an integrated whole*® (see Figures 4-6). Amanoetal. further

teaches such a configuration presents a meansto provide the offering place for

information in transportation equipment being used more effectively and sharpness

being obtained, thereby increasing the information offering ability to passengers
(English translation Abstract).

Similarly, a series of short messages comprising advertising content with the

advertising content providing an additional source of revenue for the operator of the

subwaycaris knownin the art. Amanoetal., for example, teaches the video signal

source unit (display information signal transmitter 7) providing advertising content

(nonroutine information; advertisements; cultural information, event information, theme

park information, etc.; Abstract; pages 651, 653) to the monitors (information signal

display device 8a-8n). Amanoetal. further teaches such a configuration provides a

means to reduce managementtime as well strengthening the powerof information

provides dueto “promptness” and “newness” (page 653).

 

22 “contiguous.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http:/Avww.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/contiguous>
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It would have been obviousto oneofordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention was madeto modify the train car walliceiling junction and the mounting and
screen direction orientation of the monitors of Maekawaetal. with each of the monitors

being mounted within the transitional wall portion at the junction of the sidewall and

ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats of Amanoetal. in order

to present a meansto provide the offering place for information in transportation

equipment being used moreeffectively and sharpness being obtained, thereby

increasing the informationoffering ability to passengers. Similarly, it would have been

obvious to oneofordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention was made to modify

the short messages of Maekawaetal. with the series of short messages comprising

advertising content of Amanoetal. in order to provide a meansto reduce management

time as well strengthening the powerof information provides due to “promptness” and

“newness”.

23. To the degree it can be argued that “Minesaki”, “Amanoetal.”, “Maekawa et al.”

and/or “Shinagawaetal.” do not disclose “the screen of the monitor substantially

flushed orflushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car’; and “the video

display monitor being substantially contiguous with an exterior surface of said

transitional segment”given their broadest reasonableinterpretation, the additional

rejections are provided as setforth below:

a

*° “blend.” Merriam-Webster OnlineDictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
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Issue 14

24. Claims 15-18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Minesaki (Japanese. Publication No. JP 63-125984 of Japanese Application No. JP 61-

272668) in view of Mooreetal. (U.S. Patent No. 3,480,727).

With respectto the limitation of claim 15, Minesaki discloses

A subway car for masstransportation
As shownin Figure 2, Minesaki discloses train cars in which information is

displayed during transit (train cars; page 588, lines 6-10; page 590, lines 18-19).

including longitudinal opposedsidewalls that further comprise a
transitional segmentanda ceiling adjoining the sidewalls with the
transitional segment disposedat the junction of the sidewall and the
ceiling,

In addition, Minesakidisclosesthetrain car including a pair of longitudinal

opposedsidewalls (9) with each sidewall having a top curved portion/transitional wall
portion at the junction between sidewall 9 and ceiling in Figure 2. Moreover, as is shown

in Figure 2, Minesaki discloses a portion of top curved portion/transitional wall portion

being directed/inclined downward towardsthe seatof the train car at an angle not

including 90, 180 or 270 degrees(i.e. obliquely; see Figure 2). Similarly, Minesaki

discloses a top portion ofthe train car which is considered to be the ceiling which is right

next to and connectedto the sidewalls 9, accordingly (see Figure 2).

 

<http:/Awww.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/blend>
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the subwaycarfurther comprising: a video display system comprising: a
plurality of video display monitors each having a video screen; and a video
signal source unit operatively connected to said video display monitors;

Minesakiclearly discloses a video display system,in Figure 5, including a

plurality of video display monitors (see references to J on each side of sidewall 9 and

ceiling interface in Figure 2) with each having a video screen (display) as well as a

video signal source unit (control part G) operatively connected to said video display

monitors (see references to J on each side of sidewall 9 and ceiling interface in Figure 2

as well as Figure 1).

wherein said video display monitors are spacedalong the length of the car
on opposing sides of the subway, each of the video display monitors being
mounted within the transitional segment, with the video screen of each
video display monitor being directed obliquely downwardly toward the car
seats so that each video screenis readily visible to passengers in the
subwaycar.

Furthermore, Minesaki discloses the monitors (see references to J on each side

of sidewall 9 andceiling interface in Figure 2) being positioned in the middle of the

length of each sidewall opposite each other (see Figure 2) with portions of the monitors

(see references to J on eachside of sidewall 9 and ceiling interface in Figure 2) being

disposed/mounted within the top-curved region portion betweenthe ceiling and sidewall

9 (see Figure 2). Such an arrangementof the monitors (see references to J on each

side of sidewall 9 and ceiling interface in Figure 2) being disposed/mountedwithin the

top-curved region portion betweenthe ceiling and sidewall 9 (see Figure 2) would make

each monitor (J) be offset from the surface of the sidewall 9 facing the interior of the

subway Car to allow the portion of the monitor (J) lying in the top curved
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portion/transitional wall portion to be directed/inclined downward towards the seat of the

train car at an angle notincluding 90, 180 or 270 degrees(i.e. obliquely; see Figure 2)

so that each video screen (display)is readily visible to passengers in the train car.

With respect to the limitation of claim 16, Minesaki discloses

wherein an external surface of the longitudinal opposed sidewall, the
exterior.surface of said transitional segment and an external surface of the
ceiling comprises a blended contour.

Furthermore, Minesaki discloses the exposed opposed sidewalls (9) to the

interior of the train car, the top curved portion/transitional wall portion at the junction

betweensidewall 9 andceiling, and ceiling being combinedinto an integrated whole“

(see Figure 2).

With respect to the limitation of claims 17 and 18, Minesaki discloses

wherein the video signal source unit is configured to display a series of
short messages in sequenceonsaid plurality of video display monitors.
and

wherein the series of short messages comprise advertising content, said
advertising content providing an additional source of revenue for the
operator of the subwaycar.

Minesakiexplicitly discloses the video signal source unit (control part G)

providing information (guided to turnstiles, accident information, alternative modes of

transportation, and advertisementinformation; pages 588, 590)to the monitors (see

references to J on eachside of sidewall 9 andceiling interface in Figure 2).

*4 "blend." Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http:/Avww.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/blend>
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Minesaki disclosesall of the limitations of the claimed invention, as previously set

forth, except for specifically calling for the screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed or substantially contiguous with the adjacent wall surface structure/exterior

surface of a transitional segment; the video display monitor being flushed the adjacent

wall structure such that it contains no protuberances;and the video display monitors

being each enclosed within an enclosure.

With respect to the limitation of “with the video screen of each video display

monitor being substantially contiquous with an exterior surface of said transitional

segment’of claim 15, the examinercan find no explicit disclosure to each video display

monitor being “substantially contiguous” or “contiguous” with an exterior surface of the

transitional segmentwithin the instant specification. The term “contiguous” is defined as

“being in actual contact : touching along a boundary or at a point” or “touching or
connected throughout in an unbroken sequence”’. The examinerlooksto the instant

Patent specification to ascertain which definition would be comparable to the Owner's
instant Patent disclosure. |

As asserted above,the instant Patent specification discloses

An alternative embodiment is illustrated in FIG. 4A, a view similar to that of FIG.
4. In this alternative embodiment, CRT video monitor 22 is replaced with an LCD-
based video monitor 22A which is of thin, rectangular cross-section, and
occupies less spacein the ceiling structure of the car. Accordingly, it can be
moved towardsthe ceiling so that its viewing screen is substantially flush with or

_even behind the light panel 40. This use of an LCD-based monitor gives a better
aesthetic appearanceto the inside of the subway car as a whole, as well as
improving the display performance by minimizing the interference effects, as
previously discussed. (Page5,lines 35-46).

*° “contiguous.” Merriam-WebsterOnline Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http:/Awww.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/contiguous>
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Similarly, the instant Patent specification discloses

The screens are preferably covered with a rigid transparentunit, e.g. of
polycarbonate, shapedto coincide with the shape of the internal wall of the
subwaycarat the location of mounting. For example, when the monitoris
mounted at the junction of the wall and ceiling of the Subwaycar, wherethere is
commonly provided a concavely curved segmentofinternal wall,_the
transparent coverunit is suitably similarly concavely curved, so that it can
be mountedas a continuum with the internal walls and blended to contours
thereof, with the monitor mounted behindit. (Column3, line64 — column 4,
line 8; see Figure 6) and;

An alternative arrangementis shown in FIG. 6. Here the polycarbonate shield
44 is convexly curved, andis disposedfurther forward from the monitor screen
44. The shield 44 now blends with forward facing part 48 the exterior skin
and bodystructure 34, to provide a perhaps more aesthetically appealing
arrangement. (Column5, lines 57-62)

Again, as asserted above, the

“CRT video monitor is replaced with an LCD-based video monitor 22A which is of
thin, rectangular cross-section, and occupies less space in the ceiling structure of
the car’.

In Figure 4A above, Ownerexplicitly discloses the monitor 22A being behind the

light panel 40 (see Figure 4A above). Owneralludes to the monitor 22A being

“substantially flush”, however, never provides explicit disclosure of the embodiment.

Moreover,after further examination of Figure 4A, the actual viewing screen of the

monitor 22A can neverreally be flush with the light panel since the screen of the

monitor 22Ais further behind the transport screen 44A of the appropriately shaped

enclosure 42A,hencethere is an actual space and/or distance betweenthe actual

viewing screen of the monitor 22A and the transport screen 44A of the appropriately
shaped enclosure 42A. Furthermore, Ownerneverdefines the term “flushed” and only

alludesto the disclosure of “substantially flushed”in light of Figure 4A. Figure 4A clearly
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does not show the embodimentof the screen being “substantially flushed” with the

adjacentwall surface structure and, additionally provides evidenceto the fact that the

screenof the display monitor can never have or form a continuous plane or unbroken

surface*® with the adjacent wall surface structure, but can only form a surfacethatis

offset therefrom or "substantially flushed”, in light of the Owner's instant disclosure.

As asserted above, The term “contiguous”isdefined as “being in actual contact :

touching along a boundary orat a point’or “touching or connected throughoutin an

unbroken sequence””’. Since Ownerdiscloses that the screen of the display monitor

can never have or form a continuous plane or unbroken surface” with the adjacent wall

surface structure, but can only form a surface thatis offset therefrom or “substantially
flushed”, the term “substantially contiguous” can only be “not wholly in actual contact:

touching along a boundary orat a point” oroffset therefrom not “touching or connected

throughout in an unbroken sequence”.

Therefore, the term “substantially contiguous” can only be deemedas “not wholly

in actual contact : touching along a boundary orat a point” or a surfacethatis offset

therefrom or "substantially flushed”, since the Ownerhasfurther not explicitly defined

the term “contiguous” or any embodimentof the instant Patent having a video screen of

each video display monitor being substantially contiquous with an exterior surface of

the transitional segment, only to an embodimentof a video screen of each video display

6 “flush.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush> |

if “contiguous.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/contiguous>
* “flush.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://Awww.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush>
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. monitor being substantially flushed or a surface thatis offset from anexterior

surfaceof the transitional segment (see explanation above). Furthermore, any other

interpretation of the term “substantially contiguous” not being “not wholly in actual

contact : touching along a boundary or at a point”or “a surfacethatis offset therefrom”

or “substantially flushed” would be deemed new mattersince there is no explicit

disclosure to any other embodiment.

In that light, screen of the monitor being substantially flushed or substantially

contiguous with the adjacent wall surface structure/exterior surface of a transitional

segmentis knownin the art. Mooreetal., for example, teaches a screen of a monitor

being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure as being an

equivalent structure in the art (column7,lines 41-44). Moreover, since the screen of the

monitor is flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure, the video display monitor
would additionally have to be “not wholly in actual contact with; or touching along a

boundary orat a point””? or “substantially contiguous” with an exterior surface of the wall

segment, as set forth above. Furthermore, since the screen of the monitoris flushed or

forming a continuous plane or unbroken surface”? with the adjacent wall, by shear

definition the video display monitor/screen would have no protuberances. Mooreetal.

further teaches such a configuration provides a means to compensateforwall thickness

or, the availability of space beyond the surface of the wall (column 7, lines 44-47).

29 "contiguous." Merriam-WebsterOnline Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/contiguous>
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Similarly, video display monitors being each enclosed within an enclosure is

knownin the art. Mooreetal., for example, teach a video monitor system (see Figures

1, 2) which may havea plurality of monitors (column7, lines 59-63) with each video

display monitors being enclosed within an enclosure (frame members 162, 163, 165,

etc. combination; column6,lines 58-66; see Figures 1, 2). Mooréetal. further teaches

such a configuration provides a meanstofacilitate removal of the monitorfor repair

and/or service any elements of the monitor (column 2, lines 33-38; column7, lines 32-

40), thereby increasing the ease of operational maintenance of the monitors.

It would have been obviousto oneofordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention was made to modify each of the video display monitors of Minesaki with each

of the video display monitors being enclosed within an enclosure of Moore et al. in order
to provide a meansto facilitate removal of the monitor for repair and/or service any

elements of the monitor, therebyincreasing the ease of operational maintenance of the

monitors.

Similarly, it would have been obviousto oneofordinary skill in the art at the time

of the invention was made to modify the monitor being projecting slightly beyond the

adjacentwall surface structure of the car of Minesaki with the screen of the monitor

being substantially flushed, substantially contiguousor flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure of Mooreet al. in order to provide a means to compensatefor wall
thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface of the wall. In addition,

because these two monitor/wall configurations were art recognized equivalents at the
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time the invention was made, oneofordinary skill in the art would have found it obvious

to substitute a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed, substantially

contiguous or flushed with the adjacentwall surface structure for a monitor being

projecting slightly beyond the adjacentwall surface structure.

Moreover, the examinerasserts that applying a known technique to a known

device ready for improvement would yield predictable results. Thatis, it would have

been recognized by one of ordinary skill in the art that applying the known technique
taught by Mooreet al. to the subway car of Minesaki would have yielded predicable

results and resulted in an improved system, namely, a screen of the monitor being

substantially flushed, substantially contiguous or flushed with the adjacent wall surface

structure for a monitor being projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface

Structure in Minesaki to provide a means to compensatefor wall thickness or, the

availability of space beyond the surface of the wall.

Likewise, the examinerasserts that simple substitution of one known elementfor

another would obtain predictable results. That is, the substitution of one known element

(a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed, substantially contiguous or flushed
with the adjacentwall surface structure as shownin Moore et al.) for another (a monitor

being projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure as shown in Moore

et al. and Minesaki) would have been obvious to oneofordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention since the substitution of a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed, substantially contiguous or flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure in

Minesaki would have yielded predictable results, namely, providing a screen of the
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monitor being substantially flushed, substantially contiguous or flushed with the

adjacentwall surface structure in Minesaki to provide a means to compensate for wall

thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface of the wall. |

Furthermore, the examinerasserts use of known technique to improve similar

devices in the same wayis obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art. Thatis, the manner

of enhancing a particular device (providing a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed, substantially contiguous orflushed with the adjacent wall surface structure) was
madepart of the ordinary capabilities of one skilled in the art based upon the teaching

of such improvement in Moore et al. Accordingly, one of ordinary skill in the art would
have been capable of applying this known “improvement” technique in the same

mannerto the prior art subway car of Minesakiand the results would have been

predictable to one of ordinary skill in the art, namely, one skilled in the art would have

readily recognized that providing a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed,

substantially contiguous or flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure in Minesaki

wouldpositively provide a means to compensatefor wall thicknessor,the availability of

space beyond the surface ofthe wall.

Issue 15

25. Claims 15-18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Amanoetal. (Japanese. Publication No. JP 02-23985 A) in view of Mooreetal. (U.S.

Patent No. 3,480,727).

With respectto the limitation of claim 15, Amano.etal. discloses
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A subwaycarfor masstransportation

As shownin Figure 2, Amanoetal. discloses train cars in which information is

displayed during transit (train cars; page 651, column2, lines 5-10, 28-33; page 653,

column 1, lines 43-45; see Figures 4-6).

including longitudinal opposed sidewalls that further comprise a
transitional segmentanda ceiling adjoining the sidewalls with the
transitional segment disposed at the junction of the sidewall and the
ceiling,

In addition, Amanoetal. disclosesthe train car including a pair of longitudinal
opposedsidewalls (see Figures 4-6) with each sidewall having a top curved

portion/transitional wall portion at the junction between sidewall and ceiling in Figures 4-

6. Moreover, as is shownin Figure 4, the information signal display device 8 is ~

positioned in the curved portion/transitional wall portion of the junction between the

ceiling and the sidewall. Similarly, in Figures 5 and 6, the information signal display

device 8 is positioned in the curved portion/transitional wall portion of the junction

between the ceiling and the sidewall. Furthermore, Amanoetal. discloses the portion of

top angle/curved portion/transitional wall portion being directed/inclined downward

towards the seat of the train car at an angle not including 90, 180 or 270 degrees(i.e.

obliquely; see Figures 4-6). Similarly, Amanoetal. discloses a top portion of the train

car whichis consideredto be the ceiling whichis right next to and connectedto the

sidewalls , accordingly (see Figures 4-6).-
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the subwaycarfurther comprising: a video display system comprising: a
plurality of video display monitors each having a video screen; and a video
signal source unit operatively connected to said video display monitors;

Amanoetal. clearly discloses a video display system, in Figure 2, including a

plurality of video display monitors (information signal display device 8a-8n; see Figures -

2, 4-6) with each having a video screen (display) as well as a video signal source unit

(display information signal transmitter 7) operatively connected to said video display

monitors (information signal display device 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-6).

wherein said video display monitors are spaced along the length ofthe car
on opposing sides of the subway,each of the video display monitors being
mountedwithin the transitional segment, with the video screen of each
video display monitor being directed obliquely downwardly toward the car
seats so that each video screenis readily visible to passengers in the
subwaycar.

Furthermore, Amanoet al. discloses the monitors (information signal display

device 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-6) being positioned in the middle of the length of each

sidewall opposite each other (see Figures 4-6) with the monitors (8) specifically being

disposed within the top-curved region portion betweenthe ceiling and sidewall (see

Figures 4, 5) and the monitors (8) being further disposed within a portion of the top-

curved region portion betweenthe ceiling and sidewall in another embodiment (see

Figure 6). Such an arrangementof the monitors (information signal display device 8a-

8n) being disposed/mountedwithin the top-curved region portion betweentheceiling

and sidewall (see Figures 4-6) would make each monitor (8) be offset from the surface

of the sidewall facing the interior of the subwaycarin order to allow the monitor(8)

whichis facing downward andlying in the top curved portion/transitional wall portion to
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be directed/inclined downward towardsthe seatof the train car at an angle not including

90, 180 or 270 degrees(i.e. obliquely; see Figure 2) so that each video screen

(display)is readily visible to passengersin the train car.

With respect to the limitation of claim 16, Amanoetal. discloses

wherein an external surface of the longitudinal opposed sidewall, the
exterior surface of said transitional segment and an external surfaceof the
ceiling comprises a blended contour.

Furthermore, Amanoetal. discloses the exposed opposed sidewalls to the

interior of the train car, the top curved portion/transitional wall portion at the junction

between sidewall andceiling, and ceiling being combinedinto an integrated whole*"

(see Figures 4-6).

With respectto the limitation of claims 17 and 18, Amanoetal. discloses

wherein the video signal source unit is configured to display a series of
short messages in sequence onsaid plurality of video display monitors.
and

wherein the series of short messages comprise advertising content, said
advertising content providing an additional source of revenue for the
operatorof the subwaycar.

Amanoetal. explicitly discloses the video signal source unit (display information

signal transmitter 7) providing information (nonroutine information; advertisements;

cultural information, event information, theme park information, etc.; Abstract; pages

651, 653) to the monitors (information signal display device 8a-8n).

31 “blend.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
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Amanoetal. disclosesall of the limitations of the claimed invention, as previously

set forth, except for specifically calling for the screen of the monitor being the monitor

being substantially flushed or substantially contiguous with the adjacent wall surface
structure/exterior surface of a transitional segment; the videodisplay monitor being
flushed the adjacent wall structure such that it contains no protuberances; and the video

display monitors being each enclosed within an enclosure.

With respect to the limitation of “with the video screen of each video display
. monitor being substantially contiquous with an exterior surface of said transitional

segment’ of claim 15, the examinercanfind no explicit disclosure to each video display

monitor being “substantially contiguous”or “contiguous” with an exterior surface of the

transitional segmentwithin the instant specification. The term “contiguous”is defined as

“being in actual contact : touching along a boundary orat a point” or “touching or

connected throughoutin an unbroken sequence”=*. The examinerlooks to the instant

Patent specification to ascertain which definition would be comparable to the Owner’s

instant Patent disclosure.

As asserted above, the instant Patent specification discloses

An alternative embodimentis illustrated in FIG. 4A, a view similar to that of FIG.
4. In this alternative embodiment, CRT video monitor 22 is replaced with an LCD-
based video monitor 22A whichis of thin, rectangular cross-section, and
occupies less spacein the ceiling structure of the car. Accordingly, it can be
moved towards the ceiling so that its viewing screen is substantially flush with or
even behind the light panel 40. This use of an LCD-based monitor gives a better
aesthetic appearanceto the inside of the subway car as a whole, as well as
improving the display performance by minimizing the interference effects, as
previously discussed. (Page5, lines 35-46).

* “contiguous.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
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Similarly, the instant Patent specification discloses

The screens are preferably covered with a rigid transparent unit, e.g. of
_ polycarbonate, shapedto coincide with the shape ofthe internal wall of the

subwaycarat the location of mounting. For example, when the monitoris
mountedat the junction of the wall and ceiling of the subwaycar, wherethere is
commonly provided a concavely curved segmentofintemal wall_the
transparent coverunit is suitably similarly concavely curved, so that it can
be mountedas a continuum with the internal walls and blended to contours
thereof, with the monitor mounted behindit. (Column 3, line64 — column4,
line 8; see Figure 6) and;

 

Analternative arrangementis shown in FIG. 6. Here the polycarbonate shield
44 is convexly curved, andis disposedfurther forward from the monitor screen
44. The shield 44 now blends with forward facing part 48 the exterior skin
and body structure 34, to provide a perhaps more aesthetically appealing
arrangement. (Column5,lines 57-62)

Again, as asserted above, the

“CRTvideo monitoris replaced with an LCD-based video monitor 22A whichis of
thin, rectangular cross-section, and occupies less spacein the ceiling structure of
the car’.

In Figure 4A above, Ownerexplicitly discloses the monitor 22A being behind the

light panel 40 (see Figure 4A above). Owneralludes to the monitor 22A being

“substantially flush”, however, never provides explicit disclosure of the embodiment.
Moreover,after further examination of Figure 4A, the actual viewing screen of the

monitor 22A can neverreally be flush with the light panel since the screen of the

monitor 22Ais further behind the transport screen 44A of the appropriately shaped

enclosure 42A, hence there is an actual space and/or distance betweenthe actual

viewing screen of the monitor 22A andthe transport screen 44A of the appropriately

shaped enclosure 42A. Furthermore; Owner never defines the term “flushed” and only

alludes to the disclosure of “substantially flushed”in light of Figure 4A. Figure 4A clearly
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does not show the embodimentof the screen being “substantially flushed” with the

adjacent wall surface structure and, additionally provides evidenceto the fact that the
screen of the display monitor can never have or form a continuous plane or unbroken

surface®? with the adjacentwall surface structure, but can only form a surfacethatis

offset therefrom or “substantially flushed”, in light of the Owner's instant disclosure.

As asserted above, The term “contiguous”is defined as “being in actual contact:

touching along a boundary orat a point” or “touching or connected throughout in an

unbroken sequence”. Since Ownerdiscloses that the screen of the display monitor

can never have or form a continuous plane or unbroken surface* with the adjacentwall

surface structure, but can only form a surface thatis offset therefrom or "substantially

flushed”, the term “substantially contiguous” can only be “not wholly in actual contact:

touching along a boundary orat a point” or offset therefrom not “touching or connected
throughout in an unbroken sequence”. |

Therefore, the term “substantially contiguous” can only be deemedas “not wholly

in actual contact : touching along a boundary or at a point” or a surfacethatis offset

therefrom or "substantially flushed”, since the Ownerhasfurther not explicitly defined

the term “contiguous” or any embodimentof the instant Patent having a video screen of

each video display monitor being substantially contiquous with an exterior surface of

the transitional segment, only to an embodimentof a video screen of each video display

*“flush.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http:/Awww.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush>
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monitor being substantially flushed or a surfacethat is offset from an exterior

surface of the transitional segment (see explanation above). Furthermore, any other

interpretation of the term “substantially contiguous” not being “not wholly in actual

contact : touching along a boundary or at a point” or “a surface that is offset therefrom”

or "substantially flushed” would be deemed new matter since there is no explicit

disclosure to any other embodiment. |

In thatlight, screen of the monitor being substantially flushed or substantially
contiguous with the adjacentwall surface structure/exterior surface ofa transitional

segmentis knownin the art. Moore etal., for example, teaches a screen of a monitor

being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure as being an

equivalent structure in the art (column7,lines 41-44). Moreover, since the screen of the

monitoris flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure, the video display monitor

would additionally have to be “not wholly in actual contact with; or touching along a

boundary orat a point”® or “substantially contiguous” with an exterior surface of the wall

segment, as set forth above. Furthermore, since the screen of the monitor is flushed or

forming a continuous plane or unbroken surface”’ with the adjacentwail, by shear

definition the video display monitor/screen would have no protuberances. Mooreetal.

further teaches such a configuration provides a means to compensate for wall thickness

or, the availability of space beyond the surface of the wall (column7,lines 44-47).

36 "contiguous." Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
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Similarly, video display monitors being each enclosed within an enclosure is

knownin the art. Mooreetal., for example, teach a video monitor system (see Figures

1, 2) which may havea plurality of monitors (column7, lines 59-63) with each video

display monitors being enclosed within an enclosure (frame members 162, 163, 165,

etc. combination; column6, lines 58-66; see Figures 1, 2). Mooreetal. further teaches

such a configuration provides a meansto facilitate removal of the monitor for repair

and/or service any elements of the monitor (column2, lines 33-38; column 7, lines 32-

40), thereby increasing the ease of operational maintenance of the monitors..

It would have been obvioustoone of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the
invention was made to modify each of the video display monitors of Amanoetal. with

eachof the video display monitors being enclosed within an enclosure of Mooreetal. in

orderto provide a means to facilitate removal of the monitor for repair and/or service

any elementsof the monitor, thereby increasing the ease of operational maintenanceof

the monitors.

Similarly, it would have been obvious to oneofordinary skill in the art at the time

of the invention was made to modify the monitor being projecting slightly beyond the

adjacent wall surface structure of the car of Amanoetal. with the screen of the monitor

being substantiallyflushed, substantially contiguous or flushed with the adjacent wall
surface structure of Mooreetal. in order to provide a means to compensateforwall

thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface of the wall. In addition,

because these two monitor/wall configurations were art recognized equivalents at the
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time the invention was made,oneofordinary skill in the art would have found it obvious

to substitute a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed, substantially

contiguousorflushed with theadjacent wall surface structure for a monitor being

projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure.

Moreover, the examinerasserts that applying a known technique to a known

device ready for improvement would yield predictable results. That is, it would have

been recognized by oneofordinary skill in the art that applying the known technique
taught by Mooreetal. to the subway car of Amanoet al. would have yielded predicable

results and resulted in an improved system, namely, a screen of the monitor being

substantially flushed, substantially contiguous or flushed with the adjacent wall surface

structure for a monitor being projecting slightly beyond the adjacentwall surface

structure in Amanoetal. to provide a means to compensate for wall thickness or, the

availability of space beyond the surface of the wall.

Likewise, the examiner asserts that simple substitution of one known elementfor

another would obtain predictable results. That is, the substitution of one known element

(a screenof the monitor being substantially flushed, substantially contiguous orflushed

with the adjacent wall surface structure as shown in Mooreetal.) for another (a monitor

being projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure as shown in Moore

et al. and Amanoet al.) would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention since the substitution of a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed, substantially contiguous or flushed with the adjacent wall surface structurein

Amanoetal. would have yielded predictable results, namely, providing a screenof the
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monitor being substantially flushed, substantially contiguous or flushed with the adjacent

wall surface structure in Amanoetal. to provide a means to compensatefor wall

thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface of the wall.

Furthermore, the examiner asserts use of known technique to improve similar

devices in the same wayis obviousto oneof ordinary skill in the art. That is, the manner

of.enhancing a particular device (providing a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed, substantially contiguousorflushed with the adjacent wall surface structure) was
madepart of the ordinary capabilities of one skilled in the art based upon the teaching

of such improvementin Mooreet al. Accordingly, one of ordinary skill in the art would

have been capable of applying this known “improvement” technique in the same

mannerto the prior art subway car of Amanoetal. and the results would have been

predictable to one of ordinary skill in the art, namely, one skilled in the art would have

readily recognized that providing a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed,

substantially contiguous or flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure in Amanoet

al. would positively provide a means to compensatefor wall thicknessor, the availability

of space beyond the surfaceof the wall.

Issue 16

26. Claims 15-18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over ©

Maekawaetal. (Japanese. Publication No. JP 04-160991 A) in view of Amanoetal.

(Japanese. Publication No. JP 02-23985 A) and Mooreet al. (U.S. Patent No.

3,480,727).
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With respectto the limitation of claim 15, Maekawaetal. discloses

A subway car for mass transportation

As shownin Figure 2, Maekawaetal. discloses a car body of an electric train in

which information is displayed duringtransit (car body of an electric train; page 738,

column 2; see Figures 1, 2). .

including longitudinal opposed sidewalls that further comprise a segment
and a ceiling adjoining the sidewalls with the segment disposed at the
junction of the sidewall and theceiling,

In addition, Maekawaetal. disclosesthe train car including a pair of longitudinal

opposedsidewalls (see Figures 1, 2) with each sidewall having a wall portion at the

junction between sidewall and ceiling in Figure 2. Moreover, as is shownin Figure 2, the ©

information signal display device (101-124)is positioned on the sidewall of the train car.

In addition, Maekawaetal. discloses the sidewalls meeting the transitional segment of

the ceiling with the transitional segment disposed at the junction of the sidewall and the

ceiling (see Figure 2). Similarly, Maekawaetal. discloses a top portion of the train car

whichis considered to be the ceiling whichis right next to and connectedto the |
sidewalls, accordingly (see Figure 2).

the subwaycarfurther comprising: a video display system comprising: a
plurality of video display monitors each having a video screen; and a video
signal source unit operatively connected to said video display monitors;

Maekawaetal. clearly discloses a video display system, in Figure 1, including a

plurality of video display monitors (101-124; page 738, column 2; see Figures 1, 2) with
each having a video screen (display) as well as a video signal source unit (see Figure
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1) operatively connectedto said video display monitors (101-124; page 738, column 2;
see Figures1, 2). |

wherein said video display monitors are spaced along the length of the car
on opposingsides of the subway.

Furthermore, Maekawaetal. discloses the monitors (101-1 24: page 738, column
2; seeFigures 1, 2) being positioned in the middle of the length of each sidewall
opposite each other (see Figures 1, 2) with the monitors (101-124) specifically being

disposed on the sidewall of the train car (see Figure 2). |

With respectto the limitation of claim 17, Maekawaetal. discloses

~

wherein the video signal source unit is configured to display a series of

short messagesin sequenceonsaid plurality of video display monitors.

Maekawaetal. explicitly discloses the video signal source unit (see Figure 1)

providing information (broadcastteletext information including short messagesin

sequence,etc.; and reproduced images;Abstract; pages 737-742) to the monitors (101-

124; page 738, column 2; see Figures 1, 2).

Maekawaetal. disclosesall of the limitations of the claimed invention, as
previously set forth, except for specifically calling for the transitional segment/wall
portion being part of the sidewalls; each of the monitors being disposed/mounted within

the transitional wall portion at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling such that the video

screen of the respective video display monitor is substantially contiguous with the

adjacent surface structureof the transitional wall portion and being directed obliquely

downwardly toward the car seats; an external surface of the longitudinal opposed -
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sidewall, the exterior surface of said transitional segment and an external surface of the

ceiling comprising a blended contour; the’screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed/blended orflushed with the adjacent wall surface structure instead of the

monitor being projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure; the series

of short messages comprising advertising content, the advertising content providing an

additional source of revenuefor the operator of the subwaycar; and the video display

monitors being each enclosed within an enclosure.

However, the transitional segment being part of the sidewalls and each of the

monitors being mountedwithin the transitional wall portion at the junction of the sidewall
and ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats is knownin the art.

Amanoet al., for example, teaches eachof the monitors being mounted within the

transitional wall portion at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling (see Figures 4-6) and

directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats (see Figures 4-6). Such an

arrangementof the monitors (information signal display device 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-

6) being disposed within the top-curved region portion betweenthe ceiling and sidewall

(see Figures 4-6) would blend or combine the monitors into an integrated whole*® with

the sidewall and the top curvedportion/transitional wall portion at the junction between

sidewall in order to allow the portion of the monitor (8) lying in the top curved
portion/transitional wall portion to be directed/inclined downward towardsthe seat of the

train car at an angle notincluding 90, 180 or 270 degrees(i.e. obliquely; see Figure 2)

so that each video screen (display)is readily visible to passengers in the train car.
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Similarly, such an arrangementof the monitors (information signal display device 8a-8n)

being disposed/mountedwithin the top-curved region portion betweenthe ceiling and

sidewall (see Figures 4-6) would make each monitor (8) be offset from the surface of

the sidewall facing the interior of the subway carto allow the monitor (8) which is facing

downwardandlying in the top curved portion/transitional wall portion to be

directed/inclined downward towardstheseat of the train car at an angle notincluding

90, 180 or 270 degrees(i.e. obliquely; see Figure 2) so that each video screen

(display) is readily visible to passengersin the train car. Furthermore, Amanoetal.
discloses the exposed opposed sidewalls to the interior of the train car, the top curved
portion/transitional wall portion at the junction between sidewall and ceiling, and ceiling

being combined into an integrated whole*® (see Figures 4-6). Amanoetal. further

teaches such a configuration presents a meansto provide the offering place for

information in transportation equipment being used more effectively and sharpness

being obtained, thereby increasing the information offering ability to passengers

(English translation Abstract).

Similarly, a series of short messages comprising advertising content with the

advertising content providing an additional sourceof revenue for the operatorof the

subwaycaris knownin the art. Amanoetal., for example, teaches the video signal

source unit (display information signal transmitter 7) providing advertising content

(nonroutine information; advertisements; cultural information, event information, theme

 

38 “blend.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/blend>
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park information, etc.; Abstract; pages 651, 653) to the monitors (information signal

display device 8a-8n). Amanoetal. further teaches such a configuration provides a

means to reduce managementtime as well as strengthening the powerof information

provided due to “promptness”and “newness” (page 653).

With respectto the limitation of “with the video screen of each video display

monitor being substantially contiquous with an exterior surface ofsaid transitional

segment’of claim 15, the examinercan find no explicit disclosure to each video display

monitor being “substantially contiguous’or “contiguous” with an exterior surface of the

transitional segmentwithin the instant specification. The term “contiguous” is defined as

“being in actual contact : touching along a boundary or at a point”or “touching or

connected throughout in an unbroken sequence”™°. The examiner looksto the instant

Patent specification to ascertain which definition would be comparable to the Owner’s

instant Patent disclosure.

As asserted above, the instant Patent specification discloses

An alternative embodimentis illustrated in FIG. 4A, a view similar to that of FIG.
4. In this altemative embodiment, CRT video monitor 22 is replaced with an LCD-
basedvideo monitor 22A whichis of thin, rectangular cross-section, and
occupies less spacein the ceiling structure of the car. Accordingly, it can be
moved towardsthe ceiling so that its viewing screen is substantially flush with or
even behindthe light panel 40. This use of an LCD-based monitor gives a better
aesthetic appearanceto the inside of the subway car as a whole, as well as
improving the display performance by minimizing the interference effects, as
previously discussed. (Page5,lines 35-46).

Similarly, the instant Patent specification discloses

 

99 “blend.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/blend>
“ “contiguous.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
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The screens are preferably coveredwith a rigid transparent unit, e.g. of
polycarbonate, shapedto coincide with the shapeofthe internal wall of the
subwaycarat the location of mounting. For example, when the monitoris
mounted at the junction of the wall and ceiling of the subway car, where there is
commonly provided a concavely curved segmentof intemal wall_the
transparent coverunit is suitably similarly concavely curved, so thatit can
be mounted as a continuum with the internal walls and blended to contours

thereof, with the monitor mountedbehindit. (Column 3, line64 — column4,
line 8; see Figure 6) and;

An alternative arrangement.is shown in FIG. 6. Here the polycarbonate shield
44 is convexly curved, andis disposedfurther forward from the monitor screen
44, The shield 44 now blends with forward facing part 48 the exterior skin
and body structure 34, to provide a perhaps more aesthetically appealing
arrangement. (Column 5, lines 57-62)

Again, as asserted above, the

“CRT video monitor is replaced with an LCD-based video monitor 22A which is of
thin, rectangular cross-section, and occupies less spacein the ceiling structure of
the car’.

‘In Figure 4A above, Ownerexplicitly discloses the monitor 22A being behind the

light panel 40 (see Figure 4A above). Owneralludes to the monitor 22A being |
“substantially flush”, however, never provides explicit disclosure of the embodiment.

Moreover, after further examination of Figure 4A, the actual viewing screen of the

monitor 22A can neverreally be flush with the light panel since the screen of the

monitor 22A is further behind the transport screen 44A of the appropriately shaped

enclosure 42A, hencethere is an actual space and/or distance betweenthe actual

viewing screen of the monitor 22A and the transport screen 44A of the appropriately

shaped enclosure 42A. Furthermore, Owner never defines the term “flushed” and only

alludes to the disclosure of “substantially flushed”in light of Figure 4A. Figure 4A clearly

does not show the embodimentof the screen being “substantially flushed” with the
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adjacent wall surface structure and, additionally provides evidenceto the fact that the

screen of the display monitor can never have or form a continuous plane or unbroken

surface*' with the adjacent wall surface structure, but can only form a surfacethatis
offset therefrom or "substantially flushed”, in light of the Owner's instant disclosure.

As asserted above, The term “contiguous”is defined as “being in actual contact:

touching along a boundary orat a point” or “touching or connected throughoutin.an

unbroken sequence™”. Since Ownerdiscloses that the screen of the display monitor

can never have or form a continuous plane or unbroken surface‘? with the adjacent wall

surface structure, but can only form a surfacethatis offset therefrom or "substantially

flushed”, the term “substantially contiguous” can only be “not wholly in actual contact:

touching along a boundary orat a point” or offset therefrom not “touching or connected

throughout in an unbroken sequence”,

Therefore, the term “substantially contiguous” can only be deemedas “not wholly

in actual contact : touching along a boundary orat a point” or a surfacethatis offset

therefrom or "substantially flushed”, since the Ownerhasfurther not explicitly defined

the term “contiguous” or any embodimentof the instant Patent having a video screen of

each video display monitor being substantially contiguous with an exterior surface of

the transitional segment, only to an embodimentof a video screen of each video display

monitor being substantially flushed or a surface that is offset from an exterior 

“'“flush." Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush>
“? “contiguous." Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/contiguous>
* “flush.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www. merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush>
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surface ofthe transitional segment (see explanation above). Furthermore, any other

interpretation of the term “substantially contiguous” not being “not wholly in actual

contact : touching along a boundary orat a point” or “a surface that is offset therefrom”

or "substantially flushed” would be deemed new matter since there is no explicit

disclosure to any other embodiment.

In that light, screen of the monitor being substantially flushed or substantially

contiguous with the adjacent wall surface structure/exterior surface ofa transitional

segmentis knownin the art. Mooreet al., for example, teaches a screen of a monitor

being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure as being an

equivalent structure in the art (column7, lines 41-44). Moreover, since the screen of the

monitor is flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure, the video display monitor

would additionally have to be “not wholly in actual contact with; or touching along a

44 or “substantially contiguous’ with an exterior surface of the wall .boundary or at a point

segment, as set forth above. Furthermore, since the screen of the monitoris flushed or

forming a continuousplane or unbroken surface*° with the adjacent wall, by shear

definition the video display monitor/screen would have no protuberances. Mooreetal.

further teaches such a configuration provides a means to compensate for wall thickness

or, the availability of space beyond the surfaceof the wall (column 7,lines 44-47).

“4 "contiguous." Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/contiguous>

*° “flush.” Merriam-WebsterOnlineDictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
ghttp:/www. merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush>
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Likewise, video display monitors being each enclosed within an enclosure is

knownin the art. Moore etal., for example, teach a video monitor system (see Figures

1, 2) which may havea plurality of monitors (column 7, lines 59-63) with each video

display monitors being enclosed within an enclosure (frame members 162, 163, 165,

etc. combination; column6, lines 58-66; see Figures 1, 2). Moore et al. further teaches

such a configuration provides a meansto facilitate removalof the monitor for repair
and/or service any elements of the monitor (column 2, lines 33-38; column 7; lines 32-

40), thereby increasing the ease of operational maintenance of the monitors.

It would have beenobviousto one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention was made to modify the train car wall/ceiling junction and the mounting and

screen direction orientation of the monitors of Maekawaetal. with each of the monitors

being mounted within the transitional wall portion at the junction of the sidewall and

ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats of Amano et al. in order
to present a meansto provide the offering place for information in transportation

equipmentbeing used moreeffectively and sharpnessbeing obtained, thereby

increasing the information offering ability to passengers. Similarly, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention was madeto modify

the short messages of Maekawa et al. with the series of short messages comprising
advertising content of Amano et al. in order to provide a means to reduce management
time as well as strengthening the powerof information provided due to “promptness”

and “newness”.
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Likewise,it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time
of the invention was made to modify each of the video display monitors of Maekawaet

al. in view of Amanoetal. with each of the video display monitors being enclosed within

an enclosure of Mooreetal. in order to provide a meansto facilitate removal of the

monitor for repair and/or service any elements of the monitor, thereby increasing the

ease of operational maintenanceof the monitors.

Moreover, it would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art at the time

of the invention was made to modify the monitor being projecting slightly beyond the

adjacentwall surface structure of the car of Maekawaetal. in view of Amanoetal. with

the screen of the monitor being substantially flushed, substantially contiguous orflushed

with the adjacent wall surface structure of Mooreet al. in order to provide a meansto

compensate for wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface of the

wall. In addition, because these two monitor/wall configurations were art recognized

equivalents at the time the invention was made,oneofordinary skill in the art would

have foundit obvious to substitute a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed,
substantially contiguous or flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure for a monitor

being projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure.

In addition, the examinerasserts that applying a known technique to a known

device ready for improvement would yield predictable results. That is, it would have

been recognized by oneof ordinary skill in the art that applying the known technique

taught by Mooreetal. to the subway car of Maekawaetal. in view of Amanoetal.

would have yielded predicable results and resulted in an improved system, namely, a
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screen of the monitor being substantially flushed, substantially contiguous or flushed

with the adjacent wall surface structure for a monitor being projecting slightly beyond

the adjacent wall surface structure in Maekawaetal. in view of Amanoetal. to provide

a meansto compensatefor wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the

surfaceof the wall.

Similarly, the examiner asserts that simple substitution of one known elementfor
another would obtain predictable results. That is, the substitution of one known element

(a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed, substantially contiguous or flushed

with the adjacent wall surface structure as shownin Mooreetal.) for another (a monitor

being projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure as shown in Moore
et al., Maekawaet al. and Amanoet al.) would have been obviousto one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time of the invention since the substitution of a screen of the

monitor being substantially flushed, substantially contiguous orflushed with the adjacent

wall surface structure in Maekawaetal. in view of Amanoetal. would have yielded

predictable results, namely, providing a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed, substantially contiguousor flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure in

Maekawaetal. in view of Amanoetal. to provide a means to compensatefor wall

thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surfaceof the wall.

Furthermore, the examiner asserts use of known technique to improve similar

"devices in the same wayis obviousto oneofordinary skill in the art. That is, the manner

of enhancing a particular device (providing a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed, substantially contiguous orflushed with the adjacent wall surface structure) was
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madepart of the ordinary capabilities of one skilled in the art based uponthe teaching

of such improvementin Mooreet al. Accordingly, one of ordinary skill in the art would

have been capable of applying this known “improvement” technique in the same

mannerto the prior art subway car of Maekawaetal. in view of Amanoetal. and the

results would have beenpredictable to one of ordinary skill in the art, namely, one

skilled in the art would have readily recognized that providing a screen of the monitor

being substantially flushed, substantially contiguous or flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure in Maekawaetal. in view of Amanoetal. would positively provide a

means to compensatefor wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface

of the wall.

Issue 17

27. Claims 15-18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Shinagawaet al (Japanese. Publication No. JP 04-160991 A) in view of Amanoetal.
(Japanese. Publication No. JP 02-23985 A) and Mooreet al. (U.S. Patent No.

3,480,727).

With respect to thelimitation of claim 15, Shinagawaetal. discloses

A subwaycar for masstransportation

As shownin Figure 4, Shinagawaetal. discloses a car bodyofan electric train in

which informationis displayed during transit (car of a train; page 619, column 1).
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including longitudinal opposed sidewalls that further comprise a segment
and a ceiling adjoining the sidewalls with the segment disposedat the
junction of the sidewall and theceiling,

In addition, Shinagawaetal. discloses the train car including a pair of longitudinal

opposed sidewalls (see Figure 4) with each sidewall having a top wall portion at the

junction between sidewall and ceilingin Figure 4. Also, as is evidenced by the
- disclosure on page 621, the information signal display device (21-2n; page 621, column

1; see Figures 1, 4) is positioned on the sidewalls of the train car. Moreover, Shinagawa _-

et al. discloses the sidewalls meeting the transitional segmentof the ceiling with the
transitional segment disposedat the junction of the sidewall and the ceiling (see Figure

4). Similarly, Shinagawaetal. discloses a top portion of the train car which is

consideredto be the ceiling whichis right next to and connected to the sidewalls ,

accordingly (see Figure 4).

the subwaycarfurther comprising: a video display system comprising: a
plurality of video display monitors each having a video screen; and a video
signal source unit operatively connected to said video display monitors;

Shinagawaetal. clearly discloses a video display system, in Figure 1, including a

plurality of video display monitors (21-2n; page 621, column 1; see Figures 1, 4) with

each having a video screen (display) as well as a video signal source unit (see Figure

1) operatively connectedto said video display monitors (21-2n; page 621, column1;

see Figures1, 4).

wherein said video display monitors are spaced along the length of the car
on opposing sides of the subway.
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Furthermore, Shinagawaetal. discloses the monitors (21-2n; page 621, column

1; see Figures 1, 4) being positioned in the middle of the length of each sidewall

opposite each other (see Figure 4) with the monitors (21-2n; page 621, column 1; see

Figures 1, 4) specifically being disposed on the sidewall of the train car (page 621,

column 1, paragraph 3; see Figures 1, 4).

With respectto the limitation of claim 17, Shinagawaetal. discloses

wherein the video signal source unit is configured to display a series of

short messagesin sequenceonsaid plurality of video display monitors.

Shinagawaetal. explicitly discloses the video signal source unit (see Figure 1)

providing information (guide information; page 619) to the monitors (21-2n; page 621,

column 1; see Figures1, 4).

Shinagawaetal. disclosesall of the limitations of-the claimed invention, as

previously set forth, except for specifically calling for the transitional segmentwall
portion being part of the sidewalls; each of the monitors being disposed/mounted within

the transitional wall portion at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling such that the video

screen of the respective video display monitor is substantially contiguous with the

adjacent surface structureof the transitional wall portion and being directed obliquely

downwardly toward the car seats; an external surface of the longitudinal opposed

sidewall, the exterior surface of said transitional segment and an external surface of the

ceiling comprising a blended contour; the screen of the monitor being substantially

flushedorflushed with the adjacent wall surface structure instead of the monitor being

projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure; the series of short

1
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messages comprising advertising content with the advertising content providing an

additional source of revenuefor the operatorof the subwaycar; and the video display

monitors being each enclosed within an enclosure.

However,the transitional segment being part of the sidewalls and each of the

monitors being mounted within the transitional wall portion at the junction of the sidewall

and ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats is knownin theart.

Amanoetal., for example, teaches each of the monitors being mounted within the

transitional wall portion at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling (see Figures 4-6) and

directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats (see Figures 4-6). Such an

arrangementof the monitors (information signal display device 8a-8n; see Figures 2, 4-

6) being disposed within the top-curved region portion betweentheceiling and sidewall

(see Figures 4-6) would blend or combine the monitors into an integrated whole*® with
the sidewall and the top curved portion/transitional wall portion at the junction between

sidewall in order to allow the portion of the monitor (8) lying in the top curved
portion/transitional wail portion to be directed/inclined downward towardsthe seat of the

train car at an angle not including 90, 180 or 270 degrees(i.e. obliquely; see Figure 2)

so that each video screen (display) is readily visible to passengersin the train car.

Similarly, such an arrangement of the monitors (information signal display device 8a-8n)
being disposed/mounted within the top-curved region portion betweenthe ceiling and

sidewall (see Figures 4-6) would make each monitor (8) be offset from of the surface of

the sidewall facing the interior of the subwaycarto allow the monitor (8) whichis facing
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downward andlying in the top curved portion/transitional wall portion to be

directed/inclined downward towardsthe seatof the train car at an angle not including

90, 180 or 270 degrees(i.e. obliquely: see Figure 2) so that each video screen

(display)is readily visible to passengersin the train car. Furthermore, Amanoetal.

discloses the exposed opposed sidewalls to the interior of the train car, the top curved
portion/transitional wall portion at the junction between sidewall andceiling, and ceiling--

being combinedinto an integrated whole*’ (see Figures 4-6). Amanoetal. further

teaches such a configuration presents a meansto provide the offering place for

information in transportation equipment being used more effectively and sharpness

being obtained, thereby increasing the information offering ability to passengers

(English translation Abstract).

Similarly, a series of short messages comprising advertising content with the

advertising content providing an additional source of revenue for the operator of the

subway Caris known in the art. Amanoetal., for example, teachesthe video signal
sourceunit (display information signal transmitter 7) providing advertising content

(nonroutine information; advertisements; cultural information, event information, theme

park information, etc.; Abstract; pages 651, 653) to the monitors (information signal

display device 8a-8n). Amanoetal. further teaches such a configuration provides a

means to reduce managementtime as well as strengthening the powerof information

provided due to “promptness” and “newness”(page 653).

 

“8 "blend." Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10) April 2012
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With respectto the limitation of “with the video screen of each video display

monitor being substantially contiquouswith an exterior surface of said transitional

segment’of claim 15, the examiner can find no explicit disclosure to each video display

monitor being “substantially contiguous”or “contiguous” with an exterior surface of the

transitional segmentwithin the instant specification. The term “contiguous”is defined as

“being in actual contact: touching along a boundary or at a point” or “touching-or
connected throughout in an unbroken sequence”™®. The examinerlooksto the instant

Patent specification to ascertain which definition would be comparable to the Owner’s

instant Patent disclosure.

As asserted above, the instant Patent specification discloses

An alternative embodimentis illustrated in FIG. 4A, a view similar to that of FIG.
4. In this alternative embodiment, CRT video monitor 22 is replaced with.an LCD-
based video monitor 22A whichis ofthin, rectangular cross-section, and
occupies less spaceinthe ceiling structure of the car. Accordingly, it can be
moved towards the ceiling so that its viewing screen is substantially flush with or
even behindthe light panel 40. This use of an LCD-based monitor gives a better
aesthetic appearanceto the inside of the subway car as a whole, as well as
improving the display performance by minimizing the interference effects, as
previously discussed.(Page5,lines 35-46).

Similarly, the instant Patent specification discloses

The screens are preferably covered with a rigid transparentunit, e.g. of
polycarbonate, shapedto coincide with the shapeofthe internal wall ofthe
subwaycarat the location of mounting. For example, when the monitoris
mountedat the junction of the wall and ceiling of the subwaycar, where there is’
commonly provided a concavely curved segmentof intemal wall_the
transparentcoverunit is suitably similarly concavely curved, so that it can
be mounted as a continuum with the internal walls and blended to contours 

 

” “blend.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
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thereof, with the monitor mounted behindit. (Column3, line64 — column 4,
line 8; see Figure 6) and;

An alternative arrangementis shownin FIG. 6. Here the polycarbonate shield
44 is convexly curved, andis disposedfurther forward from the monitor screen
44. The shield 44 now blends with forward facing part 48 the exterior skin
and bodystructure 34, to provide a perhaps more aesthetically appealing
arrangement. (Column5,lines 57-62) -

Again, as asserted above, the

“CRTvideo monitoris replaced with an LCD-based video monitor 22A whichis of
thin, rectangular cross-section, and occupies less spacein the ceiling structure of
the car’. .

In Figure 4A above, Ownerexplicitly discloses the monitor 22A being behind the
light panel 40 (see Figure 4A above). Owneralludes to the monitor 22A being

“substantially flush”, however, neverprovides explicit disclosure of the embodiment.

Moreover, after further examination of Figure 4A, the actual viewing screen of the

monitor 22A can never really be flush with the light panel since the screen of the
monitor 22Ais further behind the transport screen 44A of the appropriately shaped
enclosure 42A,hencethere is an actual space and/or distance betweenthe actual

viewing screen of the monitor 22A andthe transport screen 44A ofthe appropriately

shaped enclosure 42A. Furthermore, Ownernever defines the term “flushed” and only
alludesto the disclosure of “substantially flushed”in light of Figure 4A. Figure 4A clearly

does not show the embodimentof the screen being “substantially flushed” with the

adjacent wall surface structure and, additionally provides evidence to the fact that the

screen of the display monitor can never have or form a continuous plane or unbroken
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surface’? with the adjacent wall surface structure, but can only form a surfacethatis

offset therefrom or "substantially flushed”, in light of the Owner's instant disclosure.
As asserted above, The term “contiguous” is defined as “beingin actualcontact:

touching along a boundary orat a point” or “touching or connected throughoutin an

unbroken sequence””°. Since Ownerdisclosesthat the screen of the display monitor

.can never have or form a continuous plane or unbroken surface*! with the adjacent wall

surface structure, but can only form a surfacethat is offset therefrom or "substantially 

flushed”, the term “substantially contiguous” can only be “not wholly in actual contact:

touching along a boundary orat a point”or offset therefrom not “touching or connected

throughout in an unbroken sequence’.

Therefore, the term “substantially contiguous” can only be deemed as “not wholly .

in actual contact : touching along a boundary orat a point” or a surfacethatis offset

therefrom or "substantially flushed”, since the Ownerhasfurther not explicitly defined

the term “contiguous” or any embodimentof the instant Patent having a video screen of

each video display monitor being substantially contiquouswith an exterior surface of
the transitional segment, only to an embodiment of a video screen of each video display

monitor being substantially flushed or a surface that is offset from an exterior

surface ofthe transitional segment (see explanation above). Furthermore, any other

interpretation of the term “substantially contiguous” not being “not wholly in actual

®“flush.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://;www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush>
%° “contiguous.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/contiguous>
*' “flush.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush>
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contact : touching along a boundary or at a point”or “a surface thatis offset therefrom”
or "substantially flushed” would be deemed new mattersince there is no explicit

disclosure to any other embodiment.

"In that light, screen of the monitor being substantially flushed or substantially

contiguous with the adjacent wall surface structure/exterior surface ofa transitional

segmentis knownin the art. Moore et al., for example, teaches a screen of a monitor

being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure as being an

equivalent structure in the art (column7, lines 41-44). Moreover, since the screen of the

monitor isflushed with the adjacent wall surface structure, the video display monitor

would additionally have to be “not wholly in actual contact with; or touching along a

"°? or “substantially contiguous with an exterior surface of the wallboundary orat a point

segment, as set forth above. Furthermore, since the screen of the monitoris flushed or

forming a continuous plane or unbroken surface®with the adjacentwail, by shear
definition the video display monitor/screen would have no protuberances. Mooreetal.

further teaches such a configuration provides a meansto compensate for wall thickness

or, the availability of space beyond the surface of the wall (column7,lines 44-47).

Likewise, video display monitors being each enclosed within an enclosureis

knownin the art. Mooreetal., for example, teaches a video monitor system (see

Figures 1, 2) which may havea plurality of monitors (column 7, lines 59-63) with each

°? "contiguous." Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-WebsterOnline. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/contiguous>

°3 “flush.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
shittp:/Awww. merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush>
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video display monitors being enclosed within an enclosure (frame members 162, 163,

165, etc. combination; column6,lines 58-66; see Figures 1, 2). Mooreetal. further

teaches such a configuration provides a meanstofacilitate removal of the monitorfor

- repair and/or service any elements of the monitor (column2, lines 33-38; column7,

lines 32-40), thereby increasing the ease of operational maintenance of the monitors.

It would have been obviousto oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention was made to modify the train car wall/ceiling junction and the mounting and

screen direction orientation of the monitors of Shinagawaetal. with each of the

monitors being mounted within the transitional wall portion at the junction of the sidewall

and ceiling and directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats of Amanoetal. in

order to present a meansto provide the offering place for information in transportation

equipment being used moreeffectively and sharpness being obtained, thereby

increasing the information offering ability to passengers. Similarly, it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention was made to modify

the short messages of Shinagawaetal. with the series of short messages comprising

advertising content of Amanoetal. in order to provide a means to reduce management

time as well as strengthening the powerof information provided due to “promptness”

and “newness’.

Likewise,it would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art at the time

of the invention was made to modify each ofthe video display monitors of Shinagawa et

al. in view of Amanoetal. with eachof the video display monitors being enclosed within
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an enclosure of Mooreetal. in order to provide a meanstofacilitate removal of the

monitor for repair and/or service any elements of the monitor, thereby increasing the

ease of operational maintenance of the monitors.

Similarly, it would have been obviousto oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time

of the invention was madeto modify the monitor being projecting slightly beyond the

adjacentwall surface structure of the car of Shinagawaetal. in view of Amanoetal.

with the screenof the monitor being substantially flushed, substantially contiguous or

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of Mooreetal. in order to provide a

means to compensateforwall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the surface

of the wall. In addition, because these two monitor/wall configurations were art

recognized equivalents at the time the invention was made,one of ordinary skill in the

art would have foundit obvious to substitute a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed or flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure for a monitor being projecting

slightly beyond the adjacentwall surface structure.

In addition, the examinerasserts that applying a known technique to a known

device ready for improvement would yield predictable results. That is, it would have
been recognized by oneofordinary skill in the art that applying the known technique

taught by Mooreetal. to the subway car of Shinagawaetal. in view of Amanoetal.

would haveyielded predicable results and resulted in an improved system, namely,a

screen of the monitor being substantially flushed, substantially contiguousorflushed

with the adjacent wall surface structure for a monitor being projecting slightly beyond

the adjacentwall surface structure in Shinagawaetal. in view of Amanoet al. to provide
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a meansto compensatefor wall thicknessor, the availability of space beyond the

surface of the wall.

Likewise, the examinerasserts that simple substitution of one known elementfor

another would obtain predictable results. That is, the substitution of one known element

(a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed, substantially contiguousor flushed

with the adjacent wall surface structure as shownin Mooreetal.) for another (a monitor.

being projecting slightly beyond the adjacent wall surface structure as shown in Moore

et al. and Amanoetal.) would have been obviousto oneofordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention since the substitution of a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed, substantially contiguousorflushed with the adjacent wall surface structure in

Shinagawaetal. in view of Amanoetal. would have yielded predictable results, namely,

providing a screen of the monitor being substantially flushed, substantially contiguous or

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure in Shinagawaetal. in view of Amanoet

al. to provide a means to compensatefor wall thicknessor, the availability of space

beyond the surfaceof the wall.

Furthermore, the examiner asserts use of knowntechniqueto improve similar

devices in the same wayis obviousto oneofordinary skill in the art. That is, the manner

of enhancing a particular device (providing a screen of the monitor being substantially

flushed, substantially contiguousorflushed with the adjacent wall surface structure) was

made part of the ordinary capabilities of one skilled in the art based upon the teaching

of such improvementin Mooreet al. Accordingly, one of ordinary skill in the art would

have been capable of applying this known “improvement” technique in the same
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mannerto the prior art subwaycar of Shinagawaetal. in view of Amanoet al. and the

results would have been predictable to one of ordinary skill in the art, namely, one

skilled in the art would have readily recognized that providing a screen of the monitor

being substantially flushed, substantially contiguous or flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure in Shinagawaetal. in view of Amano et al. would positively provide a
means to compensate for wall thicknessor,-the availability of space beyond the surface

of the wall.

Issue 18: Claim Objections

28. Claims 19 and 20 are objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base

claim, but would be allowable if rewritten in independentform includingall of the
limitations of the base claim and anyintervening claims.

The following is a statement of reasonsfor the indication of allowable subject

matter: Amano et al. discloses a panel disposedonthetransitional segment disposed
adjacent the ceiling a respective sidewall that displays advertising material to riders of

the train car. However,indication of allowable subject matter of claims 19 and 20 are

indicated because noneofthe prior art of record teachesorfairly suggests teaches a

subwaycar, with all of the limitations of independent claim 19, particularly at least the |

limitations of “a backlit panel disposed onthe transitional segment disposed adjacent

the ceiling a respective sidewall” in combination with the apparatuslimitations as set

forth in the claims. The otherclaim, 20,is indicated as allowable subject at least
becauseit depend from is indicated as an allowable subject dependentclaim.
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REMARKS

Owners Arguments

Issue 1; Rejections under 35 under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) by Minesaki

29. With respect to Owners reply/argumentthat Minesakifails to expressly or

inherently describe “each of said monitor being mountedat the junction of the sidewall

and ceiling”, the examiner respectfully disagrees. As Owner has noted, Minesaki

discloses

This information transmission display part J may also be formed on the sidewall
of the train car (page 590, right upper most column).

Minesakifurther discloses such a configuration in the annotated Figure 2, as shown

below

Ceiling Junction Fig 4

 Sidewall
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In the annotated Figure 2 above, Minesakiillustrates a ceiling portion, a sidewall

portion, and a junction portion between the respective sidewall and ceiling portions (see

above). In addition, the monitor (information transmission display part J) is clearly
partially mounted and disposedin the junction portion between the respective sidewall

and ceiling portions. Therefore, Minesakifully meets “each of said monitor being

mountedat.the junction of the sidewall and ceiling” given its broadest reasonable

interpretation.

30. With respect to Owners reply/argument that Minesakifails to expressly or

inherently describe “with the screen of the monitor substantially flushed with the

adjacent wall surface structure of the car’, the examiner respectfully disagrees.

Although the claims are interpretedin light of the specification, limitations from the

specification are not read into the claims. See /n re Van Geuns, 988 F.2d 1181, 26

USPQ2d 1057 (Fed. Cir. 1993).
| In that regard, it is improperto import claim limitations from the specification.

“Although claims of issued patents are interpretedin light of the specification,
prosecution history, prior art and otherclaims,this is not the mode of claim

interpretation to be applied during examination. During examination, the claims must be

interpreted as broadlyas their terms reasonably allow” (see MPEP § 2111). “Though

understanding the claim language maybe aided by explanations contained in the

written description, it is important not to import into a claim limitations that are not part of

the claim. For example, a particular embodiment appearing in the written description
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may not be read into a claim whenthe claim languageis broader than the embodiment”

(again see MPEP § 2111).

Asassertedin the previous Office action

(T)he term “substantially”is often used in conjunction with another term to
describe a particular characteristic of the claimed invention.It is a broad term.
(See MPEP 2173.05).

Therecitation to. “flush” is modified by the term “substantially” which essentially

broadensthe recitation of “flush”. The term “flush” is examined as “forming a continuous |

plane or unbroken surface.”™ The limitation of “substantially flushed” recites the screen
of the monitor not forming a continuous plane or unbroken surface, but to the screen not

wholly forming a continuous plane or unbroken Surface with the adjacent wall surface
structure. Owner discloses

An alternative embodimentis illustrated in FIG. 4A, a view similar to that of FIG.
4. In this alternative embodiment, CRT video monitor 22 is replaced with an LCD-
based video monitor 22A whichis of thin, rectangular cross-section, and
occupies less spacein the ceiling structure of the car. Accordingly, it can be
moved towardsthe ceiling so that its viewing screen is substantially flush with or
even behind the light panel 40. This use of an LCD-based monitor gives a better
aesthetic appearance to the inside of the subway car as a whole, as well as
improving the display performance by minimizing the interference effects, as
previously discussed.(Page5,lines 35-46)

Included below is Figure 4A.

* “flush.” Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush>
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As asserted above, the

“CRTvideo monitoris replaced with an LCD-based video monitor 22A which is of
thin, rectangular cross-section, and occupies less space in the ceiling structure of
the car’.

In Figure 4A, Ownerexplicitly discloses the monitor 22A being behindthe light panel 40

(see Figure 4A above). Owneralludes to the monitor 22A being “substantially flush”,

however, neverprovides explicit disclosure of the embodiment. Moreover, after further

examination of Figure 4A, the actual viewing screen of the monitor 22A can neverreally

be flush with the light panel since the screen of the monitor 22A is further behind the 

transport screen 44Aof the appropriately shaped enclosure 42A, hence there is an
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actual space and/or distance betweenthe actual viewing screen of the monitor 22A and

the transport screen 44A of the appropriately shaped enclosure 42A. Furthermore,

Ownerneverdefines the term “flushed” and only alludes to the disclosure of

“substantially flushed”in light of Figure 4A. Figure 4A clearly does not show the

embodimentof the screen being “substantially flushed” with the adjacent wall surface

structure and, additionally provides evidenceto the fact that screen of the display
monitor can never form a continuous plane or unbroken surface with the adjacentwall

surface structure, but can only form a surfacethatis offset therefrom or "substantially

flushed”,in light of the Owner's instant disclosure.

In thatlight, Minesakiclearly discloses a “liquid crystal panel’, J, being formed on

the sidewall 9 and sucha “liquid crystal panel” would havea low profile, as shown

above. A “liquid crystal panel" would neverbe really flush with the sidewall, however,

the “liquid crystal panel”, J, would be “substantially flush”, or offset therefrom, in light of

the instant Owner’s disclosure. Therefore, Minesakiclearly discloses “the screen of the

monitor (being) substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car”
given its broadest reasonable interpretation.

31. With respect to Owners reply/argument that Minesaki fails to expressly or

inherently describe “the screen of the monitor... (is) directed obliquely downward toward

the car seats”, the examiner respectfully disagrees. The Ownerfurther argues that the

recitation to “the screen of the monitor...(is) directed obliquely downward toward the car

seats” does not includeprior art in which “only portions of the screen of the monitor are

directed obliquely downwardly”.It is noted that the features upon which applicantrelies
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(i.e. the total screen of the monitor being directed obliquely downward toward the car

seats) are not recited in the rejected claim(s). Although the claims are interpretedin light

of the specification, limitations from the specification are not read into the claims. See

In re Van Geuns, 988 F.2d 1181, 26 USPQ2d 1057 (Fed. Cir. 1993).

In that regard, it is improperto import claim limitations from the specification.

“Although claims of issued patents are interpreted in light of the specification,

prosecution history, prior art and otherclaims,this is not the mode of claim

interpretation to be applied during examination. During examination, the claims must be

interpreted as broadly as their terms reasonably allow” (see MPEP § 2111). “Though

understanding the claim language maybe aided by explanations containedin the

written description, it is important not to import into a claim limitations that are not part of

the claim. For example, a particular embodiment appearing in the written description

may notbe read into a claim whenthe claim language is broader than the embodiment”

(again see MPEP§ 2111).

It is asserted by the examiner that Owner has concededthat

“Patent Owneradmits that the information transmission display parts J of
Minesaki appear curved with the top portion seemingly directed obliquely
downwardly...” (page 8, lines 18-19).

Minesaki clearly discloses portions of the screen of the monitor J being directed
obliquely downward toward the car seats, as is evidenced by Figure 2. Therefore, since

portions of the monitor screen of Minesaki are directed obliquely downward toward the

car seats, Minesaki fully meets “the screen of the monitor...(is) directed obliquely

downward toward the car seats”given its broadest reasonableinterpretation.
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Issue 2: Rejections under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) by Amanoetal

32. With respect to Owners reply/argumentthat Amanoetal. fails to expressly or

inherently describe “with the screen of the monitor substantially flushed with the

adjacent wall surface structureof the car”, the examiner respectfully disagrees.

Although the claims are interpretedin light of the specification, limitations from the -..

specification are not read into the claims. See /n re Van Geuns, 988 F.2d 1181, 26

USPQ2d 1057(Fed. Cir. 1993). .

In that regard, it is improper to import claim limitations from the specification.

“Although claims of issued patents are interpretedin light of the specification,

prosecution history, prior art and other claims, this is not the mode of claim

interpretation to be applied during examination. During examination, the claims must be

interpreted as broadly astheir terms reasonably allow” (see MPEP § 2111). “Though

understanding the claim language maybe aided by explanations contained in the

written description,it is important not to import into a claim limitations that are not part of

the claim. For example, a particular embodiment appearing in the written description

maynot be read into a claim whenthe claim language is broader than the embodiment”

(again see MPEP § 2111).

Asasserted in the previous Office action

(T)he term “substantially” is often used in conjunction with another term to
describe a particular characteristic of the claimed invention. It is a broad term.
(See MPEP 2173.05).
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The recitation to “flush” is modified by the term “substantially” which essentially

broadenstherecitation of “flush”. The term “flush” is examined as “forming a continuous

plane or unbroken surface.”Thelimitation of “substantially flushed”recites the screen

of the monitor not forming a continuous plane or unbroken surface, but to the screen not

wholly forming a continuous plane or unbroken surface with the adjacent wall surface

structure. Ownerdiscloses |

Analternative embodimentis illustrated in FIG. 4A, a view similar to that of FIG.
4. In this alternative embodiment, CRT video monitor 22 is replaced with an LCD-
based video monitor 22A whichis of thin, rectangular cross-section, and
occupies less spacein the ceiling structure of the car. Accordingly, it can be
moved towardsthe ceiling so that its viewing screen is substantially flush with or
even behindthe light panel 40. This use of an LCD-based monitor gives a better
aesthetic appearanceto the inside of the subway car as a whole, as well as
improving the display performance by minimizing the interference effects, as
previously discussed.(Page5,lines 35-46)

‘Included below is Figure 4A.

% flush." Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush>
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As asserted above, the

“CRT video monitor is replaced with an LCD-based video monitor 22A whichis of
thin, rectangular cross-section, and occupies less spacein the ceiling structure of
the car’.

In Figure 4A, Ownerexplicitly discloses the monitor 22A being behind the light panel 40

(see Figure 4A above). Owner alludes to the monitor 22A being “substantially flush’,

however, never provides explicit disclosure of the embodiment. Moreover, after further

examination of Figure 4A,the actual viewing screen of the monitor 22A can neverreally

beflush with the light panel since the screen of the monitor 22Ais further behind the

transport screen 44A of the appropriately shaped enclosure 42A, hence there is an
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actual space and/or distance betweenthe actual viewing screen of the monitor 22A and

the transport screen 44A of the appropriately shaped enclosure 42A. Furthermore,

Ownerneverdefines the term “flushed” and only alludes to the disclosure of

“substantially flushed”in light of Figure 4A. Figure 4A clearly does not show the

embodimentof the screen being “substantially flushed” with the adjacent wall surface

structure and, additionally provides evidence to the fact that screenof the display

monitor can never form a continuous plane or unbroken surface with the adjacent wall

surface structure, but can only form a surfacethatis offset therefrom or "substantially

flushed”, in light of the Owner's instant disclosure.
In that light, Amanoetal. clearly discloses “information signal devices 8a-8n”

being formed onthe transitional portion of the sidewalls, as shownin Figures 4, 5 and 6.

The “information signal devices 8a-8n” would neverbereally flush with the sidewall,

however, the “information signal devices 8a-8n” would be “substantially flush”, or offset

therefrom, in light of the instant Owner's disclosure. Therefore, Amanoetal. clearly

discloses “the screen of the monitor (being) substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure of the car” given its broadest reasonableinterpretation.

Issue 3: Rejections under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Maekawaet al. in view of Amanoetal 

33. With respect to Ownersreply/argument that Maekawaetal. fails to tech or

suggest “the screen of the monitor(is) substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure of the car”, the examiner respectfully disagrees. Although the claims
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are interpretedin light of the specification, limitations from the specification are not read

into the claims. See /n re Van Geuns, 988 F.2d 1181, 26 USPQ2d 1057 (Fed.Cir.

1993).

In that regard, it is improperto import claim limitations from the specification.
“Although claims of issued patents are interpreted in light of the specification,

prosecution. history, prior art and otherclaims,this is not the modeof claim

interpretation to be applied during examination. During examination, the claims must be

interpreted as broadly as their terms reasonably allow” (see MPEP § 2111). “Though -

understanding the claim language may be aided by explanations contained in the

written description, it is important not to import into a claim limitations that are not part of

the claim. For example, a particular embodiment appearing inthe written description

may not be read into a claim whenthe claim language is broader than the embodiment”
(again see MPEP§ 211 1),

Asasserted in the previous Office action

(T)he term “substantially” is often used in conjunction with another term to
describe a particular characteristic of the claimed invention. It is a broad term.

’ (See MPEP 2173.05).

Therecitation to “flush” is modified by the term “substantially” which essentially

broadenstherecitation of “flush”. The term “flush” is examined as “forming a continuous

planeor unbroken surface.”°© Thelimitation of “substantially flushed” recites the screen
of the monitor not forming a continuous plane or unbroken surface, but to the screen not

°® “flush." Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush>
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wholly forming a continuous plane or unbroken surface with the adjacent wall surface

structure. Ownerdiscloses

An alternative embodimentis illustrated in FIG. 4A, a view similar to that of FIG.
4. In this alternative embodiment, CRT video monitor 22 is replaced with an LCD-
based video monitor 22A whichis of thin, rectangular cross-section, and’
occupies less spacein the ceiling structure of the car. Accordingly, it can be
movedtowards the ceiling so that its viewing screen is substantially flush with or

even behind the light panel 40, This use of an LCD-based monitor gives a better
aesthetic appearanceto the inside of the subway car as a whole, as well as
improving the display performanceby minimizing the interference effects, as
previously discussed. (Page5,lines 35-46)

 

Included below is Figure 4A.

 
As asserted above, the
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“CRTvideo monitor is replaced with an LCD-based video monitor 22A whichis of
thin, rectangular cross-section, and occupies less spacein the ceiling structure of
the car’.

In Figure 4A, Ownerexplicitly discloses the monitor 22A being behind the light panel 40

(see Figure 4A above). Owneralludes to the monitor 22A being “substantially flush”,

however, neverprovides explicit disclosure of the embodiment. Moreover,after further

examination of Figure 4A, the actual viewing screen of the monitor 22A can neverreally

beflush with the light panel since the screen of the monitor 22Ais further behind the

transport screen 44Aof the appropriately shaped enclosure 42A, hence there is an

actual space and/or distance betweenthe actual viewing screen of the monitor 22A and

the transport screen 44A of the appropriately shaped enclosure 42A. Furthermore,
Ownerneverdefines the term “flushed” and only alludes to the disclosure of

“substantially flushed”in light of Figure 4A. Figure 4A clearly does not show the

embodimentof the screen being “substantially flushed” with the adjacent wall surface

structure and, additionally provides evidence to the fact that screen of the display

monitor can never form a continuous plane or unbroken surface with the adjacent wall

surface structure, but can only form a surface thatis offset therefrom or "substantially

flushed”, in light of the Owner's instant disclosure.

In thatlight, Maekawaetal. clearly discloses the screen (display) of the plurality

of monitor (101-124) being placed onthe sidewall so that each video screen (display)is

readily visible to passengersin the subway Car, as is evidenced by Figure 2. In addition,

Maekawaetal. discloses the plurality of monitor (101-124) being a “liquid crystal panel”

having a low profile (page 738, bottom right portion). A "liquid crystal panel” would never
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be really flush with the sidewall, however, the “liquid crystal panel”, would be

“substantially flush”, or offset therefrom, in light of the instant Owner’s disclosure.

Therefore, Maekawaetal. clearly discloses “the screen of the monitor (being)

substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car’ givenits
broadest reasonable interpretation.

Issue 4: Rejections under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Shinagawaetal. in view of Amanoetal.

With respect to Owners reply/argumentthat Shinagawaetal. fails to teach or |

suggest “the screen of the monitor (is) substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure of the car’, the examiner respectfully agrees. Shinagawa explicitly

discloses

The display devices 21 to 2n are arrangedon the walls flanking the aisles of
eachtrain or above the windowsof the passenger seats at approximately the eye
level of an average adult walking by. (Page 621, bottom left portion)

Shinagawaetal. clearly discloses no particular type of monitor being utilized or even a

pictured profile example of the display devices on the wall (see Figure 4). Therefore, the

examiner deemsthat Shinagawaetal., alone, does not teach or suggest “the screen of

the monitor(is) substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car’,

given its broadest reasonable interpretation. Therefore, the rejection of claim 1 over

Shinagawaetal. in view of Amanoetal. has been withdrawn
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Issue 5: Rejections under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Minesaki in view of Mooreetal.

34. With respect to Owners reply/argument that Minesakifails to expressly or

inherently describe “each of said monitor being mountedat the junction of the sidewall

and ceiling”, the examiner respectfully disagrees. As Ownerhas noted, Minesaki

discloses

This information transmission display part J may also be formed on the sidewall
ofthe train car (page 590, right upper most column).

Minesaki further discloses such a configuration in the annotated Figure 2, as shown
below

Ceiling Junction Fig 4

 Sidewall

In the annotated Figure 2 above, Minesakiillustrates a ceiling portion, a sidewall

portion, and a junction portion between the respective sidewall and ceiling portions (see
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above). In addition, the monitor(information transmission display part J) is clearly

partially mounted and disposed in the junction portion between the respective sidewall

and ceiling portions. Therefore, Minesaki fully meets each of said monitor being

mountedat the junction of the sidewall andceiling “each of said monitor being mounted

at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling” given its broadest reasonableinterpretation.

35. With respect to Owners reply/argument that Minesakifails to expressly or

inherently describe “the screen of the monitor... (is) directed obliquely downward toward

the car seats”, the examinerrespectfully disagrees. The Ownerfurther arguesthat the

recitation to “the screen of the monitor...(is) directed obliquely downward toward the car

seats” does notincludeprior art in which “only portions of the screen of the monitor are

directed obliquely downwardly”.It is noted that the features upon which applicant relies

(i.e. the total screen of the monitor being directed obliquely downward toward the car

seats) are not recited in the rejected claim(s). Although the claims are interpreted in

light of the specification, limitations from the specification are not readinto the claims.

See /n re Van Geuns, 988 F.2d 1181, 26 USPQ2d 1057 (Fed. Cir. 1993).

In that regard, it is improper to import claim limitations from the specification.

“Althoughclaimsof issued patents are interpretedin light of the specification,

prosecution history, prior art and otherclaims, this is not the modeof claim

interpretation to be applied during examination. During examination, the claims must be

interpreted as broadly astheir terms reasonably allow” (see MPEP § 2111). “Though
understanding the claim language maybeaided by explanations containedin the

written description, it is important not to import into a claim limitations that are not part of
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the claim. For example, a particular embodiment appearing in the written description

may not be read into a claim whenthe claim languageis broader than the embodiment”

(again see MPEP § 2111).

It is asserted by the examiner that Owner has concededthat

“Patent Owneradmits that the information transmission display parts J of
Minesaki appearcurvedwith the top portion seemingly directed obliquely
downwardly...” (page 8, lines 18-19). .

Minesakiclearly discloses portion of the screen of the monitor J being directed obliquely

downward toward the car seats, as is evidenced by Figure 2. Therefore, since portions

of the monitor screen of Minesaki are directed obliquely downward toward the carseats,

Minesakifully meets “the screen of the monitor...(is) directed obliquely downward

toward the car seats”given its broadest reasonable interpretation.

Issue 6: Rejections under 35 U.S. C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Amanoetal. in view of Mooreetal. 

36. With respect to Owner's reply/argument that Amanoetal. teaches awayfrom

“the screen monitor (being) substantially flushed with the adjacentwall surface structure

of the car”, the examinerrespectfully disagrees. While Amanoetal. teaches a preferred

embodimentof the screen of the monitor protruding a certain distance from the

transitional portion of the sidewall (see Figures 4-6), disclosed examples and preferred
embodiments do not constitute a teaching away from a broaderdisclosure or non-

preferred embodiments. Furthermore, the examiner can find no teachingto criticize,

discredit or otherwise discouragetrying to make the screen of monitor substantially
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flush with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car (see MPEP § 2123). Therefore,

the examinerasserts that Amanoetal. does not teach away from using a screen
monitorthat is substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of Moore et

al. given its broadest reasonableinterpretation.

37.|Furthermore, in response to Owner's reply/ argumentthat the modifications to

the area near the junction of the sidewall and ceiling of the Amanoetal. train would

render the Amanoetal. train unsatisfactory for its intended purpose because the

storage area would haveto be eliminated entirely or substantially reduced, the test for

obviousnessis not whetherthe features of a secondary reference may be bodily

incorporatedinto the structure of the primary reference: noris it that the claimed

invention must be expressly suggested in any oneorall of the references. Rather, the

test is what the combined teachings of the references would have suggested to those of |

ordinary skill in the art, See /n re Keller, 642 F.2d 413, 208 USPQ 871 (CCPA 1981).
In thatlight, the storage devices of Amanoetal. are permanentstructures of the

train, as is evidenced by Figures 4-6. Specifically, the storage area structures in Figures

5 and 6 are independentof the information signal display devices 8. Similarly, the

storage device in Figure 4 seemsto have a slotted area in which one of ordinary skill in

the art would renderthe information signal display devices 8 as also being independent

from the storage device. Clearly, the modification of the information signal display

devices 8 of Amanoetal. to be “substantially flushed”, as taught by Mooreet al., would

not destroy the functionality of the storage devices of Amanoetal, but instead, provide

even more potential area for storage. Therefore, the examiner asserts that the
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replacementofthe slightly protruding information signal display devices 8 of Amanoet

al. with the “substantially flushed” monitors of Moore et al. would not render Amanoet _

al. unsatisfactory for its intended purpose because Amanoetal. would still provide real-

time information to the usersof the train via the monitors as well as potentially even

more adequate storagefor particular items.

Issue 7: Rejections under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable over

Maekawaetal. in view of Amanoet al. and Mooreetal. 

38. Furthermore, in response to Owner’s reply/ argumentthat the modificationsto

the area nearthe junction of the sidewall and ceiling of the Amanoetal. train would

render the Amanoet al. train unsatisfactory for its intended purpose because the

Storage area would haveto beeliminated entirely or substantially reduced, the test for

obviousnessis not whetherthe features of a secondary reference maybe bodily

incorporated into the structure of the primary reference: noris it that the claimed

invention must be expressly suggestedin any oneorall of the references. Rather, the

test is what the combined teachingsof the references would have suggested to thoseof

ordinary skill in the art. See In re Keller, 642 F.2d 413, 208 USPQ 871 (CCPA 1981).

In thatlight, the storage devices of Amanoetal. are permanentstructures of the

train, as is evidenced by Figures 4-6. Specifically, the storage area structures in Figures
5 and 6are independentof the information signal display devices 8. Similarly, the
Storage device in Figure 4 seems to havea slotted area in which oneofordinary skill in

the art would renderthe information signal display devices 8 as also being independent
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from the storage device. Clearly, the modification of the information signal display

devices 8 of Amanoetal. to be “substantially flushed”, as taught by Mooreet al., would

not destroy the functionality of the storage devices of Amanoetal, but instead, provide

even more potential area for storage. Therefore, the examinerasserts that the

replacementofthe slightly protruding information signal display devices 8 of Amanoet

. al. with the “substantially flushed” monitors of Moore et al. would not render Amanoet

al. unsatisfactory for its intended purpose because Amanoetal. would still provide real-

time informationto the users of the train via the monitors as well as potentially even

more adequate storage for particular items.
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Conclusion

THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL.

A shortened statutory period for responseto this action is set to expire TWO(2)

MONTHSfrom the mailing date ofthis action.

Extensionsof time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) do not apply in reexamination

proceedings. The provisions of 37 CFR 1.136 applyonly to "an applicant" and not to

parties in a reexamination proceeding. Further, in 35 U.S.C. 305 and in 37 CFR

1.550(a), it is required that reexamination proceedings "will be conducted with special

dispatch within the Office."

Extensions of time in reexamination proceedings are provided for in 37

CFR 1.550(c). A request for extension of time must be filed on or before the day on

which a responseto this action is due, and it must be accompanied bythe petition fee

set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(g). The merefiling of a request will not effect any extension of

time. An extension oftime will be granted only for sufficient cause, and for a reasonable

time specified.

Thefiling of a timely first responseto this final rejection will be construed as

including a request to extend the shortened statutory period for an additional month,

which will be granted evenif previous extensions have been granted. In no event

however,will the statutory period for response expire later than SIX MONTHSfrom the

mailing date of the final action. See MPEP § 2265.

The patent owneris reminded of the continuing responsibility under 37 CFR

1.565(a), to apprise the Office of anylitigation activity, or other prior or concurrent
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proceeding, involving Patent No. 6,700,602 throughout the course of this reexamination

proceeding. See MPEP §§ 2207, 2282 and 2286.

All correspondencerelating to this ex parte reexamination proceeding should be

directed:

By Mail to: Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Central Reexamination Unit

Commissionerfor Patents

United States Patent & Trademark Office
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

By FAX to: (571) 273-9900
Central Reexamination Unit

By hand: CustomerService Window
Randolph Building
401 DulanyStreet
Alexandria, VA 22314

By EFS-Web:

Registered users of EFS-Web mayalternatively submit such correspondencevia
the electronicfiling system EFS-Web,at

https ://efs.uspto.gov/efile/myportal/efs-registered

EFS-Weboffers the benefit of quick submission to the particular area of the
Office that needs to act on the correspondence. Also, EFS-Web submissionsare "soft
scanned"(i.e., electronically uploaded)directly into the official file for the reexamination
proceeding, whichoffers parties the opportunity to review the content of their
submissionsafter the "soft scanning” process is complete.
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Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

Reexamination Legal Advisor or Examiner, or as to the statusof this proceeding, should

be directed to the CentralReexamination Unit at telephone number(571) 272-7705.

/Stephen J Ralis/
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3992

beta

Stidhanshu C. Pathak _
Supervisory Patent Examiner
Art Unit 3992

XeHee
/_Luke S. Wassum

Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3992
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All participants (USPTO personnel, patent owner, patent owner's representative):

  (1) STEPHEN RALIS (3) Luke Wassum

(2) Sudhanshu Pathak (4) Peter Gutierrez  
Date of Interview: 17 June 2012

 Type: a)X] Telephonic b)L] Video Conference
c)L] Personal(copy given to: 1)(] patentowner=2)L_] patent owner's representative)

 

  
  

  
 

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d)L] Yes  e)XJ No.
If Yes, brief description:

Agreementwith respectto the claims f)X] was reached. g)L] was not reached. hy N/A.
Any other agreement(s) are set forth below under“Description of the general nature of what was agreedto...”

 
 

Ciaim(s) discussed: 8, 9, 15, 19, 27 and 22. 

 

 
  
 

 
  

  

 
 
 

Identification of prior art discussed:

Description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was reached,or any other comments:
See Continuation Sheet.

 
 (A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims

patentable,if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendmentsthat would render the claims
patentableis available, a summary thereof must be attached.)

 A FORMAL WRITTEN RESPONSETO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE PATENT OWNER'S
STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. (See MPEP § 2281). IF A RESPONSE TO THE
LAST OFFICE ACTION HAS ALREADYBEENFILED, THEN PATENT OWNERIS GIVEN ONE MONTH FROMTHIS
INTERVIEW DATE TO PROVIDE THE MANDATORY STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCEOF THE INTERVIEW
(37 CFR 1.560(b)). THE REQUIREMENT FOR PATENT OWNER’S STATEMENTCAN NOTBE WAIVED.
EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNEDBY37 CFR1.550(c).

 
 

/Stephen J Ralis/
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3992

cc: Requester(if third party requester)
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-474 (Rev. 04-01) Ex Parte Reexamination Interview Summary Paper No. 20120611
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Continuation Sheet (PTOL-474) Reexam Control No. 90/011,861.

Continuation of Description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was reached,or any other
comments: Ownerand the Office discussed the current pending Office action status of the instant reexamination
proceedings. Ownerprovided the examiner with an agenda for discussion purposes. Discussion focused on independent
claims 8 and 21andthe potential amendments to overcomethe 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, and 35 U.S.C. 305 respective
rejections. The examiner asserted that the proposed amendments would overcome the 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, and
35 U.S.C. 305 respective rejections. The examineralso asserted that dependent claims 9 and 22 (i.e. dependent form
independent claims 8 and 21, respectively) provide further issues with respect of the "transparent coverunit" and the "rigid
transparent unit". Owner noted the issues andintends to resolve the potential issues, accordingly. Ownerprovided further
amendments to independentclaim 15 and dependentclaim 19 to overcomethe outstanding claim objections, as set forth in
the Office action mailed 25 April 2012. The examiner assertedthat the potential amendment does notresolve the outstanding
claim objections, since the claimed subject matter deemedobjectedto (i.e. a backlit panel disposed onthetransitional
segment disposed adjacentthe ceiling a respective sidewall) is not recited in independentclaim 15. Owner queried the
examinerto whetherclaim 19, as current recited, can be placed into independentclaim 15 without including the limitations of
preceding dependentclaims 17 and 18. The examiner agreedthat claim 19, as currently objected to, may be placed into
independent claim 15 without the limitations of preceding dependentclaims 17 and 18. The Office and Owneralso agreed
that the Owner hasa time period to end on 25 June 2012 to reply to the Office action, mailed 25 April 2012. The Office
further asserted thatif the Patent Ownerfails to file a timely and appropriate response to any Office action or any written
statementof an interview required under § 1.560(b), the prosecution in the ex parte reexamination proceedingwill be a
terminated prosecution, and the Directorwill proceed to issue and publish a certificate concluding the reexamination
proceeding under § 1.570 in accordancewiththe last action of the Office.
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Patent : iatentee Scott Blair ; Atthn! Slephe fealis
Patent No. : 6,700,602 — Issued 03/02/04 )

)
ControlNo. : 90/011,861 )

)
Filed : August 16, 2011 )

)
For : SUBWAY TV MEDIA SYSTEM )

)
Examiner : Stephen Ralis )

)
Group Art Unit: 3992 )

)
)
)

5

Topics for Discussion

J. Amendments to Claims 8, 9, 15, and 19 — 23 in orderto resolve:

a. Rejection of Claims 8 - 14 and 21 — 30 in view of 35 U.S.C. § 112, first

10 paragraph

b. Rejection of Claims 8 — 14 in view of 35 U.S.C. § 305; and

¢. Claim objection of Claims 19 and 20

Respectfully submitted,
15

GAZDZINSKI & ASSOCIATES, PC

Dated: June 6, 2012 By: A
20 Peter J. Gutierrez, [II

Registration No. 56,732
16644 West Bemardo Drive, Suite 201

San Diego, CA 92127
Telephone No.: (858) 675-1670

25 Facsimile No.: (858) 675-1674
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)
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)
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)
)
)
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IN THE CLAIMS

1, A subwaycar for mass transportation including longitudinal opposed sidewalls, a

10 ceiling adjoining the sidewalls, a video display system comprising a plurality of video display

monitors each having a video screen, and a video signal source unit operatively connected to

said monitors,

said monitors being spaced along the length of the car on opposed sides thereof, each of
said monitor being mounted at the junction ofthe sidewall and ceiling, with the screen of the

15_monitor substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure ofthe car, and directed

obliquely downwardly toward the car seats, so that each video screen is readily visible to

passengers in the subwaycar.

2. The subwaycar of claim 1 wherein the video signal source system includes a

pre-recorded video transmission program for feeding to display on the monitors of duration
20=about 5-15 minutes.
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3, The subwaycar of claim 1 wherein the program is repeatable, and includes a

series of commercial messages of 30 second-1 minute duration.

4. The video system subwaycar of claim 1 which is soundfree.

S. The subwaycar of claim | wherein the video signal source unit comprises a

video tape player, a video disk player or computer-based digital video recorder.

6. The subway car of claim 1 wherein the video monitors include LCDscreens.
7. The subwaycar of any ofclaim 1 including a self-contained wiring-cabling

system connecting the video monitors to the video signal source unit.

8. (Amended) A subway car for mass transportation, comprising:

a video display system comprising a2 plurality of video display monitors each having a
video screen, and a video signal source unit operatively connected to said video display

monitors;

a plurality of transparent cover units that cover respective ones ofthe video display

monitors: 

a pair of longitudinal opposed sidewalls, each of the sidewalls comprising a transitional

wall portion at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling that is directed obliquely downwardly;

and

a ceiling adjoining the sidewalls;

wherein the monitors are spaced alongthe length ofthe car on opposed sides thereof, the

monitors being disposed within the transitional wall portion such that the transparent cover units

coveringrespective ones ofthe video display monitors videe-sereen-oftherespective video

displaymenitor are substantially flush blends with the adjacent surface structure of the
transitional wall portion, wherein the monitors are andis also directed obliquely downwardly

 

 

toward the car seats so that each video screenis readily visible to passengers in the subwaycar.

9, (Amended) The subwaycar ofClaim 8, wherein the video-sereen-ofthevideo-display

seoniter plurality of transparent cover units each comprises a rigid transparent unit configured to

protect the video display monitor.

10. The subway car of Claim 9, wherein the video display monitoris disposed within

the transitional wall portion such that it contains no visible edges or protuberances.
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11. The subway car of Claim 8, further comprising a backlit panel disposed on the
transitional wall portion, the back lit panel disposed adjacent the video screen of the video

display monitor.

12. The subway car of Claim 8, wherein the video display monitors are each

enclosed within an enclosure. |
13. The subway car of Claim 12, wherein the enclosure is secured to a structural

memberdisposed between an inner wall and an outer structural shell of the subwaycar.

14. The subway car of Claim 13, wherein the enclosure and a respective video

display monitor is removable from the subwaycar as a unit.

15, (Amended) A subwaycar for masstransportation including longitudinal
opposed sidewalls that further comprise a transitional segment anda ceiling adjoining the

sidewalls with the transitional segmentdisposed at the junction ofthe sidewall and theceiling,

the subwaycar further comprising:

a video display system comprising:

a plurality of video display monitors each having a video screen; and

a video signal source unit operatively connected to said video display monitors;

wherein said video display monitors are spaced along the length of the car on opposing

sides of the subway, each ofthe video display monitors being mounted within the transitional

segment, with the video screen of each video display monitor being substantially contiguous
with an exterior surface ofsaid transitional segment, said video screen being directed obliquely

downwardly toward the car seats so that each video screen is readily visible to passengers in the
 

subway car:and

an advertising panel disposed on the transitional segment disposed adjacent the ceiling

and a respective sidewall.

16. The subway car of Claim 15, wherein an external surface of the longitudinal

opposed sidewall, the exterior surface ofsaid transitional segment and an external surface ofthe

ceiling comprise a blended contour.

17. The subwaycar of Claim 15, wherein the video signal source unit is configured

to display a series of short messages in sequence onsaid plurality of video display monitors.

-3-
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18. The subwaycar ofClaim 17, wherein the series of short messages comprise

advertising content, said advertising content providing an additional source of revenue for the

operator of the subwaycar.

19. (Amended) The subwaycar of Claim 18, wherein the advertising panel

further comprises eemprising a back lit panel disposed on thetransitional segment disposed

adjacent the ceiling and [[a]] the respective sidewall.

20. (Amended) The subway car of Claim 19, wherein the back lit panel is

disposed adjacent the video screen ofthe video display monitor.

21. (Amended) A subwaycar for mass transportation including longitudinal

opposed sidewalls, a ceiling adjoining the sidewalls, a video display system comprising a

plurality of video display monitors each having a video screen, and a video signal source unit

operatively connected to said monitors,

said monitors being spaced alongthe length of the car on opposed sides thereof, each.of

said monitors being mounted at the junction ofthe sidewall and ceiling and further being

covered with a transparent cover unit, with the transparent cover unit sereen-efthe+meniter

flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car, and with the monitors directed

obliquely downwardly toward the car seats, so that each video screen is readily visible to

passengers in the subwaycar.

22, (Amended) The subwaycar of Claim 21, wherein the display-portion-ofthe

video-displaymeniter transparent cover unit for a respective video display monitor comprises a

rigid transparent unit configured to protect the video display monitor.
23. (Amended) The subwaycar of Claim 21, wherein the viduo-display-meniter

transparent coverunit is flushed within the adjacent wall structure such that it contains no

protuberances.

24, The subwaycar ofClaim 21, further comprising a backlit panel disposed on the

adjacent wall surface structure ofthecar.

25. The subwaycar of Claim 21, wherein the video display monitors are each

enclosed within an enclosure.

26, The subway car of Claim 25, wherein the enclosure is secured to a structural

memberdisposed between an inner wall and an outer structural shell of the subwaycar.

“4.
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27. The subwaycar of Claim 26, wherein the enclosure and a respective video

display monitor is removable from the subwaycar as a unit.

28. The subwaycar ofClaim 21, wherein an external surface ofthe longitudinal

opposed sidewalls, the adjacent wall surface structure and an external surface of the ceiling

comprise a blended contour.

29. The subwaycar of Claim 21, wherein the video signal source unit is configured

to display a series of short messages in sequenceon said plurality of video display monitors.

30. The subwaycar of Claim 29, wherein the series of short messages comprise

advertising content, said advertising content providing an additional source of revenue for the

operator of the subwaycar.

-5-
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DearSir:

In response to the Final Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination dated April 25, 2012

(“Ex Parte Office Action”), the following is provided:
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IN THE CLAIMS

United States Patent No. 6,700,602 (hereinafter “the *602 Patent”) issued with Claims 1

- 7. By this paper, Claims 1 — 7 are set forth herein in their original state. New Claims 8 — 30

were previously added. By this paper, Patent Owner has amended Claims 8, 9, 15 and 20 — 23

and cancelled Claim 19 without prejudice. Accordingly, Claims 1 — 18 and 20 — 30 are

presented as follows:

1. A subway car for mass transportation including longitudinal opposed sidewalls, a

ceiling adjoining the sidewalls, a video display system comprising a plurality of video display

monitors each having a video screen, and a video signal source unit operatively connected to

said monitors,

said monitors being spaced along the length of the car on opposed sides thereof, each of

said monitor being mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling, with the screen of the

monitor substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car, and directed

obliquely downwardly toward the car seats, so that each video screen is readily visible to

passengers in the subwaycar.

2. The subwaycar of claim 1 wherein the video signal source system includes a

pre-recorded video transmission program for feeding to display on the monitors of duration

about 5-15 minutes.

3. The subwaycar of claim 1 wherein the program is repeatable, and includes a

series of commercial messages of 30 second-1 minute duration.

4. The video system subway car of claim 1 which is sound free.

5. The subway car of claim 1 wherein the video signal source unit comprises a

video tape player, a video disk player or computer-based digital video recorder.

6, The subway car of claim 1 wherein the video monitors include LCD screens.

7. The subwaycar of any of claim | including a self-contained wiring-cabling

system connecting the video monitors to the video signal source unit.

8. (Amended) A subway car for mass transportation, comprising:

-2-
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a video display system comprising a plurality ofvideo display monitors each having a

video screen, and a video signal source unit operatively connected to said video display

monitors;

a plurality of transparent cover units that cover respective ones of the video display

monitors;

a pair of longitudinal opposed sidewalls,each of the sidewalls comprising a transitional

wall portion at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling that is directed obliquely downwardly;

and

a ceiling adjoining the sidewalls;

wherein the monitors are spaced alongthe length of the car on opposed sides thereof, the

monitors being disposed within the transitional wall portion such that the transparent cover units

covering respective ones of the video display monitors are substantially flush with the adjacent

surface structure of the transitional wall portion, wherein the monitors are also directed

obliquely downwardly toward the car seats so that each video screen is readily visible to

passengers in the subwaycar.

9. (Amended) The subway car of Claim 8,wherein the plurality of transparent cover

units are rigid and are further configured to protect the video display monitor.

10. The subway car of Claim 9, wherein the video display monitor is disposed within

the transitional wall portion such that it contains no visible edges or protuberances.

11. The subwaycar of Claim 8, further comprising a back lit panel disposed on the

transitional wall portion, the back Ht panel disposed adjacent the video screen of the video

display monitor.

12. The subway car of Claim 8, wherein the video display monitors are each

enclosed within an enclosure.

13. The subway car of Claim 12, wherein the enclosure is secured to a structural

member disposed between an inner wall and an outer structural shell of the subwaycar.

14. The subway car of Claim 13. wherein the enclosure and a respective video

display monitor is removable from the subway car as a unit.

15. (Amended) A subway car for mass transportation including longitudinal

opposed sidewalls that further comprise a transitional segment and a ceiling adjoining the
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sidewalls with the transitional segment disposed at the junction of the sidewall and the ceiling,

the subway car further comprising:

a video display system comprising:

a plurality of video display monitors each having a video screen; and

a video signal source unit operatively connected to said video display monitors;

wherein said video display monitors are spaced along the length of the car on opposing

sides of the subway, each of the video display monitors being mounted within the transitional

segment, with the video screen of each video display monitor being substantially contiguous

with an exterior surface of said transitional segment, said video screen being directed obliquely

downwardly toward the car seats so that each video screen is readily visible to passengers in the

subway car; and

a back lit panel disposed on the transitional segment disposed adjacent the ceiling and a

respective sidewall.

16. The subway car of Claim 15, wherein an external surface of the longitudinal

opposed sidewall, the exterior surface of said transitional segment and an external surface of the

ceiling comprise a blended contour.

17. The subway car of Claim 15, wherein the video signal source unit is configured

to display a series of short messages in sequence on said plurality of video display monitors.

18. The subway car of Claim 17, wherein the series of short messages comprise

advertising content, said advertising content providing an additional source of revenue for the

operator of the subwaycar.

19. (Cancelled)

20. (Amended) The subway car of Claim 15, wherein the backlit panelis

disposed adjacent the video screen of the video display monitor.

21, (Amended) A subwaycar for mass transportation including longitudinal

opposed sidewalls, a ceiling adjoining the sidewalls, a video display system comprising a

plurality of video display monitors each having a video screen, and a video signal source unit

operatively connected to said monitors,

said monitors being spaced along the length of the car on opposed sides thereof, each of

said monitors being mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling and further being
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covered with a transparent cover unit, with the transparent cover unit flushed with the adjacent

wall surface structure of the car, and with the monitors directed obliquely downwardly toward

the car seats, so that each video screen is readily visible to passengers in the subway car.

22. (Amended The subway car of Claim 21, wherein the transparent cover unit

for a respective video display monitoris rigid and is further configured to protect the video

display monitor.

23, (Amended) The subway car of Claim 21, wherein the transparent cover unitis

flushed within the adjacent wall structure such that it contains no protuberances.

24. The subway car of Claim 21, further comprising a back lit panel disposed on the

adjacent wall surface structure of the car.

25. ___The subway car of Claim 21, wherein the video display monitors are each

enclosed within an enclosure. .

26, The subway car of Claim 25, wherein the enclosure is secured to a structural

member disposed between an inner wall and an outer structural shell of the subwaycar.

27. The subwaycar of Claim 26, wherein the enclosure and a respective video

display monitor is removable from the subwaycar as a unit.

28, ‘The subway car of Claim 21, wherein an external surface of the longitudinal

opposed sidewalls, the adjacent wall surface structure and an external surface of the ceiling

comprise a blended contour. —

29, ‘The subway car of Claim 21, wherein the video signal source unit is configured

to display a series of short messages in sequence on said plurality of video display monitors.

30. The subway car of Claim 29, wherein the series of short messages comprise

advertisingcontent,said advertising content providing an additional source of revenue for the

operator of the subway car.
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REMARKS

The ‘602 Patent issued with Claims 1 — 7. New Claims 8 — 30 were previously added.

By this paper, Patent Owner has amended Claims 8, 9, 15 and 20 — 23 and cancelled Claim 19

without prejudice. Accordingly, Claims 1 - 18 and 20 — 30 are presented for examination

herein.

Confirmed Claims

Per page 25 of the Ex Parte Office Action, it is believed that Claims 8 — 14 and 21 — 30 are

confirmable pending resolution of the Office’s rejections under 35 U.S.C. $112,first paragraph and

35 U.S.C. §305.

Furthermore, per page 25 of the Ex Parte Office Action, dependent Claims 19 and 20 each

stand objected to for depending from a rejected base claim, but would be confirmable if

incorporated into independent Claim 15. By this paper, Patent Owner has amended Claim 15 to

incorporate the subject matter of objected-to Claim 19. Patent Owner notes that the proposed

amendment to Claim 15 was the subject matter of the Interview referenced infra, and that the

Office believed that Claim 15 as amended herein was confirmable.

Interview Summary

On June 11, 2012, the undersigned attorney of record (Peter J. Gutierrez, II) conducted an

interview with the Examimer Stephen Ralis as well as with Examiner Luke Wassum and

Examiner’s Ralis’ Supervisory Examiner Sudhanshu Pathak. The topics of discussion for this

scheduled interview were proposed Amendments to Claims 8, 9, 15, 19, 21 and 22 in order to

resolve Issues 9, 10 and 18 as set forth in page 25 of the Ex Parte Office Action. As a result ofthis

interview, an agreement was reached with respect to resolving Issues 9, 10, and 18, and the Patent

Owner respectfully submits that the proposed amendments to Claims 8, 9, 15 and 20 — 23

contained herein reflect the agreement reached during the interview. Patent Owner also believes

that the above statements are consistent with the Interview Summary dated June 12, 2012.
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35 USC. $112, firstparagraph

Per page 25 of the Ex Parte Office Action, Claims 8 — 14 and 21 — 30 each stand rejected in

view of 35 U.S.C. §112,first paragraph, as allegedly failing to comply with the written description

requirement.In response thereto, Applicant provides the following remarks:

Claim 8 — With respect to Claim 8, the Office takes issue with Patent Owner’s proposed

language which states in part: “the monitors being disposed within the transitional wail portion

such that the video screen of the respective video display monitor substantially blends with the

adjacent surface structure ofthe transitional wall portion”. Specifically, the Office alleges thatit

is actually the shield of the enclosure that blends with the internal walls of the subway car and not

the actual video screens of the monitors themselves, Without admission thereof, or addressing the

merit or propriety of the Office’s rejection of Claim 8, by this paper, Patent Owner has amended

Claim 8 such that it now recites: “the monitors being disposed within the transitional wall

portion such that the transparent cover units covering respective ones of the video display

monitors are substantially flush with the adjacent surface structure of the transitional wall

portion”. Support for Patent Owner’s amendment can be found at Col. 3, line 64 — Col.4,line 8

and Figure 6 of the ‘602 Patent as well as at Col. 5, lines 35 — 46 and Figure 4A of the ‘602

Patent. Accordingly, no new matter has been entered by virtue of Patent Owner’s amendmentto

Claim 8.

Furthermore, Patent Owner further notes that the proposed amendment to Claim 8 was

the subject matter of the Interview referenced above, and that the Office believed that Claim 8

as amended herein resolved the Office’s 35 U.S.C. §112, first paragraph concerns and was

confirmable.

Claim 21 — With respect to Claim 21, the Office takes issue with Patent Owner’s proposed

language which states in part: “with the screen of the monitor flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure of the car”. Specifically, the Office alleges that it is actually the shield of the

enclosure that is flush with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car and not the actual video

screens of the monitors themselves. Without admission thereof, or addressing the merit or propriety

of the Office’s rejection of Claim 21, by this paper, Patent Owner has amended Claim 21 suchthat
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it now tecites: “the transparent cover unitflushed with the adjacent wall surface structure ofthe

car”. Support for Patent Owner’s amendment can be foundat, inter alia, Col. 3, line 64 ~ Col.

4, line 8 and Figure 6 of the ‘602 Patent as well as at Col. 5, lines 35 — 46 and Figure 4A of the

‘602 Patent. Accordingly, no new matter has been entered by virtue of Patent Owner’s

amendment to Claim 21.

Furthermore, Patent Owner further notes that the proposed amendment to Claim 21 was

the subject matter of the Interview referenced above, and that the Office believed that Claim 21

as amended herein resolved the Office’s 35 U.S.C. §112, first paragraph concerns and was

confirmable.

35 USC. $305

Per page 32 of the Ex Parte Office Action, Claims 8 — 14 each stand rejected under 35

U.S.C. § 305 as enlarging the scope of the claim(s) of the patent being reexamined. Specifically,

the Office alleges that the introduction of the term “blended” enlarges the scope of the claims.

Without admission thereof, or addressing the merit or propriety of the Office’s rejection of Claim

8, Patent Owner has amended Claim 8 so that the term “blended” has been replaced with the term

“flushed” consistent with Patent Owner’s terminology used in issued Claim 1. Accordingly, no

new matter has been entered by virtue of Patent Owner’s amendmentto Claim 8.

Furthermore, Patent Owner further notes that the proposed amendment to Claim 8 was

the subject matter of the Interview referenced above, and that the Office believed that Claim 8

as amended herein resolved the Office’s 35 U.S.C. §305 concerns and was confirmable.

35 USC. $102

I. Per page 4 of the Office Action, Claim 1 stands rejected under 35 U.S.C. §102 as

being anticipated by Minesaki (Japanese Publication No. JP 63-125984, hereinafter “Minesaki”).

In response thereto, Patent Owner provides the following remarks:

Claim 1 — Patent Owner respectfully submits that it is well established that “/a/ claim is

anticipated only ifeach and every element as setforth in the claim is found, either expressly or
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inherently described, in a single prior art reference." Verdegaal Bros, v. Union Oil Co. of

California, 814 F.2d 628, 631, 2 USPQ2d 1051, 1053 (Fed. Cir. 1987). See also MPEP §2131.

With regards to the Office’s rejection of Claim 1 as being anticipated by Minesaki, Patent

Owner respectfully traverses. Specifically, Minesaki fails to expressly or inherently describe: (1)

“each of said monitor being mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling”; (2) “with the

screen ofthe monitor substantiallyflushed with the adjacent wall surface structure ofthe car”; and

(3) “directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats”.

With regards to the claimed feature “each ofsaid monitor being mounted at the junction of

the sidewall and ceiling”, Minesaki appears to only contemplate two configurations for mounting
the information transmission display (part J). Specifically, one such configuration contemplated by

Minesaki is an “information display part J ... which is suspended and hangs down from_the

ceiling”. {emphasis added} Such a configuration as described does not expressly or inherently

describe mounting the monitorat the junction of the sidewall andceiling.

Minesaki’s second configuration contemplates that the “information transmission display

part J may also be formed on the sidewall 9 of the train car.” {emphasis added} Accordingly,

Minesaki only appears to contemplate suspending the information transmission display part from

the ceiling, or alternatively, forming the information transmission display part on the sidewall of

the train car, and respectfully does not contemplate mounting the monitor at the junction of the

sidewall and ceiling.

The Office alleges at page 100 of the Ex Parte Office Action that Fig. 2 of Minesaki

illustrates the information transmission display part J at the junction of the sidewall and the ceiling.

However, as set forth previously, Minesaki only describes that this information transmission

display part is formed on the sidewall. Furthermore, Patent Owner respectfully submits that it is

clear that the drawing of Fig. 2 is not intended to be to scale, and that the drafting quality of Fig. 2

is poor. For example, and as illustrated in Fig. 2, the information transmission display parts J are

shown as being curved along the top portion of the display. However, Minesaki provides no

mention or explanation for this curvature in its specification, and it would appear that such a

curved feature is quite unusual in that it seemingly affects only the very top portion of the display

shownin FIG. 2, which optically would seem to distort the light rays emanating from the display in

an inconsistent manner (and hence distort at least a portion of any image displayed thereon, akin to

9.
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a prism), Accordingly, it is believed that this drawing (Fig. 2) is at best unreliable (and at worst,

inconsistent) in its teachings when considered without the context of the two configurations

discussed supra provided by the written detailed description, and would not expressly or inherently

describe a monitor being “mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling” to one of ordinary

skill in the art.

. Furthermore, with regards to the claimed feature “with the screen of the monitor

substantiallyflushed with the adjacent wall surface structure ofthe car”, the Office alleges that the

term “substantially” is often used in conjunction with another term to describe a particular

characteristic of the claimed invention, and is further construed to be a broad term (citing MPEP

§2173.05). While Patent Owner agrees that the term “substantially” is construed broadly, the use

of the term “substantially” cannot be construed so broadly as to read the term “flushed”

completely out of the claim. See e.g., Exxon Chem, Patents v. Lubrizel Corp., 64 F.3d 1553, 1555

(Fed. Cir. 1995), cert. denied, 518 U.S. 1020 (1996), as it believes the Office’s interpretation has

done.

Furthermore, Patent Owner notes that terms in its clatms must be interpreted in light of

Patent Owner’s specification as filed; see MPEP § 2111; “During patent examination, the

pending claims must be "given their broadest reasonable interpretation consistent with the

specification." Phillips v. AWH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303, 75 USPQ2d 1321 (Fed. Cir, 2005)"

{emphasis added}). Fig. 2 of Minesaki is reproduced below for the convenience ofthe Office.

 
Figure 2 ofMinesaki
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As can be seen,there is not a single part of the information transmission display (part J) illustrated

in Fig. 2 which can reasonably be considered to be flush with the adjacent wall surface (as Patent

Owner has used that term in its specification and Claim 1); in fact, the entire information

transmission display part J of Minesaki clearly protrudes away from the adjacent wall surface.

Patent Ownerrefers the Office to FIG. 4a ofits specification (reproduced below for convenience),

which clearly shows an embodiment of Patent Owner’s invention that has a screen that. is

substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface (as explicitly recited in Claim 1), and with no

protrusion of the display (as occurs in Minesaki). As indicated in Patent Owner’s specification

regarding FIG. 4a, this configuration gives a better aesthetic appearance to the inside of the

subway car as a whole, as well as improving the display performance by minimizing the
interference effects.an ——ae— 34
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Accordingly, Patent Ownerrespectfully submits that the Office’s interpretation of the term

“substantially flushed” is improper, as the Office’s interpretation completely reads out the

“flushed”feature. In response to Patent Owner’s previousassertions, the Office states that the term

flush is “examined as ‘forming a continuous plane or unbroken surface.’Furthermore, the Office

alleges that the screen of the display monitor illustrated in FIG. 4a above can never form a

continuous plane or unbroken surface with the adjacent wall surface structure. However, the Office
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alleges that this is the case because the screen is further behind the transport screen of the enclosure

(see page 103 of the Ex Parte Office Action). Patent Owner submitsthat although the screen of the

monitor is behind the transport screen, the use of the transport screen would give the appearance of

a flush mounted monitor (“substantially flush”), even though the screen of the monitor would

actually be slightly offset from the adjacent wall surface structure of the car. Again, contrast with

Minesaki, whichillustrates information transmission display parts which would clearly not give the

appearance of a flush mounted monitor.

Finally, Patent Owner respectfully submits that Minesaki does not expressly or inherently

describe that “the screen of the monitor ... [is] directed obliquely downwardly toward the car

seats”. While Patent Owner admits that the information transmission display parts J of Minesaki

appear curved with the top portion seemingly directed obliquely downwardly, the majority portion

of the information transmission display part I is directed perpendicular to the sidewall of the

Minesaki train (see Fig. 2 reproduced above). Furthermore, Patent Ownerhas set forth and claimed

in Claim 1 that “the sereen of the monitor ... fis] directed obliquely downwardly toward the car

seats’’ as opposed to setting forth and claiming that only portions of the screen of the monitor are

directed obliquely downwardly. In response, the Office states that since portions of the monitor

screen of Minesaki are directed obliquely downward toward the car seats, Minesaki fully meets
Patent Owner’s claimed language. However, Patent Owner hasactually claimed “the screen ofthe

monitor ... directed obliquely downwardly toward the car seats, so that each yideo screen is

readily visible to passengers in the subway car.” Furthermore, the stated reasoning in Patent

Owner’s specification states that the screen is: “suitably angled downwardly, for best viewing

by passengers seated opposite the screen” (Col. 4, lines 6 — 7 of the *602 Patent); “angled

downwardlyfor ease of viewing ofpassengers 24 seated in such inwardfacing seats 16” (Col.

5, lines 1 — 2 of the ‘602 Patent); and “angled downwardlyfor best viewing by a passenger 24

seated opposite” (Col. 5, lines 30 — 32 of the ‘602 Patent). Patent Owner respectfully submits

that the arrangementillustrated in Minesaki would frustrate the ability for each video screen to

be readily visible to passengers if only a portion of the screen were directed obliquely

downwardly (due to inter alia, optical distortion associated with only the very top portion of

light emanating from the screen), and that the Office’s interpretation of Patent Owner’s

language is inconsistent with Patent Owner’s specification.
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Accordingly, Patent Owner submits that Claim 1 distinguishes on this independent and

distinct basis as well.

2. Per page 6 of the Office Action, Claim 1 stands rejected under 35 U.S.C. §102 as

being anticipated by Amano et al. (Japanese Publication No. JP 02-23985 A, hereinafter

“Amano”). In response thereto, Patent Owner provides the following remarks:

Claim 1 — With regards to the Office’s rejection of Claim | as being anticipated by Amano,

Patent Ownerrespectfully traverses. Specifically, Patent Owner respectfully submits that Amano

fails to expressly or inherently describe “the screen of the monitor substantially flushed with the

adjacent wall surface structure ofthe car”.

Again, the Office alleges that the term “substantially” is often used in conjunction with

another term to describe a particular characteristic of the claimed invention and is further construed

to be a broad term (citing MPEP §2173.05). Again, Patent Owner respectfully submits that the use

of the term “substantially” cannot be construed so broadly as to read the term “flushed”

completely out of the claim. Figures 4 -- 6 of Amano are reproduced below for the convenience of

the Office.

Figure 4

 
Figure 4 ofAmano
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Figure 6 ofAmano

As can be seen,there is not a single part of the information display device 8 illustrated in Figures 4

~— 6 that can reasonably be considered to be “flush with the adjacent wall surface” as recited in

Claim 1. In fact, the entire information display device 8 of Amano (including the screen, which is

the component Patent Owner’s Claim 1 recites as being substantially flushed with the wall surface)

10 clearly protrudes away from the adjacent wall surface, Patent Ownerrespectfully submits that the

Office’s interpretation of the term “substantiallyflushed” is improper, as the Office’s interpretation

completely reads out the “flushed” feature. See again FIG.4a ofthe ‘602 Patent discussed supra.

In response to Patent Owner’s previous assertions, the Office states that the term flush is

“examined as ‘forming a continuous plane or unbroken surface.’” Furthermore, the Office alleges
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that the screen of the display monitor illustrated in FIG. 4a above can never form a continuous

plane or unbroken surface with the adjacent wall surface structure. However, the Office allegesthat

this is the case because the screen is further behind the transport screen of the enclosure (see page

108 of the Ex Parte Office Action). Patent Owner submits that although the screen of the monitor

is behind the transport screen, the use ofthe transport screen would give the appearance of a flush

mounted monitor (“substantiallyflush”), even though the screen of the monitor would actually be

slightly offset from the adjacent wall surface structure of the car. Again, contrast with Amano

which illustrates information display devices which would clearly not give the appearance of a

flush mounted monitor,

Accordingly, Patent Owner respectfully submits that the Office’s rejection of Claim 1 as

being anticipated by Amanois improper, and should be withdrawn.

3. Per page 34 of the Office Action, Claims 15 — 18 each stand rejected under 35

U.S.C. §102 as being anticipated by Minesaki. By this paper, Claim 15 has been amended to

incorporate the subject matter of objected-to Claim 19 as discussed supra. Accordingly, Patent

Ownerrespectfully submits that Claim 15 as amended herein overcomes the Office’s rejection of

Claim 15 as being anticipated by Minesaki andis therefore not anticipated thereby.

4. Per page 40 of the Office Action, Claims 15 — 18 each stand rejected under 35

U.S.C. §102 as being anticipated by Amano. By this paper, Claim 15 has been amended to

incorporate the subject matter of objected-to Claim 19 as discussed supra. Accordingly, Patent

Owner respectfully submits that Claim 15 as amended herein overcomes the Office’s rejection of

Claim 15 as being anticipated by Amanoandis therefore not anticipated thereby.

35 U.S.C. $103

1. Per page 7 of the Office Action, Claim 1 stands rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103 as

being unpatentable over Maekawa (Japanese Publication No. JP 04-160991 A, hereinafter

“Maekawa’”) in view ofAmano. In response thereto, Patent Owner provides the following remarks:
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Claim 1 — With regards to Claim 1, the Office admits that Maekawa does not specifically

disclose monitors that are mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling and directed

obliquely downwardly toward the car seats (see page 8 of the Office Action). However, the Office

alleges that such a feature is taught by Amano. Furthermore, the Office alleges that Maekawa

expressly discloses that the screen of the monitor is substantially flushed with the adjacent wall

surface structure of the car, citing features 101 — 124, page 738, column 2, and Figures 1 and 2 of

Maekawa. Patent Owner respectfully traverses.

Specifically, Maekawa fails to teach or suggest that “the screen of the monitor [is]

substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car”. Page 738, column 2 of

Maekawastates in relevant part: “...each ofthe television receivers (101), (102), (103) ... (124) is

made low profile using liquid crystal panels or the like.” Accordingly, while Maekawa clearly

contemplates low profile displays, Maekawa is completely silent as to these liquid crystal panels

being substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure ofthe car.

Again, the Office alleges that the term “substantially” is often used in conjunction with

another term to describe a particular characteristic of the claimed invention and is further construed

to be a broad term (citing MPEP §2173.05). Again, Patent Owner respectfully submits that the use

of the term “substantially” cannot be construed so broadly as to read the term “flushed”

completely out of the claim; see discussion provided supra. Figure 2 ofMaekawaillustrates that no

part of these low profile displays are “flush” with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car as

Patent Owner has used that term in its specification and Claim 1. Figure 2 of Maekawa is

reproduced below for the convenience of the Office.
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Figure 2 ofMaekawa

As can be seen, there is not a single part of the television receiver illustrated in Figure 2 (including

especially its screen) that is flush with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car; in fact, the

entire television receiver of Maekawa clearly protrudes from the adjacent car wail surface.

Accordingly, Patent Owner respectfully submits that the Office’s interpretation of the term

“substantially flushed” is improper, as the Office’s interpretation completely reads out the

“flushed”feature.

Patent Owner further submits that Amano does not cure the deficiencies present in

Maekawa(see discussion of Amano with regards to the Office’s 35 U.S.C. § 102 rejection above).

In response to Patent Owner’s previous assertions, the Office states that the term flush is

“examined as ‘forming a continuous plane or unbroken surface.’” Furthermore, the Office alleges

that the screen of the display monitor illustrated in FIG. 4a above can never form a continuous

plane or unbroken surface with the adjacent wall surface structure. However, the Office alleges that

this is the case because the screen is further behind the transport screen of the enclosure (see page
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112 of the Ex Parte Office Action). Patent Owner submits that although the screen of the monitor

is behind the transport screen, the use of the transport screen would give the appearance of a flush

mounted monitor (“substantiallyflush”), even though the screen of the monitor would actually be

slightly offset from the adjacent wall surface structure of the car. Again, contrast with Mackawa

which illustrates information display devices which would clearly not give the appearance of a

flush mounted monitor.

Accordingly, the Office’s rejection of Claim 1 as being obvious over Maekawain view of

Amanois respectfully improper and should be withdrawn.

2. Per page 10 ofthe Office Action, Claim 1 stands rejected under 35 U.S.C. $103 as

being unpatentable over Minesaki in view of Mooreet al. (U.S. Patent No. 3,480,727, hereinafter

“Moore”). In response thereto, Patent Owner provides the following remarks:

Claim 1 — Patent Owner respectfully traverses the Office’s contention that Claim 1 is

obvious over Minesaki in view of Moore. Specifically, and as discussed previously herein with

regards to Patent Owner’s discussion of Minesaki supra, Minesaki fails to teach or suggest: (1)

“each ofsaid monitor being mounted at thejunction ofthe sidewall and ceiling”; and (2) “directed

obliquely downwardly toward the car seats”.

Furthermore, Patent Owner submits that Moore does not cure the deficiencies found in

Minesaki, as Moore is only being utilized for its teaching of a monitor adapted to be mountedflush

with a surrounding wall, and teaches nothing of the placement ofthe monitor within the wall(e.g.,

at a junction or otherwise).

Accordingly, Patent Owner respectfully submits that the Office’s rejection of Claim 1 as

being unpatentable over Minesaki in view of Mooreis improper and should be withdrawn.

3, Per page 13 of the Office Action, Claim 1 stands rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103 as

being unpatentable over Amanoin view of Moore. In response thereto, Patent Owner provides the

following remarks:
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Claim 1 — Patent Ownerrespectfully traverses the Office’s rejection of Claim | as being

unpatentable over Amano in view of Moore. In making the rejection, the Office Action alleges,

in part, that it would have been obvious for one of ordinary skill in the art to arrive at “the

screen of the monitor [being] substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of

the car” by combining the monitors mounted near the junction of the sidewall and ceiling of

Amano (see Figures 4 — 6 of Amano) with the teaching of a monitor adapted to be mounted flush

with a surrounding wall as taught by Moore. Patent Owner respectfully disagrees and traverses.

MPEP §2143.03(VJ) states that: “fa/ prior art reference must be considered in its

entirety, i.e, as a whole, including portions that would lead away from the claimed invention."

Accordingly, where cited art teaches away from a claimed feature, the cited art is not available

for the purposes of an obviousness rejection.

Furthermore, if the “proposed modification would render the prior art invention being

modified unsatisfactory for its intended purpose, then there is no suggestion or motivation to

make the proposed modification. In re Gordon, 733 F.2d 900, 221 USPQ 1125 (Fed. Cir.

1984)”. See also MPEP $2143.01.

In the instant case, Amano fails to teach or suggest “the screen of the monitor [being]

substantially flushed with the adjacent wall surface structure of the car”. However, the Office

states that the monitor of Amano can readily and predictably be substituted with the flush

monitor of Moore. To the contrary, Patent Owner respectfully submits that the wall structure of

Amano (in particular, the area near the junction of the sidewall and ceiling) would need to be
appreciably modified in order to accommodate a flush monitor. See also, for example, FIG. 4a
of the ‘602 Patent. However, Amano also illustrates storage areas on the upper areas of the

train. See for example, Figure 4 of Amano reproduced below.
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Figure 4

 
Figure 4 ofAmano

Accordingly, modifications to the area near the junction of the sidewall and ceiling of the

Amano train would render the Amano train unsatisfactory for its intended purpose. For

example, if the wall surface structure near the information display device 8 were to be extended

so that the screen of the information display device 8 were “substantiallyflushed” with its adjacent

walls, the storage areas would need to be substantially reduced in size or eliminated entirely. It

is not clear to Patent Owner why one would be motivated to make such a modification, where

the modification would remove desirable storage area on the train of Amano, thereby leading to

a situation where no overhead storage is available for passengers’ luggage or other items. By

analogy, one would not design a commercial airliner such that no overhead storage was

available (thereby requiring passengers to check all baggage).

Note also that the cross-sectional view in FIG. 4 of Amano reproduced above shows a

thin outer shell or body for the train car with seemingly little or no interior volume of space,

thereby frustrating mounting of the monitor screen flush therewith (otherwise, the back of the

monitor, wiring, etc, would protrude through the car body and be exposed on the outside),

which is clearly undesirable.

Furthermore, it is a stated purpose of Amano to take the opportunity to effectively use

the time on a transportation vehicle to provide various information to people who are using

various cited transportation vehicles (i.¢., airplane, train and bus). Accordingly, if Amano were

modified so that the display devices 8 were flush with the adjacent wall surface structure of the

car, and the storage areas were modified to protrude further away from the sidewall to

accommodate for the space taken up by the flush mounted monitors, passengers would place

-20-
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luggage or other articles onto these storage areas thereby obscuring the display of information

on these display devices from the passengers on the transportation vehicle, in direct

contravention with the stated purpose of Amano.

Amanodoes not appear to explicitly describe the reasoning behind the placementofthe

information signal display devices near the junction ofthe ceiling and the sidewall. However,it

appears reasonable to infer that since each of the respective embodiments whichillustrate this

feature (i.c. FIGS. 4 — 6) also include areas for overhead storage, that the placement of the

information signal display devices is merely necessitated because of the existence of these

ovethead storage areas; i.e., they would not otherwise be able to be accommodated on the

sidewall areas as illustrated in, for example, Maekawa, as the overhead storage areas interface

with the sidewall in these traditional information signal display device mountingareas.

Therefore, as the proposed modification to Amano would render the Amano storage

areas (or information display devices 8) unsatisfactory for their intended purpose, one of

ordinaryskill in the art would not be motivated to modify Amanoto incorporate certain features

of Moore in an effort to arrive at the claimed invention. Accordingly, Patent Owner respectfully

submits that the rejection is improper and respectfully requests that the rejection be withdrawn.

4. Per page 17 of the Office Action, Claim 1 stands rejected under 35 U.S.C. $103 as

being unpatentable over Maekawa in view of Amano andfurther in view of Moore. Furthermore,

per pages 20 ~ 21 of the Office Action, Claim 1 stands rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103 as being

unpatentable over Shinagawa et al. (Japanese Publication No. JP 04-160991 A, hereinafter

“Shinagawa”) in view of Amano and further in view of Moore. In response thereto, Patent Owner

provides the following remarks:

Claim 1 — In each of these respective instances, Maekawa and Shinagawaare both alleged

to disclose all of the limitations of the claimed invention, except for specifically calling for each of

the monitors to be mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling and directed obliquely

downwardly toward the car seats, with the screen of the monitor being substantially flushed with

the adjacent wall surface structure. However, the Office utilizes Amano in combination with

Mooreto allegedly teach such features as claimed.
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However, as discussed previously herein, Patent Owner respectfully submits that the

proposed combination of Amano and Mooreis improper, as the modification of Amano to include

the flush monitors of Moore would render the Amano storage areas (or information display

devices 8) unsatisfactory for their intended purpose. Accordingly, as the proposed modification

would render the “prior art invention being modified unsatisfactoryfor its intended purpose...

there is no suggestion or motivation to make the proposed modification”.

Patent Owner respectfully requests withdrawal of the Office’s rejection of Claim | as

being unpatentable over Maekawain view ofAmano and further in view ofMoore;or alternatively

as being unpatentable over Shinagawa in view of Amanoandfurther in view of Moore.

5. Per page 47 of the Office Action, Claims 15 — 18 each stand rejected under 35

U.S.C. § 103 as being unpatentable over Mackawa in view of Amano. By this paper, Claim 15 has

been amended to incorporate the subject matter of objected-to Claim 19 as discussed supra.

Accordingly, Patent Owner respectfully submits that Claim 15 as amended herein overcomes the

Office’s rejection of Claim 15 as being unpatentable over Maekawa in view of Amano andis

therefore not rendered obvious thereby.

6. Per page 56 of the Office Action, Claims 15 — 18 each stand rejected under 35

U.S.C. § 103 as being unpatentable over Minesaki in view of Moore. By this paper, Claim 15 has

been amended to incorporate the subject matter of objected-to Claim 19 as discussed supra.

Accordingly, Patent Owner respectfully submits that Claim 15 as amended herein overcomes the

Office’s rejection of Claim 15 as being unpatentable over Minesaki in view of Moore and is

therefore not rendered obvious thereby.

7, Per page 65 of the Office Action, Claims 15 — 18 each stand rejected under 35

U.S.C. § 103 as being unpatentable over Amano in view of Moore. By this paper, Claim 15 has

been amended to incorporate the subject matter of objected-to Claim 19 as discussed supra.

Accordingly, Patent Owner respectfully submits that Claim 15 as amended herein overcomes the

Office’s rejection of Claim 15 as being unpatentable over Amano in view of Moore and is

therefore not rendered obvious thereby.
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8. Per page 75 of the Office Action, Claims 15 — 18 each stand rejected under 35

U.S.C. § 103 as being unpatentable over Maekawa in view of Amano and Moore. By this paper,

Claim 15 has been amended to incorporate the subject matter of objected-to Claim 19 as discussed

supra. Accordingly, Patent Owner respectfully submits that Claim 15 as amended herein

overcomes the Office’s rejection of Claim 15 as being unpatentable over Maekawa in view of

Amano and Moore andis therefore not rendered obvious thereby.

9. Per page 87 of the Office Action, Claims 15 — 18 each stand rejected under 35

U.S.C. § 103 as being unpatentable over Shinagawa in view of Amano and Moore. Bythis paper,

Claim 15 has been amended to incorporate the subject matter of objected-to Claim 19 as discussed

supra. Accordingly, Patent Owner respectfully submits that Claim 15 as amended herein

overcomes the Office’s rejection of Claim 15 as being unpatentable over Shinagawa in view of

Amano and Mooreandis therefore not rendered obvious thereby.

Other Remarks

Patent Owner notes that any remarks made with respect to a given claim or claims are

limited solely to such claim or claims, unless otherwise explicitly noted.

If the Examiner has any questions or comments which may be resolved over the

telephone, he is respectfully requested to call the undersigned at (858) 675-1670.

Respectfully submitted,

GAZDZINSKI & ASSOCIATES, PC

Dated: June 25, 2012 By: fA CA ALae
Peter J. Gutierrez, HI

Registration No. 56,732
16644 West Bernardo Drive, Suite 201
San Diego, CA 92127
Telephone No.: (858) 675-1670
Facsimile No.: (858) 675-1674
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ADVISORY ACTION

Proposed Amendment

After a final rejection in an ex parte reexamination filed under § 1.510:

(1) An amendment may be madecanceling claims or complying with any

requirement of form expressly set forth in a previous Office action;

(2) An amendmentpresenting rejected claims in better form for consideration

on appeal may be admitted; or

(3) An amendmenttouching the merits of the application or patent under

reexamination may be admitted upon a showing of good andsufficient reasons

why the amendmentis necessary and wasnot earlier presented. (See 37 CFR §

1.116(b)).

In the proposed amendmentfiled 25 June 2012 (herein after the "Amendment")

by the Patent Owner, claims 8, 9, 15 and 20-23 have been amended,and claim 19 has

been canceled. The Amendmentpresents the claims in better form for consideration on

appeal, since the 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, and the 35 U.S.C. 305 rejections have

been overcome. Therefore, (2) does apply.

Accordingly, the proposed amendmentis entered. As such, this Advisory Action
 

will set forth an identical rejection to the Final Office action for claim 1, mailed 25 April

2012. Therefore, the claim 1 stands previously rejected, as set forth in the Final

Rejection mailed on 25 April 2012, and the Examiner's Response to Arguments
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presented in the Final Rejection mailed on 25 April 2012, which is hereby incorporated

by reference, is maintained, as set forth below.

REMARKS

Owners Arguments

Issue 1: Rejections under 35 under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) by Minesaki

With respect to Owners reply/argumentthat Minesakifails to expressly or

inherently describe “each of said monitor being mounted at the junction of the sidewall

and ceiling”, the examiner respectfully disagrees. As Ownerhas noted, Minesaki

discloses

This information transmission display part J may also be formed on the sidewall
of the train car (page 590, right upper most column).

Minesaki further discloses such a configuration in the annotated Figure 2, as shown

below
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In the annotated Figure 2 above, Minesakiillustrates a ceiling portion, a sidewall

portion, and a junction portion between the respective sidewall and ceiling portions (see

above). In addition, the monitor (information transmission display part J) is clearly

partially mounted and disposedin the junction portion between the respective sidewall

and ceiling portions. Therefore, Minesaki fully meets “each of said monitor being

mounted at the junction of the sidewall and ceiling” given its broadest reasonable

interpretation.

With respect to Owners reply/argumentthat Minesakifails to expressly or

inherently describe “with the screen of the monitor substantially flushed with the

adjacent wall surface structure of the car’, the examiner respectfully disagrees.

Although the claimsare interpretedin light of the specification, limitations from the
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specification are not read into the claims. See /n re Van Geuns, 988 F.2d 1181, 26

USPQ2d 1057 (Fed. Cir. 1993).

In that regard, it is improper to import claim limitations from the specification.

“Although claims of issued patents are interpreted in light of the specification,

prosecution history, prior art and otherclaims,this is not the modeof claim

interpretation to be applied during examination. During examination, the claims must be

interpreted as broadly as their terms reasonably allow” (see MPEP § 2111). “Though

understanding the claim language maybe aided by explanations contained in the

written description, it is important not to import into a claim limitations that are not part of

the claim. For example, a particular embodiment appearing in the written description

may not be readinto a claim whenthe claim languageis broader than the embodiment”

(again see MPEP§ 2111).

Asasserted in the previous Office action

(T)he term “substantially” is often used in conjunction with another term to
describe a particular characteristic of the claimed invention. It is a broad term.
(See MPEP 2173.05).

The recitation to “flush” is modified by the term “substantially” which essentially

broadens therecitation of “flush”. The term “flush” is examined as “forming a continuous

plane or unbroken surface.”' The limitation of “substantially flushed” recites the screen

of the monitor not forming a continuousplane or unbroken surface, but to the screen not

wholly forming a continuous plane or unbroken surface with the adjacent wall surface

structure. Ownerdiscloses

"flush." Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary. 2012. Merriam-Webster Online. 10 April 2012
<http:/Awww.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flush>
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Analternative embodimentis illustrated in FIG. 4A, a view similar to that of FIG.
4. In this alternative embodiment, CRT video monitor 22 is replaced with an LCD-
based video monitor 22A whichis of thin, rectangular cross-section, and
occupies less spacein the ceiling structure of the car. Accordingly, it can be
moved towards the ceiling so that its viewing screen is substantially flush with or
even behind the light panel 40. This use of an LCD-based monitor gives a better
aesthetic appearanceto the inside of the subway car as a whole, as well as
improving the display performance by minimizing the interference effects, as
previously discussed. (Page 5, lines 35-46)

Included below is Figure 4A.
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As asserted above, the

“CRT video monitor is replaced with an LCD-based video monitor 22A which is of
thin, rectangular cross-section, and occupies less spacein the ceiling structure of
the car’.
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